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ABSTRACT 

The process of cuhural self-definition among individuals of "misrecognized" ethno-

cuhural minorities inhabiting the American liberal polity triggers a number of other 

processes that may be conducive to liberal (and liberating) outcomes. These processes 

are: (1) the process by which the American liberal polity explains itself, revises its "first 

principles," and adapts to changing conditions, (2) the process by which individuals of 

any cultural group develop "capacities for agency" and loyalty to liberal citizenship, (3) 

the process of creative identity-formation (empowering or disempowering identities), and 

(4) the process by which America defines and re-defines itself as circumstances change. 

The outcome of these processes is not necessarily emancipatory and self-definition is 

not necessarily successfiil in generating empowering identities among individuals of 

misrecognized groups, but the American liberal democracy is equipped to engage self-

definition and the other processes it triggers in ways that enhance the prospects of 

achieving Uberating outcomes. First, the American polity has an institutional framework 

for coexistence between pluralities that, while enabling cultural self-definition, also 

instructs individvials in the practices of liberal citizenship. Second, American liberal 

society has the poUtical, philosophical, and cultural traditions apt for "conversation" 

between pluralities, namely, the traditions of Uberalism and pragmatism. 

The practice of conversation, that is, the practice of "rendering differences 

conversable," is an important, if not necessary, activity in multicultural poUties like the 

United States, because it hones critical skiUs and promotes Uberal and emancipatory 

outcomes among its citizens. Conversation helps expand the scope and reach of our moral 

commitments, helps us construct more compelling autobiographies and arguments about 

our ends and purposes, and enables us to devise better ways, that is, freer and less cruel 

ways, of Uving our social lives together. It also helps us recognize our equal capacities 

for poUtical reasonableness, moral deUberation, and creative identity-formation, hence 

aUowing the /and the Other to connect and communicate without erasing difference. 

One of the prevailing views in our multicultural age is that ethno-cultural self-

definition somehow imdermines liberal principles and practices. This dissertation argues 

Vll 



that cultural self-definition and American liberalism can be mutually correspondent and 

complementary. This dissertation shows that "expressions of Mexicanness," that is, the 

Mexican American community's pursuit of self-definition since 1848, triggered the 

processes listed above. It also shows that the American liberal poUty lived up to its 

emancipatory promise. The case is made, however, for a stronger commitment to 

conversation among individuals and the poUtical classes of the various cultural pluralities 

inhabiting the polity. 

V l l l 



PREFACE 

"To be part of a society is, in the relevant sense, to be taken as a possible 

conversational partner by those who shape the society's self-image," says Richard Rorty, 

one of America's most prolific philosophers. Ever since they were brought into the world 

in 1848 with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexican Americans have argued for their 

right to participate in the shaping of America's self-image; that is, to participate in the 

conversation about who we are as a people and what we stand for as a nation. Their story, 

they remind us, is as American as the story of the Pilgrims, and their intellectual and 

aesthetic contributions as insightfial and vivid as those of any other Americans. The 

mythic land of Aztldn, Chicanos/as teU us, is essentially no different from the Promised 

Land or the House on the HUl, and the mestizo no less or more than the black, red, 

yellow, or white. Given a place at the table on equal terms, they argue, anyone can shape 

the society's self-image and, like other conversational partners, Uve a self-chosen Ufe in 

America. 

The conversation is well under way today, but as with most worthy causes, it did not 

start without a fight. Deemed too "foreign" by those who shaped America's self-unage in 

the 19* and early- to mid-20* centuries, the stories by Mexican American poets, artists 

and activists only trickled into the mainstream. They were held back by the gatekeepers 

of culture, those who to this day fear what they caU "the browning of America." But in 

the 1960s, driven by some of the best among us, the Mexican American stories burst into 

the national consciousness and now flow quite freely m our society, providing vital 

sustenance to American culture. 

It is a heroic story, filled with the courage of countless Mexican Americans who took 

it upon themselves to build their communities from the ground up— t̂o organize local 

communities, run for office, start a business, and raise a family while facmg extra

ordinary legal and extra-legal obstacles. It is also fiill of fliry and drama. "I refiise to be 

absorbed!" cried political activist Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez in his celebrated poem, / 

Am Joaquin, in 1969. But as with all himian stories, this one, too, is humorous and 
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beautiful, rich in laughter and aesthetic genius. "To live in the borderlands," writes poet 

Gloria Anzaldiia, "means you put chile in the borscht, eat whole wheat tortillas, speak 

Tex-Mex with a Brooklyn accent." 

The story spans several generations and contains as many examples of brilliance as it 

does of folly. There are the deep longings for spiritual transcendence, as exemplified in 

the Ufe of Cesar Chavez, whose practice of the "love ethic" in pursuit of justice for farm 

workers puts him side by side with Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. There is 

also the pachuco, played masterfiiUy by Edward James Olmos and Daniel Valdez in the 

film Zoot Suit. The pachuco's unbounded energy and bravado, his posture and style could 

have had a clearer purpose. Perhaps in doing so he would have suffered less. 

But the pachucos were not aU loss and confusion. They served as a stepping stone to 

chicanismo, a movement that dug deep into Mexican American heritage, as far back as 

the Mayans, the Aztecs, and colonial Spain, and boldly launched itself into the cultural 

and poUtical struggles of the 1960s and 70s. The activism of chicanos and chicanas 

released the pent up energies of a large number of Mexican Americans, thus giving birth 

to one of the most creative periods in American history, whose mfluence reverberates to 

this day. Furthermore, enormous strides were made under the banner of chicanismo in 

Mexican American voter registration and representation at the local, state, and national 

levels. 

In their more recent expressions, Mexican American poets, artists, and activists tell 

generous stories, as welcoming as the warmest abrazo. Anzaldua reminds her mestizo 

sisters that "to deny the Anglo in us is as bad as having denied the Indio or the Black." 

And filmmaker Luis Valdez, director of Zoot Suit and La Bamba, says he's no longer 

angry as he was during the grape boycotts in California in the late 1960s. Drawing from 

the ancient Mayan myth of the fourfold paths, he believes that an individual mvist Uve the 

experience of aU the human races and cultiu*es to achieve enlightenment. Perhaps it is 

here in America that this is possible. "If we assimilate toward standards of cultural 

diversity," he says, "then we'U be what it really means to be American." 



Ultimately, the story of Mexican Americans is an American story and their experience 

an integral part of the American experience, inseparable from and constitutive of 

American history. As such, it tells us as much about Mexican Americans as it does about 

America— t̂he malleability of her culture, the resilience of her politics, and the extent of 

her tolerance. Is America capable of taking into her bosom all the races, religions, and 

cultures of the world and still remain America? Put differently, can she contmue to fulfill 

her emancipatory promise in this our multicultural Zeitgeist? I venture to say that she can 

and I believe the evidence I present in this dissertation you are about to read supports my 

optimism. 

XI 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation argues that cultural self-definition and liberal practices are mutuaUy 

correspondent. By this I mean that those individuals who take it upon themselves to 

define their cultural makeup in the context of the American liberal democracy are doing 

something that is enabled by Uberal principles and that in turn keeps those principles vital 

and alive. Cultural self-definition is instructive of Uberal citizenship in more ways than 

one. 

Some public commentators and political philosophers argue that cultural communities 

within the United States that do not embrace a European-centered heritage as the mark of 

their birth and that find their origins and cultural significance elsewhere are somehow 

undermining the American Uberal experiment. I believe these critics of 

"multiculturalism" are not entirely wrong in taking a stance for their discourses and 

practices. I contend, though, that in being overly possessive and protective of their stories 

they are shutting themselves out from conversation with others, and hence denying 

themselves a most instructive and constitutive practice of liberal citizenship. 

Put differently, and following American pragmatists, we may want to note the 

difference between two questions. On the one hand, what is Uberty? On the other, what 

practices constitute Uberty? The first question draws us into considerii^ matters of 

ontology and the nature of things, while the latter requires that we look at what human 

beings actuaUy do to be free. One urges us to escape from space and time, and the action 

that occurs within them while the other brings us face to fece with our fellow humans. 

When we ask, what is liberty? we may be tempted to argue that Uberty somehow exists 

mdependently of what people do to be free, when in fact Uberty always means doing 

something. 

The modest purpose of this dissertation is to show that those who are weaving their 

own "webs of significance" to make sense of their experience in this multicultural age, 

and who in turn are proposing critiques of the dominant white and European-centered 



story of America, are doing liberty and, in so doing, they are challenging the rest of us to 

do liberty as well. Unless dedicated to the dismantUng of American constitutionalism, 

cuhural self-definition does not undermine liberal principles and practices. As I will 

show, the interplay between self-definition and liberal practices is in itself conducive to 

liberal (and Uberating) outcomes. The multicultural age, with some caveats, as I explain 

later, is good news for the American liberal democracy and it is good news for Uberal 

poUtical philosophy, if only we would not merely recite John Stuart Mill's four principles 

in defense of freedom of expression or merely theorize about community, but actuaUy 

practiced them. It is also good for American political theory since, as Donald S. Lutz 

argues and I explain in detail in Chapter II, "American political theory... is grounded 

most importantly in American experience" (Lutz, 1992:150). Multiculturalism is an 

American experience. 

In this dissertation, I explore the interplay between one set of cultural self-definitions, 

emerging from the Mexican American ethno-cultural minority, and American liberalism. 

I call the former "ejq)ressions of Mexicanness." I define the latter as a set of institutions 

that (a) provide individuals with an "outer protective boundary" in which to exercise 

freedom of choice, (b) provide a framework for coexistence to the various 

incommensurable "partial and comprehensive doctrines" that inhabit it, and (c) provide 

diverse individuals the private and public spaces within which to converse. I explain the 

basic elements of this form of liberalism in the Chapter II "Mexicanness and the Five 

Processes" and Chapter III "Conversation." 

1.1 A Few Clarifications 

Broadly speaking, this dissertation is about American liberalism from the standpoint 

of the Mexican American experience as represented in Mexican American texts. At the 

outset, before delving into the actual research, I planned to explain the origins of 

Mexicanness in the United States and mterpret Mexicanness within the domain of such 

concepts as self, community, consent, beauty, rebellion, participation, and freedom. This 

activity would be useful to political theory, I thought, because the perspective from 



Mexicanness is a "borderlands" perspective. As dialogical spaces where two or more 

distinct cuhural-linguistic traditions meet and interact, borderlands are ideal sites for 

philosophical exploration. The borderlands are not purely metaphorical spaces, though. In 

fact, they are embodied in individuals who live in their domain. A Mexican American, 

for example, is someone who may speak two or more languages and who lives Mexican 

and American cultural traditions, either in some combined form or separately, one ritual 

at a time. Some individuals make it a practice to weave meaning in their borderland 

spaces. They are poets, essayists, playwrights, filmmakers, philosophers, and political 

activists, even advertisers, who try to make sense of their multiple cultural influences, 

and often construct new ones in turn. Living in Mexicanness, that is, in the borderlands, 

means inhabiting a dialogical domain that is characterized by a confluence of cultures, a 

domain ripe for cultural-linguistic interaction and for doing philosophy. The borderland I 

inhabit and from which I have written most of this dissertation is the borderland space 

where expressions of Mexicanness and American Uberalism interact. 

1 also knew that, given my philosophic temperament, I would not pursue the 

construction of grand theory, but instead produce what I hoped would be several 

theoretical, analytical, and poetic "hermeneutic interpretations" linked together by a 

common theme, namely, the interaction between Mexican American texts and American 

liberaUsm I believed then and stUl do now that these hermeneutic interpretations would, 

at the very least, serve a heuristic purpose. 

The dissertation before you is faithful to those initial ideas, though not in detail. 1 do 

explain the origins of Mexicanness in the United States, but did not systematicaUy ground 

my interpretations in the concepts listed above. Instead I deah with them loosely, 

searching freely for meaning within that common theme that links all of them. 

The philosophic imderpinning of my work is hermeneutic and liberal-pragmatic. 

Friedrich Schleiermacher argued that the goal of the hermeneutic interpreter is to 

"understand the text at first as well as and then even better than its author" (Honderich, 

1995: 353). What 1 did was to assume that, even when unstated, I would find in Mexican 

American texts a confirmation of a strong intuition of mine, namely, that the things 



Mexican Americans have done and still do in the United States, from their poems and 

films, to their essays and political and spiritual movements, complement American 

liberalism and bring it to life. They are bom and given shape within the American 

constitutional tradition, and hence confirm this tradition's emancipatory promise. Some 

Mexican American authors, Chicanos and Chicanas like Jos6 Antonio Burciaga, Gloria 

Anzaldiia, Luis Valdez, and C^sar Chdvez do indeed express in their work my intuition, 

but others don't. Even there, though, as in the work of Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, Ruben 

Martinez, and Jos6 Angel Gutierrez, I find ample evidence of my intuition. Hence, I dare 

to say without arrogance that 1 have understood each one's work "better than its author." 

But the reader must be the judge of that. 

As I noted earUer, I did not constmct a comprehensive theoretical confirmation of my 

intuition, but I believe that each of my essays sheds light on this neglected area of 

mquiry. I suggest that my dissertation at least points to a possible bridging between 

"ethnic studies" and "poUtical philosophy," which is to say a useful or pragmatic 

"conversation" between Uberal political philosophy and multiculturaUsm 

I approached my search for complementarity between Mexican American texts and 

American Uberalism with two goals in mind: first to lay down the theoretical claims and 

then to substantiate those claims through the interpretation of Mexican American texts. In 

the first instance, I explained what I mean by "American UberaUsm" the "American 

liberal poUty," and the "American Uberal democracy" (aU used interchangeably) through 

a reading of Uberal and pragmatic political philosophies. 1 reUed on John Rawls (Rawls, 

1997, 1996) for a systemic view of American UberaUsm. 

Rawls argues that the "fact of pluralism" requires that comprehensive and partial 

doctrines find a modus vivendi within a "reasonable overlapping consensus." The 

consensus is a political agreement between otherwise irreconcilable doctrines to cease 

their drive to estabUsh a monist order and instead find ways to coexist. Doctrines overlap 

only in this "strictly poUtical" domain, where they can arrive at a consensus about 

coexistence without giving up their core beliefs and practices, except for the core beUef, 

if they have it, that all members of society must be Uke them by force if necessary. 



Rawls' "political conception of justice" is this: Since moral, cultural, and philosophic 

pluralism is an ontological fact, contained in the nature of things, and since any attempt 

to obliterate this fact requires the establishment of an authoritarian political order (that is 

bound to faU apart sooner or later), the pluralities ought to, and actually prefer to, coexist 

than to go to war against each other. Pluralities soon find that UberaUsm, as defined 

above, is the best institutional arrangement at their disposal. Their coexistence is enabled 

by liberalism but it also preserves UberaUsm. The American constitutional order, which is 

an institutional manifestation of liberalism affords incommensurable doctrines the space 

within which to pursue their ends, while resorting to compromise solutions to their 

differences through institutionalized "public reason"— t̂he reason of the legislatures m 

assembly and the courts in session. As Richard Rorty said of Rawls' theory, "All we 

should do is point out the practical advantages of liberal institutions m allowing 

individuals and cultures to get along together without intmding on each other's privacy, 

without meddling with each other's conception of the good" (Rorty, 1986: 533). 

Rawls and Rorty acknowledge that this view is rooted in the Uberal solution to 

reUgious factionalism that began to take shape under Hugo Grotius and was extended by 

John Locke, James Madison and Thomas Jefferson (Shah, 1997). But they insist that it 

also ^pUes to our modem and postmodern pluralities, such as culture, gender, ethnicity, 

and the like. I share their optimism. 

FoUowhig Uberal pragmatists, however, I seek to go a step beyond coexistence. With 

the help of the Uberal ideas of John Stuart MUl (1997) and Isaiah BerUn (1997) and 

pragmatic arguments made by William James (1991), Richard Rorty (1999, 1998,1989, 

1986,1982), and CUfford Geertz (1986,1983,1973), I make the case that Mexicanness is 

good for American liberalism because it is a set of alternative perspectives, helpful and 

often insightftil perspectives, about how we ought to Uve. In its many different 

manifestations, Mexicanness is also a source of cultural-linguistic interaction— 

interaction that occurs at various levels: within its own factions, with the dominant 

cuhure, and with all sorts of other cultural currents in society. This diversity is a pubUc 

good and "conversation" between them an important source of societal self-definition. 



Liberal pragmatists view pluralism or diversity not as something we must merely tolerate, 

but as a source of "progress." Since "a world where ends collide," as Berlin put it, is 

derived from the natiu-e of reality (Berlin, 1978: 149) and since truth is "many-sided," as 

Mill argued (J.S. Mill, 1997: 82), then diversity must be ei^aged in practice through 

speech and interpretation for purposes of knowledge. Useful knowledge is derived from 

the practice of living and interacting in the world. As J.S. Mill points out, "freedom and 

variety of situations" are "two conditions of human development" (J.S. Mill, 1997: 97). 

Cesar Chavez, for example, one of the most pragmatic Mexican Americans to have Uved, 

insisted that we must "taken humans seriously" because it is their experience and not our 

assumption of what they should experience that divulges "trath." I have written this 

dissertation believing that the exchange between my interpretation of Mexican American 

texts and my views on American liberalism is, in itself, a manifestation of this progressive 

liberal idea. Perhaps this "conversation" between Mexicanness and liberal poUtical 

philosophy wiU divulge spaces for fiirther dialogue. But, once again, the reader must be 

the judge of how successfiil I have been. 

In sum this dissertation reflects the make up of my self—a self that prefers to tease 

meaning out of the world one person (or one text) at a time rather than to contain it in one 

donunant, monist view. The Uberal pragmatist takes each individual seriously, because 

each one of them divulges a bit of the truth about the human experience. The unity of 

nature is diversity and any attempt to reduce nature into anything else does harm to its 

individual manifestations, in turn stunting the growth of the whole. As J.S. Mill says of 

human progress, "A people, it appears, may be progressive for a certain length of time, 

and then stop: when does it stop? When it ceases to possess mdividuality" (J.S. Mill, 

1997: 96). 1 have tried to be Mhful to this idea with the aim of breaking the artificial 

barriers that exist between "theoretical ethnics" and "theoretical philosophers," so as to 

explore new ways of conceptualizing the relationship between multiculturalism and 

poUtical liberalism. 

In the end, as pragmatists Uke Rorty have argued, the only guide to greater freedom 

and less cmelty is conversation between diversities in the context of Uberal institutions. 



We learn how to constmct a freer and more humane civilization when we agree to 

include more varieties of people (and other living beings) into the definition of "person," 

so that the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments may also apply to them. Liberalism 

provides the spaces within which conversation between diversities is possible. It does not 

try to reduce human nature into a single conception, but instead allows the many 

diversities of human nature to pursue their ends—and learn from each other. The cmcial 

argument of Uberal pragmatists is that we ought to escape the urge to separate into 

cultural-linguistic tribes and instead converse. Richard J. Bemstein says it best: "The 

basic condition for all understanding requires one to test and risk one's convictions and 

prejudgments in and through an encounter with what is radically 'other' and aUen. To do 

this requires imagination and hermeneutical sensitivity in order to understand the 'other' 

in its strongest possible Ught... Critical engaged dialogue requires opening of oneself to 

the full power of what the 'other' is saying. Such an opening does not entail agreement 

but rather the to-and-fro play of dialogue" (Bernstein, 1995: 4). This to-and-fro play 

never ends. There is, as J.S. Mill insisted, no finality to the controversies and differences. 

Even if opinions were to consolidate into a tme opinion, they must be subjected to the 

"coUision of adverse opinions" so that they may not be allowed to coUapse into dogma 

(J.S. Mill, 1997: 75 and 82). This dissertation, then, is one more to-and-fro play in the 

never-ending dialogue between pluralities. 

1.2 Questions and Processes 

Why would the interpretation of expressions of Mexicanness in the United States be of 

any use to liberal poUtical philosophy? In broad strokes, because Mexicanness, one of the 

prunary expressions ofmestizalo culture in the United States, occurs within the 

framework of American constitutionalism and in the bosom of the American liberal 

democracy, both of which, unlike Mexicanness, are not mestiza/o. Mexicanness contains 

a compelling set of stories about the origins and flourishing of a distinct (yet internally 

variegated) ethno-cultural minority, whose practices, visions, poetic longings, and turns 



of phrase, though genuinely American, are also Native American, Spanish, and Mexican.' 

At times poeticaUy connected to the mythology and cosmology of Spain and 

Mesoamerica, these versions of America I call Mexicanness may differ significantly from 

the America with roots in the colonial and Founding experience. The America of the 

Founding, the dominant America, does not embody a pre-modern past in culture and 

blood. That America, Anglo or 'Svhite European" America, is as plural and conplex as 

any other culture. At its best, it is generous and self-critical, inquisitive and inventive—an 

attractive blend of clear-headed pragmatism and a future-driven cosmology. But it is also 

domineering and intolerant, reclusive and suspicious, fearful of change and hence 

doctrinarian. The fact that Mexicarmess has flourished m these United States of plural 

personalities raises a number of interesting questions: Can expressions of Mexicanness 

and the non-mestiza/o America coexist for long? What behaviors foment coexistence and 

sustain it over time? Is tolerance sufficient or is what Bemstein caUs "critical engaged 

dialogue" necessary? If so, shouldn't the mestiza/o America and the other America 

converse? And what may be the outcome of their conversation? Is American Uberalism 

as it manifests itself in the American constitutional tradition, sufficiently generous to 

provide the space for coexistence and the sites for conversation? Answers to these 

questions are significant in themselves but also promise to shed light on the larger 

question about the relationship between multiculturalism and American liberal 

democracy. 

' (1) Mestiza/o, (2) American, (3) Mexicanness, (4) Native American, (5) Spanish, and (6) Mexican—(1) 
Mestiza/o is the feminine (/a) and masculine (16) noun for a pa-son of mixed Spanish and Native American 
blood. It also means a conditim of mestizaje, that is, a pCTSon, a people, OT a culture of hybrid indigmous 
and European heritage. (2) American can mean as polaining to the United States or to the continait of 
America, depending on the context in whidi it is used. (3) Mexicanness (written in English) applies 
exclusively to the cultural and political expressions of the legal and illegal population of Mexican ancestry 
in the United States. Mexicanness does not manifest itself in the country of Mexico. There, the culture of 
Mexico is referred to as "Mexicanidad" or "Mejicanismo" (both writtoi in Spanish). Though related, they 
are not the same. For example, Mexican Amaican literature is written and published mostly in English, 
with the frequent use of Spanish and at times calo (slang) and Nauhatl as tropes to situate the characters in 
their cultural context—a practice and a literature that are unique for that precise reason. See Arteaga, 1997, 
and Pa-ez-Torres, 1995. (4) By Native American I mean a people, an outlook, or a sentiment that relates to 
any of the peoples fliat inhabited the American continent prior to the arrival of the Europeans, hi this sense, 
Mayan, Aztec, Tlaxcalan, Cochise, or Kiowa are all Native American. (5) Spanish may refer to the country 
and culture(s) of Spain, as well as to the Spanish language. (6) Mexican refers to the country and culture(s) 
of Mexico. 



In this dissertation 1 argue that "critical engaged dialogue" or conversation is a 

practice necessary for coexistence and "progress," where progress means practicing 

greater freedom and less cmefty. Furthermore, I make the case that conversation, both as 

a method of study and a practice, helps us understand (and engage) at least ^ve processes 

that occur within a culturally pluralistic liberal polity like the United States. These 

processes are: (1) the process by which political liberaUsm confirms its emancipatory 

character through its interaction with cultural pluralism, (2) the process of self-definition 

among individuals of "misrecognized" ethno-cultural minorities, (3) the process by which 

individuals of any cultural group develop "capacities for agency" and autonomy as well 

as loyalty to the practices of liberal citizenship, (4) the process by which individuals 

attempt to sculpt "empowering identities" through creative identity-formation, and (5) the 

process by vAnch America is defined and re-defined anew as circumstances change. 

Chapter II makes the case for a "deep" reading of Mexican American texts and 

explains the five processes. Chapter III presents the theoretical underpinnings of the five 

processes, with special attention to processes (1), (2), and (3), by delving into a 

philosophical ejq)loration of the meaning of "conversation" and the "American liberal 

democracy." The next three chapters contain several hermeneutic interpretations of 

Mexican American texts that refer back to the theoretical arguments made in Chapters II 

and III. The concluding chapter re-states the dissertation's major theoretical claims in 

light of the evidence presented in Chapters IV, V, and VI. 



CHAPTER II 

MEXICANNESS AND THE FIVE PROCESSES 

2.1 Engaging Mexicanness 

I chose to engage in a "deep" reading of Mexican American texts mstead of using a 

variety of examples from the panoply of ethno-cultural groups that inhabit the United 

States, because there is too much discussion about "multiculturaUsm" from the latter 

perspective and not enough from the former. Furthermore, expressions of Mexicarmess 

are here to stay. They are not a passing fad destined to fade into fast-food jingles. Their 

significance in determining what we mean hy America will increase in the future. It is not 

just that the philosophers, poets, and artists of Mexicanness are proUfic. It also happens 

that we share a border with Mexico. Immigration patterns speak for themselves. 

Sbdy-three million immigrants entered the United States between 1820 and 1996. 

Germans led with 7.1 million, foUowed by Mexicans with 5.5 million, sixty percent of 

whom migrated between 1981 and 1996 (INS, 2000). During this 176-year period, more 

Mexicans than British made the joumey to the United States. Twenty percent of the 

660,000 people admitted legally m 1998 were Mexican. The next largest group was from 

the People's Republic of China, but Mexicans outnumbered Chinese by a ratio of 3.6 to 

1. In 1996,217,000 Mexicans were naturaUzed, as many as the next five other countries 

of former aUegiance combined. An estimated ninety-seven percent of the 1.6 million 

undocumented workers apprehended by the U.S. Border Patrol in 1996 were Mexican. In 

February 2000 alone, the Border Patrol intercepted the Ulegal entry of 211,328 people at 

our southern border. Mexicans accounted for about 180,000 (INS, Feb. 2000). The 

number of imdocumented workers has grown at a rate of 150,000 per year since 1988. Of 

the estimated five miUion people residing illegally in the United States today, over half 

are beUeved to be Mexican. 
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Close to 20 mUlion foreign-bom persons reside in the United States, equivalent to 7.9 

percent of the nation's population.̂  With nearly 4.3 million, Mexicans comprise the 

largest group. Filipinos rank a distant second with 913,000. Of the 15.5 million foreign-

bora persons who speak a language other than English at home, 7.35 million speak 

Spanish. The second most common foreign language spoken in the United States is 

Chinese, with only one million speakmg it (Gibson & Lennon, 1999).̂  

Over twenty million Americans of Mexican descent live in the United States today, 

comprising 58.5 percent of the 35.3 million U.S. Latinos, by far the largest group within 

this ethno-cuhural minority."* With Mexico to the south, this population will continue to 

be culturaUy and physically replenished at a rate that no other ethno-cultural minority is 

ever likely to match. By 2005, Los Angeles county will have a Latino majority and 

aknost one-half of the population of CaUfomia wiU be Latino. By 2025 half of the 

population of Texas will be of Mexican origin and Latinos, most of whom wiU be 

Mexican American, will comprise one-third of the population of the United States. There 

are large Mexican American communities in the two other states bordering Mexico, but 

also in states as far north as Illinois and Michigan. Recently, Mexican immigrants have 

been settling in small njral communities in Midwestem states, changing the cultural and 

poUtical landscape there as well (Mother Jones, July-August, 2000). 

In sum, Uke pluralism itself, Mexicanness is not something we should try to 

overcome, but a phenomenon we need to learn to cope with, as well as an opportunity for 

further cultural flourishing. This has practical and theoretical consequences. 

In his A Preface to American Political Theory, Donald Lutz argues that "American 

poUtical theory... is grounded most importantly in American e)q)erience, American 

needs, and thus in American history" (Lutz, 1992: 150, Fifth Premise). The history of 

Mexican Americans since the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 is an 

integral and increasingly significant part of the American experience. Taking Lutz's 

premise seriously means, among other things, that we should examine the history of 

^ The largest foreign-bom populaticm as a percentage of total population was 14.8% in 1890. 
^ Into-estingly, more foreign-bOTn peq)le speak Tagalog than Gaman or Italian. Tagalog is the primary 

language of the Philippines. Today, 746,443 people speak Tagalog, 529,678 German, and 493,439 Italian. 
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Mexican Americans, their participation in the reshaping of American culture and their 

interaction with American liberalism as being pertinent to American political philosophy 

and perhaps most conducive to its development. However, not even Lutz seems aware of 

this. In his Preface, he provides a 10-point list of "different kinds of texts relevant to 

American political theory," which includes pubUc documents, histories, empirical 

studies, legal analyses, and even novels (Lutz, 1992: 33-34). He argues, and I concur, that 

aU these texts are v̂ dthin the domain of relevant texts for the study of American political 

theory, each with its own mles of analysis. Yet he makes no reference whatsoever to 

minority (or feminist) texts. This omission points to an entrenched ethnocentrism and in 

the "canon" of American political philosophy. 

My concem here is that the guardians of the canon rarely, if ever, consider Mexican 

American experience and texts as being relevant to their theorizing. For example, from 

1980 to the present Political Theory, arguably the most prestigious journal of poUtical 

philosophy in the United States, doesn't have a single article interpreting or 

acknowledging Mexican American texts and politico-cultural claims.̂  American political 

philosophers find their inteUectual roots in the Founding of the 18* century, which takes 

them deep into Europe, the experience of American colonists, and the texts that have 

emerged from those sources thereafter. This leads them to engage their coxmterparts in 

Europe any time a new condition emerges there, like the faU of the Berlin Wall, as for 

example, "A Czech Philosopher Brought into Dialogue with American Postmodernism."^ 

But they seem to disregard the need to enter also into dialogue with the "other" 

Americans, those whose contemplation is rooted in an experience distinct from that of the 

customary "high culture" of the Founding-European canon. If we consider, as Lutz 

insists, that "experience" and the people's "self-definition" are the guiding sources of 

American poUtical philosophy (Lutz, 1992: 152, Sixth Premise), this omission is all the 

more consequential. To put it in the form of a question, can American political 

philosophers afford to dispense with "conversations" with mestizo/a philosophers from 

** U.S Census Bureau, as rq)orted in the Austin Amaican-Statesman, May 10, 2001. 
' I found only one piece on the African American experience, namely, an analysis of the political 

thought of W.E.B. DuBois. 
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Aztldn? What does a mestizo/a American in the borderlands have to say to Madison, 

Jefferson, Emerson, Dewey, James, or Rorty? And what do they have to leam from each 

other? This study seeks to give content to these questions. 

Some may argue that the questions noted above will lose their relevance, because 

Mexicanness is a passing thing akin to the Irish, Italian, or German "Americanness" of 

decades past. With time, expressions of Mexicanness will dilute into a few bland hoUdays 

designed more to sell trinkets and mementos than to consider who we are as a people. 

There is no question that American liberalism exerts a strong pressure on the members of 

minority ethno-cultural groups to adopt more individualist stances. It is also tme that 

corporate marketing departments are weU known for their ability to bring distinct cultural 

expressions into the mainstream by diluting the content, depth, and force of their 

distinctiveness. But, as we already noted, expressions of Mexicarmess are unlike all other 

ethno-cultural expressions. The geographical fact of our proximity with Mexico, whose 

population is estimated to double to approximately 160 million in the next 25 years, 

guarantees an incessant flow of Mexican immigrants into the United States for 

generations to come. The d5mamic interaction between immigration and Mexican 

American identity and between them and conceptions of Americarmess will continue 

indefinitely. This is unique to Mexican Americans. No other ethno-cultural community in 

the United States has such an ample source of cultural replenishment. Therefore, the 

traditional canon of American political philosophy ought to come to terms with this 

phenomenon. 1 suggest that "conversation" of the type I explain in the next chapter may 

be a good way to start. 

2.2 LiberaUsm and the Fact of PluraUty 

In the next pages, I explore a number of specific processes pertaining to the 

relationship between American Uberalism and expressions of Mexicanness. The first 

process is the interaction itself With its commitment to negative Uberty and its explicit 

acknowledgment of the Rawlsian "fact of plurality," which 1 explain in detaU in Chapter 

* The title of a 1999 papa in Political Theory, Vol. 27 No. 4, Aug. 1999, pp. 447-459. 
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2, American liberalism lays the ground where expressions of Mexicanness are possible. 

Mexicarmess, after all, is an American phenomenon. In turn, Mexicanness bruigs to the 

conversation a set of critiques and counter-narratives that merit engaging for at least three 

reasons, (a) because they offer compelling stories from which we may want to leam, (b) 

because they may be inimical to basic precepts of civU liberty, in which case we would 

want to know, and (c) because interaction with Mexicarmess will produce outcomes that 

are most amenable to liberal theory and practice. These three reasons are rooted in liberal 

and pragmatic thought. 

Liberals and pragmatists have long maintained that the "tmth" of anything, including 

concepts like freedom equality, and justice, are not known prior to experience. For 

example, the liberty we experience today is quite different from the Uberty that 

Americans experienced in the 18* century not because we are somehow getting closer to 

the "essence" of Uberty, but because Americans who suffered the 18* century conception 

of Uberty told us, sometimes by marching in the streets, that Uberty to us was cmelty to 

them. We learned from the interaction with others. The "natural weapons" of truth, 

Thomas Jefferson argued, are "free argument and debate, errors ceasing to be dangerous 

when permitted freely to contradict them" (Jefferson, 1993: 290). The erroneous 

conception of liberty we had in the 18* century was corrected and the danger to the 

American Uberal poUty was averted because we, as we conversed with others, 

acknowledged that Uberty for some was oppression to others. Lutz is right in insisting, as 

1 noted earUer, that "American poUtical theory... is groimded most importantly in 

American experience, American needs, and thus in American history" (Lutz, 1992:150). 

Post-modem doubts as to whether conversation is possible between "others" should be 

dispeUed on three grounds. First, if culture is semiotic, webs of significance spun by 

humans themselves and not reflecting an imperfect manifestation of a metaphysical 

reaUty, as Clifford Geertz argues (Geertz, 1973: 5), then nothing nonhuman stands 

between cultures or defines their differences and uniqueness. Hence, conversation may be 

complicated but not impossible. Second, when the members of the Anglo-American 

canon of liberal political philosophy summon from their cultural-linguistic tradition the 
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practices of Uberal free-speech, rooted in the philosophies of Jefferson, J. S. Mill, Isaiah 

Berlin, the virtue of Socratic self-examination, as espoused by, for example, Martha C. 

Nussbaum, and the open-mindedness of the pragmatic philosophers, like that of William 

James, John Dewey, Richard Rorty, and Richard Bemstein, they are well equipped to 

converse. FinaUy, a fin de cuentas, ustedes empezaron el didlogo desde las mutualistas 

varios anos atras. Ya es hora que losfilosofos Anglo-Americanos se sienten a la mesa a 

escuchary hablar.^ 

Furthermore, as I explain in more detail in Chapter II, there is no contradiction 

between political liberalism, as it manifests itself in the United States and is theorized 

most systematically by John Rawls, and cultural pluralism, as the type that finds 

expression in multiculturaUsm. The "fact of pluraUsm" Rawls says, "is not a mere 

historical condition that may soon pass away; it is a permanent feature of the public 

culture of democracy" (Rawls, 1997: 274). In other words, we may dislike some of the 

distinct forms that pluralism adopts within American liberalism; we may fear others and 

feel imcomfortable with a few, but we cannot deny that certain forms will in fact occur. 

One form of plurality that Uberty fosters is multiculturaUsm. Now, 1 am not referring 

to the multiculturalism known as the "poUtics of difference," where the /and the Other 

are inscmtable strangers. Nor am I referring to the type of cultural pluraUsm we see in 

Canada between Quebecois and Anglo-Canadians. Neither am I making a necessary 

coimection between multiculturaUsm and affirmative action. The multiculturalism I 

defend is the type that manifests itself as the "poUtics of world citizenship," to borrow 

Nussbaum's idea (Nussbaum, 1997), and to some extent, as Charles Taylor's "poUtics of 

recognition" (Taylor, 1994). 

The first type of multiculturalism is of no use to us. The "poUtics of difference" 

grounds "power" and "difference" in a postmodem metaphysics that shackles humans as 

hermetically as any totalizing (modem) metanarrative would, thus making conversation 

theoretically (and artificially) impossible. As I explain in more detail in Chapter III, this 

^ Translatim:... after all, you started the dialogue since the first mutualistas many years ago. It is about 
time that Anglo-American philosophers sit at the table to listen and talk. 
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is the cul-de-sac of the postmodern condition, a type of metaphysics that Uberals have 

been struggling against since the seventeenth century. 

The second type of multicuhuralism does not apply to the United States, except in its 

long and tortuous relationship with Native American nations, which is not the topic of 

this dissertation. Neither Mexican Americans nor African Americans or any other ethno-

cultural minority in the United States, Math the sole exception of pre-Columbian Native 

American peoples, have a valid juridico-political claim for separate nationhood, as the 

Quebecois do in Canada. Mexican Americans do have valid land clauns in the U.S. 

Southwest on the basis of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, as Reies Tijerina argued in 

the 1960s and 70s, but legal rights to land in this case do not constitute a claim to 

nationhood 

The third type, though it applies to the American experience, is a set of programs 

designed to secure the rights of individuals belonging to previously discriminated groups. 

Affirmative action is the result of legislative attempts at the state and federal levels to 

redress grievances that had been deemed valid by the judiciary, but which now seem to 

be losing judicial support. Whether or not affirmative action is amenable to Uberal theory 

and whether or not legally-binding cultural rights are aberrations of the Uberal conception 

of freedom are not the questions 1 seek answers to. These two issues are very significant, 

and they receive indirect attention in my analysis, but they are not the focus of this study. 

My focus is on what multiculturalism as the poUtics of world citizenship and the poUtics 

of recognition does to individuals and what this in turn means for liberal theory and 

practice. My theorizing will be complemented with insights from Mexican American and 

Chicana and Chicano texts to show that this form of multiculturalism is not only 

compatible with, but also most salutary to, American liberalism. The capacities, 

dispositions, habits, and skills that this form of multiculturaUsm helps promote in the 

poUty's citizens are good news for Uberal political philosophy and the American liberal 

polity. 
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2.3 Self-Definition and Autonomy 

The second and interrelated process this study helps to clarify is the process by which 

individuals of minority ethno-cultural groups develop autonomy. The question is, how do 

individuals of groups long "misrecognized" by the dominant population, that is, long 

defined in a cultural vocabulary not of their own making or choosing, develop a voice of 

their own, a distinct and self-chosen identity, and other "capacities for agency"? 1 mean 

here capacities we readily associate with liberal citizenship, like tolerance of difference, 

moral discourse and judgment, receptivity to reciprocity, and self-criticism (Warren, 

1995: 167-200). If we were to show that cult\u*al affirmations of "We are!" help trigger 

the process of self-definition in mdividuals of misrecognized groups, and that self-

definition precedes or at least enhances the development of the capacities for agency, 

then the impact of multiculturalism on American liberaUsm could be considered in a 

more positive, if not complementary, light. 

Expressions of Mexicanness are in some instances loosely or tightly associated with a 

group* or embodied in a single creative individual;̂  sometimes they propose stand-alone 

visions in a single poem^" or set of poetic compositions;" a poUtical manifesto,'̂  epic 

stories,'^ musical compositions,̂ '* fihns,^^ a theatrical ensemble,'̂  a coUection of essays,'^ 

a biography,** or a mythic vision.*^ Other times they are cultural, poUtical, and moral 

* For example. El Rancho de las Americas, Crusade for Justice, Alianza, National Council of La Raza 
(NCLA), League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), etc. 

' Exemplary amraig them Luis Valdez, Gloria Anzaldua, Alurista, Santana, El Vez, Guillermo Gomez-
Pena. 

•** See "I Am Joaquin," by Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez. 
" See Snake Poems by Francisco X. Alarcon. 
'̂  See El Plan de Aztlan, including El Plan Espiritual de Aztl^ the Preamble and Political Platform of 

La Raza Unida Party and La Mujer de Aztl^. 
" See Los Peregrinos de Aztlan (Miguel Mmdez;, Lluvia de Oro (Victor Villarreal), Heart of Aztlan 

(Rudolfo Anaya), and Always Running (Luis J. Rodriguez), among many others. 
'•* Such as Los Lobos, Aztex, El Vez, etc. 
" Such as Zoot Suit, La Bamba, Mi Familia 
'* Such as the theatrical-poetic ensemble No Dyscourse. 
'̂  For example, Aztlan: Essays on the Chicano Homelandhy Anaya & Lomeii. 
'* Such as the biography of Bert Corona by Mario T. Garcia. 
" See The Borderlands/La Frontera by Gloria Anzaldua, essays 1 through 7, as well as the extensive 

interview vrith Anzaldua included in the second edition. 
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critiques of the dominant culture.̂ " The theme (or practice) that connects them is the 

rejection of the dominant culture's definition of who Mexican Americans have been, are, 

or will be. As such, they are self-descriptions that counter various forms of 

misrecognition. With Charles Taylor, we may think of misrecognitions as mediocre 

interpretations of others, typical among them that the other is inferior, lacks in some 

fimdamental capacity, is too foreign or "different" to decipher, or is too angry to converse 

with. Since identity is shaped by misrecognition, where identity "is something like a 

person's understanding of who they are, of their fimdamental defming characteristics as a 

human being," Taylor argues that misrecognitions are forms of oppression (Taylor, 1994: 

25). Taylor explains fiirther: 

The thesis is that our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, 
often by the m/CTecognition of others, and so a person or group of people 
can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the people or society around them 
mirror back to them a confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of 
themselves. Nonrecognition or misrecognition can mflict harm, can be a 
form of oppression, imprisoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced 
mode of being. (1994: 25) 

It follows that a misrecognized individual, who is "imprisoned in a... reduced mode of 

being," would hardly be capable of developing capacities for agency that are necessary 

for an autonomous Ufe. For Mexican Americans, countering misrecognition through the 

development of their own cultural vocabulary in the context of their communities served 

two purposes: (a) escaping from the prison of a demeaning identity, and (b) developing 

the faculties necessary to Uve as free agents. If individuals with free agency are 

constitutive of a Uberal poUty, and if the process of escaping from misrecognition is a 

first step toward free agency, then the kind of mutUculturalism that provided and still 

provides Mexican Americans with the tools necessary to counter misrecognition 

complements Uberal theory and practice. Yet, we must ask: How is the escape achieved? 

What practices are conducive to it? 

^̂  See, for example, Ignacio M. Garcia, Chicanismo: The Forging of a Militant Ethos among Mexican 
Americans (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1997) and Alfredo Mirande, The Chicano 
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The various expressions of identity by Mexican Americans are creative manifestations 

of what Taylor has also identified as the search for "authenticity" (Taylor, 1991). Taylor 

argues that authenticity emerged in the Western mind as a worthy, if not necessary, 

pursuit with the coUapse of social hierarchies and the belief that an individual is 

"authentic" only when she finds the source of her being "deep within" her. The "ideal of 

authenticity" was a natural extension of the concept of universal human dignity. Dignity 

made democracy possible by affording equality of worth to every human being while 

authenticity extended the concept of individualism by clauning the right of every 

individual to pursue their originality. As we can see, authenticity promotes a unique kind 

of equality, one that admits, if not demands, difference. Dignity admits that we are aU 

equal in the potentiality of our humanity while authenticity says that we are aU equally 

different, or ought to be. If I bok deep into my self and act upon what I find there 

creatively, I will be unlike any other, and that is the mark of my worth. 

Taylor argues that the "ideal of authenticity" is grounded in a profound moral insight, 

but that it "imdermines socially derived identification," since now the source of one's tme 

self is within oneself and not m its interaction with something larger than oneself, Uke the 

family, the neighborhood, the polls, or God. For Taylor, this detachment of the individual 

from his social and cosmic constitutions is one of the "malaises of modernity." The way 

to get past this malaise, Taylor's argues, is to acknowledge the strong link between 

recognition and identity. Once we do this, as 1 explain below, we can begin to bring back 

the individual into the nurturing fold of his community and the cosmos and rescue him 

from his lonely and ultimately destructive atomistic existence. 

Taylor's point is that recognition is not something we obtain alone, in isolation from 

the world, but through dialogue with others. These others are our intimates and the 

persons we encounter in the public square. It is they who recognize, reftise to recognize, 

or misrecognize our "authenticity." Without them we would have no way of comparing 

and contrasting, no perspective from which to evaluate; we would either be gods or 

beasts, but most likely the latter, not even the romanticized "noble bmte" of Rousseau but 

Experience: An Alternative Perspective (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1985). 
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the fectual Boy of Aveyron, a creature whose experience of growing up in complete 

isolation from other humans renders him incapable of speech (Shattuck, 1980). The 

gradual development of self-consciousness and the formation of individual identity are 

most relevantly the outcome of dialogical encounters with others who, Uke us, are equally 

capable of leading a self-directed life. As Taylor says, "The cmcial feature of human life 

is its dialogical character" (1991). 

What foUows from this argument is that "nonrecognition," defmed as the refiisal to 

engage the other m conversation, and "misrecognition," which means imposing upon the 

other our own definition of who she is, are forms of oppression. This is especially tme 

when there are significant differences in the resources one can command over the other, 

as is the case in the interactions between "those who shape the society's self-image" and 

those who shape the self-unage of smaUer sub-cultures within that society. '̂ 

We arrive, then, at the crux of our present purpose. By acknowledging the dialogical 

source of kientity, we can move on to explore the nature of this source, its interaction 

with identity-formation, and its relationship to American UberaUsm. At the end of this 

chapter and in Chapters IV, V, and VI, I will explore these matters in Ught of the various 

Mexican American expressions of identity. There 1 wUl show that the identities Mexican 

Americans have conjured up from their exploration of ancestry and heritage, going as far 

back as pre-Columbian Mesoamerica, are eminently compatible with Uberalism. These 

forays into the depths of myth, history, and self could pose a threat to American 

liberalism only if they were to remain isolated and detached, if they raised barriers to 

dialogue and established themselves as separate alternatives to the liberal experiment. I 

argue that the degree of isolation of minority cultures is in direct relation to the 

willingness and ability of the dominant culture of engaging these emerging identities in 

conversation. If the guardians of the dominant culture, going against their Uberal 

instincts, refuse to converse, then there is very little to prevent centrifugal forces from 

taking over. Cultural groups inhabiting the same political-juridical territory that claim to 

*̂ hi another opportunity, I would like to examine the link between identity formation and the theory of 
communication of Jiirgen Habermas. 
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be unable to speak to each other are like billiard balls on a pool table, hardly the 

metaphor we would choose to live by. 

My point is that those identities, shaped in part by the larger culture's nonrecognition 

and misrecognition, contain a tremendous amount of information about who Americans 

are as a people, about the malleability and resilience of American Uberalism, and about 

the kinds of things we might want to do and the kinds of words we may want to say to 

make our lives better. Liberals and pragmatists have long argued that it is by somehow 

adopting the view of the world from the other's perspective, as we converse with him, 

that we may discover "at what sort of angle... we stand to the world," as Geertz says 

(1986: 112). To stay dogmatically or ethnocentrically "committed to our commitments" 

precludes any possibility of recognizing the fit between our angle and the meanings we 

derive from the world. So it is clear that without such a view from the other's perspective, 

we wUl be less capable of exposing ourselves to "the possibility of quite Uterally, and 

quite thoroughly, changing ovu- minds" (Geertz, 1986: 114). Like William James and 

John Stuart Mill, Geertz supports the view that moral progress is driven by this 

perspectival self-criticism and hence is dependent upon this "changing of minds," both at 

the personal and at the social levels. This "soft" meliorist interpretation has since lost 

some credibility in liberal theory, but experience lends it some credence, as 1 show in this 

dissertation. 

Therefore, far from undermining the American experunent in Uberalism, Mexican 

American and other ethno-cultural expressions of identity, despite their perceived 

"foreigimess," have led to greater choice and consequently have placed higher ethical, 

cognitive, and aesthetic demands on individuals. Life is not as certain when our neighbor 

speaks Spanish, laughs at jokes we don't understand, and refers to cultural and political 

heroes we don't recognize. The cultural parameters are stretched when we recognize that 

some of us teU our children stories about people with names like Malintzin, Huitzipochlti, 

Cuitlahuac, and Cuauhtemoc. But the offer is expanded choice, and the challenge is to 

converse. 
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What seems to be missing is a commitment to dialogue and recognition on the part of 

what Lutz calls the American political class, defined as "those who carry in their heads 

American political culture" (Lutz, 1992: 152). A people prosper when its poUtical class is 

comprised of individuals who are eager to place demands upon themselves. Ours, I think, 

is predominantly oblivious to the absence of conversation with "others" or perhaps 

fearful of choice. Just as believers who find it unthinkable to have a conversation with the 

devil, because one is sure to fall in temptation, most members of our poUtical class seem 

to assume that assimilation means that "they" will become like "us," when in fact 

assimilation is a symbiotic process. They also seem to beUeve that recognition of the 

other somehow entails the surrender of something essential to their own makeup. 

First, the white Euro-American political class could begin by acknowledging that, in 

Lutz's terms, the Mexican Americans who are culturally and poUtically engaged are de 

facto members of the American poUtical class. Lutz argues that "the active poUtical class, 

[which] typically includes between 15 and 20 percent of the adult population" (1992: 

102) serves a cmcial fimction in a liberal polity. "[T]he political activist class," Lutz says, 

"mterprets and organizes politics for the rest of the population and interprets and 

organizes the needs and demands of the broader population for presentation to those in 

government" (1992:152). It is in the texts of the active poUtical class that we may 

discem the American experience and since American poUtical theory, that is, the meaning 

of such concepts as Uberty, equality, justice, and popular sovereignty are grounded in the 

American experience, American poUtical theorists would do weU in reading these texts. 

'The study of American poUtical theory," writes Lutz, "would be best served by focusing 

more broadly on the writing and activities of the active poUtical class" (1992: 152, 

Seventh Premise). This dissertation is faithful to Lutz's caU. It argues that the writing and 

activities of the active poUtical class of Mexican Americans are part of the American 

experience and hence relevant to American poUtical theory. Chapters IV, V, and VI are 

fuUy dedicated to interpretations of these texts. 

Furthermore, the white Euro-American political class ought to keep in mind that 

recognition is not the unreflective admission of the worth of the other. It is the opposite. 
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To recognize the other in her authenticity demands that we speak to the other, leam her 

vocabulary, and make sense of her world while simultaneously making sense of our own 

world/or her and for ourselves. Recognition begins, but does not end, with one's 

willingness to converse with the other. Self-discovery, too, begins with recognition. The 

more we engage others unlike ourselves, the more we practice the skUl of inquiry. Hence, 

our conversations with the others make for more robust individuals by extending our 

dialogical domain. As Richard SinopoU argues, "We ought to see others in all the 

diversity of their views and practices, not only as sources of legitimate moral clakns to 

noninterference, but also as our educators. We leam from and enrich each others' lives m 

ways that invite rigorous self-examination and the fuUest exercise of personal autonomy" 

(SinopoU, 1995:618). 

As I explain fiarther in Chapter IV, Mexican Americans have been stmggling to define 

their identity and their proper place in the American nation in reaction to misrecognition 

by the dominant (and at times domineering) group since the first mutualistas sprung into 

action in the aftermath of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.̂ ^ This stmggle 

became more intense, complex, and variegated with the increase in Mexican immigration 

in the early part of the twentieth century,̂ ^ and exploded into national view during the 

Civil Rights Movement and the Chicano renaissance in the 1960s and 70s. Today, the 

Mexican American stmggle for self-definition reflects a healthy pluraUsm surely derived 

from Uberalism's bias for individual expression, increased Mexican immigration, and the 

greater choice that individual Mexican Americans have from the robust proUferation of 

expressions of Mexicanness since the 1960s. In any case, to this day expressions of 

Mexicanness serve the important purpose of offering Mexican Americans discoursive 

sites within which they (may) reconstmct social meaning so that it represents their 

experience and preferences. Expressions of Mexicanness offer Mexican Americans "a 

^̂  Mutualistas are voluntary mutual-aid organizations that developed among Mexican Americans in the 
aftermath of the U.S.-Mexican War of 1846-48 and into the early to mid-1900s. The purposes of 
mutuaUstas were to pool resources to adiieve two primary ends, namely, to provide credit and to finance 
cultural events (Zamora, 1993). 

^̂  About a million Mexicans migrated to the United States between 1910 and 1930, driven by 
employment opportunities in the U.S. Southwest (pull factor) and the ravages of the Mexican Revolution of 
1910 (i)ush factor). 
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place to stand on" and a set of symbols and vocabularies from which and with which to 

counter misrecognition, even from competing versions of Mexicanness. Mexican 

Americans also engage in the simultaneous process of sculpting and affirming identities 

of their own. As Chicano novelist and essayist Rudolfo Anaya says, "All cultures have 

followed a similar path in defining themselves, ours is no different. The circumstances 

and details may be unique, but the process is universal" (Anaya & Lomeii, 1989: iii). The 

cmcial point for Anaya is that ethno-cuhural groups that do not undergo the process of 

self-definition become "displaced nomads... at the mercy of other social forces" (Anaya 

& Lomeii, 1989: iv). To paraphrase Archimedes, nomads, who have "no place to stand 

on" and hence no place from which to "move the world," are hardly the kind of metaphor 

we would associate with the ideal of autonomy in liberal poUtical and moral philosophy. 

"What this brings to Ught," says Charles Taylor, "is the essential link between identity 

and a kind of orientation. To know who you are is to be oriented in moral space, a space 

in which questions arise about what is good or bad, what is worth doing and what not, 

what has meaning and importance for you and what is trivial and secondary" (1989: 28). 

In other words, the constmction of identity means occupying a space m which the 

individual may choose a life, in this case, referring to the individual belonging to a 

misrecogmzed ethno-cultural group. 

Feminist scholars in the Euro-American tradition are very familiar with the 

relationship between discoursive sites and self-defmition. Nancy Hirschmann, for 

example, proposes the constmction of a feminist theory of freedom from the domain of 

discoursive sites that produce the words, phrases, and symbols that (may) make woman 

"the subject of her language," so that she wUl not think herself "as thought by the other" 

but as thought by herself Social constmctions, like misrecognitions, "not only restrict 

what women are aUowed to do but what they are allowed to be," Hirschmann says (1996: 

52). The point is to redescribe oneself on the basis of what one experiences freedom and 

cmelty to be, as I noted earUer, and not on the basis of what this or that philosopher has 

theorized for himself and then applied to everyone else. This is the kind of freedom 
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Mexican Americans pursued and continue to pursue through the process of self-

definition. 

To sum up, overcoming misrecognition, whatever its source, with the affirmation of 

"We are!" or "I am!"—with all the regional and individual variants those exclamations 

presume—is an act of freedom strongly compatible with liberal theory and practice. As 

long as "I am!" is derived from "We are!" as a choice and not from forced indoctrination, 

that is, as long as the content of "We are!" is open to revision, alteration, and rejection by 

the individuals who exclaim it, then it may be a most significant source of individual 

autonomy, itself a constitutive conception of freedom in liberal theory. 

2.4 Three Generations 

For the purpose of exploring the interaction between ethno-cultural discoursive sites, 

individual autonomy, and liberal theory and practice, I distinguish between three periods 

in Mexican American history. These are the Mexican American Generation, the Chicano 

Generation, and what I call the Mexicanness Generation. We can trace the approximate 

starting-points of each of these periods, but none of them has a discemable historical 

ending and probably never will. Today, they advance into the future with their own 

cultural and political agendas, each of them deploying symbols, vocabularies, and 

strategies that were created and tested during specific contexts of stmggle. Their 

distinctiveness, however, should not overshadow their common purpose. As Mario T. 

Garcia argues, each represents an "oppositional text," that is, a "narrative .. .centered on a 

fundamental opposition to both the social injustice and to an American historical 

narrative that has excluded the roles, stmggles, and even contradictions of diverse racial 

and ethnic groups such as Mexican Americans from the making of American history" 

(1994: 6). 

The first generation developed its vocabulary and strategies in the context of 

mutuaUstas, community organizing, and the labor stmggles from the time of the birth of 

Mexican Americans in 1848. This period is also associated vnth the beginning of interest 

group poUtics and judicial activism, beginning in the 1920s and grovmg in intensity after 
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the return of Mexican American soldiers from World War 11. The persons and groups 

associated with the Mexican American Generation are Raymundo TeUez, Bert Corona, 

the Confederaci6n de Uniones Obreras Mexicanas (CUOM), the League of United Latin 

American Citizens, (LULAC), and the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education 

Fund (MALDEF), among others. Be it through unionization, strikes, community-based 

cultural expression or lobbying and anti-discrimination lawsuits, what the protagonists of 

this period were most committed to was self-definition for the sake of equality under the 

law and equal access and opportunity. As Garcia contends, "the Mexican American 

Generation... challenged the system, but they did so mostly based on the premise that the 

system was capable of being reformed to allow the full integration of Mexican 

Americans. They believed that it was possible to achieve a pluralistic synthesis between 

what is Mexican and what is American" (1994: 6). 

The second period, Chicanismo, burst into the national scene with the National 

Chicano Youth Conference in Denver in 1969. This period witnessed the formatwn of La 

Raza Unida Party and an unprecedented level of Mexican American poUtical activism at 

the local, state, and national levels. It also brought about the reincarnation of the myth of 

Aztlan in the cultural domain. The myth of the ancient homeland of the Aztecs, Aztlan, 

served and continues to serve as the nurturing ground for the flourishing of Chicano/a 

cultural expression in literature, the visual arts, and theatre. It also served to intensify the 

poUtical straggle. Direct forms of protest, like student walkouts, marches, and sit-ins, and 

the militancy of the Brown Berets, are aU the products of Chicanismo. The people and 

texts that perhaps most feithfiilly represent this period are Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, the 

poet Alurista, poUtical activist and first elected president of La Raza Unida Party, Jose 

Angel Gutierrez, the politico-cultural manifesto El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan and the 

poem "I Am Joaquin." Unique about Chicanismo is tiie search of identity in what Luis 

Valdez caUed "the tenderest memory of their beginning," that is, m pre-Columbian 

Mesoamerica, particularly in the history and mythology of the Mayans and the Aztecs 

(Valdez & Steiner, 1972: xiv). 
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The search for identity in the past should not be constmed merely as a romanticized 

and thus paralyzing and anachronistic longing. "Aztldn became a coUective symbol by 

which to recover the past that had been wrestled away from the inhabitants of Aztlan 

through the multiple conquest of the area," explains Rudolfo Anaya (Anaya & Lomeii, 

1989: u). "It should be kept in mind," he continues, "that by reappropriating Aztldn the 

Chicano did not choose to Uve in the past; rather, the community chose to fmd its tap root 

of identity in its history so that it could more confidently create the fixture" (Anaya & 

LomeU, 1989: ii). The "multiple conquests" that Anaya refers to include the conquest of 

the Spaniards over the Aztecs and of the Anglos over the Mexican in northem Mexico, a 

territory known to Chicanos/as as Aztldn. 

The third period is more pluraUstic and individualistic. It is anti-essentialist, more 

generous in its understanding of history, and, interestmgly, more liberal. The main 

proponents of this period are the synthesizers, those who feel at ease straddling several 

cultural domains and who are therefore most poetic in their pursuit of identity. This 

period's leading metaphor is "the borderlands." The borderlands are sites where two or 

more cultural domains converge. These sites are embodied in the individuals who 

actuaUy live the borderlands due to racial mestizaje and/or creative intent. Weaving of 

new and hybrid forms of speech and practice in pvirsuit of greater freedom and less 

cmelty are most common in the borderlands. In Chapter III, I define this weaving, with 

Richard Rorty, as the practice of "coUigation." 

The historical context of the Mexicanness Generation is the borderland domain along 

the overlapping space of the pre-modern, the modem, and the postmodern worlds. The 

individual members of this generation are more concerned with the stifling oppression of 

the norms of the majority, as John Stuart Mill would say, than with political liberty per 

se, since the latter was pretty much secured by the painstaking activism of the Mexican 

and Chicano generations in the Civil Rights laws of the 1960s and 70s. The work of 

academicians Daniel Cooper Alarcon and Rafael Perez-Torres, who caU for a widened 

redescritpion of Aztldn that would include all Native Americans and not just the Aztecs 

and a larger territory than the U.S. Southwest, the myth-making poetic renditions of 
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Gloria Anzaldua, as well as the muhifaceted and hybrid artistic expression of Los Lobos, 

El Vez, Santana, Guillermo Gomez-Pefia, Luis Valdez, and countless other sculptors of 

Mexican American identity are exemplars of this period. "Members of this generation are 

masters of shifts and changes," writes Yvette C. Doss for Frontera Magazine. They are 

"building up the borderlands and making it into a more comfortable home—furnishing it 

with prints of paintings from their ancestors' homelands as well as the modem art they 

see in American museimis, fiUing it with music by mainstream British and American 

musicians as well as Latino musicians, learning how to cook the food their parents made 

as well as their favorite Thai dishes" (Doss, 1999). 

From the perspective of liberal theory and practice, we could argue, perhaps a bit 

sunplistically but nonetheless usefiiUy, that the Mexican American and Chicano 

generations represent the poUtical stmggle of John Locke and Algernon Sidney while the 

individuals in the Mexicarmess Generation are closer in spirit to John Stuart Mill. The 

former fought for a political community that would provide the individual with the space 

within which to freely choose a Ufe, while the latter continue to focus their creative 

energies on the content of that space, altematives to the prevailing order, matters of self-

definition. Put differently, Rafael Perez-Torres argues that Chicano poetry is "a 

reclamation of voice and subjectivity" (1995: 2). I suggest that this is a voice that could 

not speak and a subjectivity that perhaps could not even become aware of itself without 

the Uberal commitment to negative liberty that members of the Mexican Generation and 

Chicanismo helped secure. 

At this point, a caveat is due. 1 treat La Causa, Cesar Chdvez's movement, separately, 

because in many ways it encompasses all three generations. It would be a disservice to 

Chdvez to try to categorize him. Rooted in the community and labor organizing 

characteristic of the Mexican Generation, his political and spiritual activism begins in 

1965, before the outburst of Chicanismo, but it adopts the Chicano/a stance that ethno-

cultural minorities have a right to build their communities in their own image, 

maintaining their reUgious and cultural customs, including their language. Yet, unUke 

early Chicanismo, as reflected in the Plan Espiritual de Aztldn of 1969, Chdvez's 
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movement is multi-ethnic and humanistic, eschewing any notion of racialism. It is also 

strongly American in its political orientation, preferring to mobilize voters and bring farm 

workers within the protection of Constitutional rights, than to segregate into an extra-

Constitutional polity. 1 dedicate Chapter VI exclusively to Chdvez and his movement, 

because in many respects it represents the most inclusive form of Mexicarmess. 

Though imique, these three "generations," along with Chavez's movement, and those 

yet to come are also of one kind. What they share is the stmggle "to occup[y] a 

discoursive space within the American context— ând not solely on a standard set by 

Euro-Americans, or Anglos, but also on Mexican-American terms" (Garcia, 1994: 7). 

Each is "a story of the stmggle to maintain in a constmctive way some form of ethnic and 

cultural integrity— t̂he redefinition and reinvention of each generation of the meaning of 

being Mexican-American" (Garcia, 1994: 7). 

My argument is that the practices of redefinition and reinvention are constitutive of 

the Uberal individual and most instmctive of Uberal citizenship. These practices do not 

occur in a vacuum but in the overarching context of the American constitutional 

tradition. In this sense, expressions of Mexicanness and American Uberalism are 

complementary, each exerting positive influences on the other. The individuals who 

engage in redefinition and reinvention are more likely to be self-choosing, autonomous 

persons who are prone to develop the capacities for reasonableness, moral deliberation 

and judgment, reciprocity, self-criticism and creative identity-formation as they self-

define against misrecognitions, and then redefine and reinvent themselves anew as 

ckcumstances change. They in tum sustain the Uberal practice of choosing a Ufe in the 

context of freedom thus nurturing the Uberal poUty. 

2.5 Consent 

Part of my argument regarding the role self-defimition plays in forming individuals of 

long misrecognized ethno-cultural minorities inhabiting a liberal democracy will focus on 

consent, a concept that is constitutive of poUtical liberty m a liberal democracy, but that 

rarely, if ever, receives attention m our discussions about multiculturalism. It seems to me 
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that some of the critics of multicuhuralism who rely too heavily on the idea of 

"victimhood" to make their case miss the most important reason why Mexican Americans 

have consistently countered misrecognition and been "offended" by it. The reason is that 

misrecognition often manifests itself in law. Take, for example, the following discourses 

about Mexican Americans at the tum of the twentieth century. 

Between 1910 and 1940 economists, industry representatives, university professors, 

and elected officials who went before the United States Congress tended to describe "the 

Mexican" as someone lacking "of a high type of intellectuaUty," as a laborer 

characterized by being "docile... obedient and cheap." They defined Mexicans as "a 

blend of low-grade Spaniard, peonized Indians, and negro slave," and as "having minds 

[that] run to nothing higher than the animal functions" (Gutierrez, 1995: 39-68). A state 

judge in California in the 1960s defined "the Mexicans" as "just miserable, lousy, rotten 

people" (Valdez & Sterner, 1972: 175). If these misrecognitions had remained in the 

reahn of speech and had had no legal and poUtical consequences, we may be tempted to 

view them as interesting, but not politically significant, anthropological curiosities. But 

this is clearly not the case. Since the Founding m the 18* century untU the late 1960s, 

misrecognition of this kind made it possible for the United States to legally deny ethnic 

minorities and women the full benefits of freedom and equality, the two great values of 

liberal democracy. Misrecognition justified the legality of the foUowing practices: (a) 

slavery, (b) racial segregation, (c) voting prohibitions and restrictions, Uke poU taxes and 

literacy tests, (d) dual-wage systems, (e) White-only labor unions, (f) White-only 

primaries, (g) denial of due process guarantees, and a host of other practices that the Civil 

Rights Acts of 1964, 65,68, and 75 sought to aboUsh.̂ "* I am referring here to the 

practices of denying minorities access to certain types of employment, restaurants, public 

water fountains, motels and hotels, neighborhoods, mortgage loans, clubs, buses and 

trains, coUege education, and so on. 

The point is that no rational being, as John Locke argued, would consent to being a 

member of a political community that subjected him or her to those types of restrictions. 

The Civil Rights Act of 1975 prdiibited discrimination on the basis of language. 
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It was no different for Americans of Mexican descent. For them, challenging 

misrecognition and affirming a self-chosen identity was a first step toward demanding 

full citizenship in a nation that seemed incapable of shedding its racist inclmations and 

discriminatory laws and practices. To consent to being governed by this liberal 

democracy, Mexican Americans first had to set the record straight about who they were, 

about their full humanity, and hence their right to freedom and equaUty. Just as women 

have done since the suffrage movement and African Americans since the aboUtionist 

movement, Americans of Mexican descent struggled to define themselves not just to be 

accepted into the nation, as perhaps a victim would, but most fiindamentaUy so that they 

could consent to living within its borders, as an autonomous individual would surely 

demand. 

"[W]e come together," Michael Walzer wrote, "we sign the social contract or reiterate 

the signing of it, in order to provide for our needs. And we value the contract insofar as 

those needs are met. But one of our needs is community itself: culture, religion, politics. 

It is only under the aegis of these three that aU the other things we need become socially 

recognized needs, take on historical and determinate form" (1983: 64-65). Mexican 

Americans refused to sign the social contract untU they were provided with freedom and 

equaUty, that is, with the space within which they could pursue their needs—culture, 

reUgion, and poUtics—and until those needs became "socially recognized" by the 

community through its practices and laws. Only then could they flourish and participate 

in the making and re-making of their community—the United States. As David 

Montejano says, "inclusion" into the American nation means two things to Mexican 

Americans, (a) "the extension and exercise of first-class citizenship," and (b) "a 

broademng of the poUtical culture and meamngs associated with 'Americanness'" (1999: 

xiv). 

2.6 Liberal Citizenship 

Conversation between Uberal political theorists and those who constmct expressions 

of Mexicanness sheds Ught on a third process, namely, the formation of liberal citizens as 
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citizens rather than as members of this or that distinct national sub-group. If Rawls is 

correct and an incommensurable plurality of comprehensive and partial doctrines is a fact 

of liberal democracy, then the liberal citizen must be capable of coping with plurality in 

ways that protect, if not nurture, the polity that secures her freedom. In other words, in 

ways that are instructive and enabling of liberal attitudes and practices, but which 

simultaneously respect, if not foster, differences. This coping, as I imply above, has more 

to do with practices and skills that we obtain through interactions with other humans than 

with abstractions. How we cope with our natural and social environments relates more to 

what we do than to what we say or believe, as pragmatists since John Dewey and William 

James have insisted. Liberal citizens are individuals who have reasonably accepted the 

"fact of pluraUty" and have given up on the dangerous illusion of forcefiilly crashing 

plurality into an aU-encompassmg trath, because they engage in practices that remind 

them and enable them to be reasonable. One of these practices is conversation, as weU as 

the practices I have aheady noted, i.e., self-definition and consent. 

That Uberal citizens engage in Uberal practices in no way suggests that liberal citizens 

are of one mold, that they must give up the richness of their distinct autobiographies to 

become Uberal citizens, or that reasonableness inexorably leads to a single trathfiil 

definition of the good life. If that were the case, my suggestion that conversation with 

others is a practice constitutive of liberal citizenship would be meaningless. Conversation 

is necessary, and most enabling of Uberal dispositions, precisely because Uberal citizens 

are different from each other, sometimes in ways that are irreconcilable. As Rorty says, 

we do not converse "in order to make further conversation uimecessary" (1982: 170). 

Conversation is not a means to arrive at a correspondence with Tmth, but a coping 

mechanism as we confront the unknown. We converse because we "think our culture, or 

purpose, or intuitions cannot be supported except conversationally," as Rorty says, and 

also because by conversing we improve our chances of sustaining coexistence in 

changing circumstances, as weU as flourishing in them (1982: 167). 

The prevailing view among critics of liberaUsm is that the liberal citizen caimot be 

"poetic," that he is not a conversationalist. Liberal imperatives, they claim tend to reduce 
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him to a rational, self-interested maxunizer of pleasure and advantage, a unidimensional 

and atomistic self who is incapable of aesthetic creativity, solidarity, and empathy that 

are not derived from calculated self-interest. This conception of the liberal citizen is, at 

best, a behavioraUst one, and at worst, a caricature, and hence a misrecognition with real 

consequences. Both are perpetuated by the "poverty of economism" prevalent in 

libertarian and neo-Marxist traditions, and by resorting to a hyper-Hobbesian psychology. 

Their use is predictive rather than normative or descriptive, or it is plamly a devise to 

bring conversation to an end before it begins. Rawls calls this deployment of a 

"misrecognition" an act of intellectual war, patently unreasonable and hence designed to 

end rather than foment conversation (1997). The conception of the liberal individual as 

"homo oeconomicus" has a place in the social sciences, but there is nothing intrinsically 

superior about it, nothing that affords it special epistemological or ontological privilege. 

Worst of aU, it diminishes Uberal citizenship. 

The Uberal citizen is one of several dunensions of the human person in whom it is 

contained. In her fiilhiess, she is more than a citizen adept at Uberal practices. She is also 

a human being who experiences the vagaries of Ufe with a sensitive body, an emotive 

psychology, an aesthetic intuition and the transcendental longings that spring from her 

awareness of death. Her experience is not derived in isolation, but is entangled with that 

of others. To paraphrase Rawls, her conception of the good, of happiness, includes 

partaking in the flourishing of the persons and associations she is devoted to. Her notion 

of what is valuable m human Ufe, though perhaps inclusive of Uberal values, contains 

emotional attachments, practices, dreams, and loyahies that may be whoUy unrelated to 

her role as a Uberal citizen (Rawls, 1996: 19). No single conception defines the totaUty of 

her self Her "felicity" consists in fiilfiUing desires, as Hobbes described it, but she also 

has a "moral sense" as the Scottish philosophers conceived it, and a sense of awe and 

wonder, which is not rational in the strict sense of the term but without which she'd be 

half empty, as John Stuart MiU discovered in his youth and Goethe's Faust in his old age. 

And she is not alone. If she were, she'd be a god or a beast, as Aristotle noted long ago. 
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The liberal citizen is not one thing; she is not a hypothesis. She is a multidimensional 

individual "embedded" in communities. 

Communitarian critics since the Founding notwithstanding, liberal theory and actual 

ground-level liberal practice do not contain a fatal flaw.^^ There is no fatal contradiction 

between the "ideal of mdividual sovereignty," to borrow Jeffrey Reiman's useflil phrase 

(1994: 19), and the communitarian concept of the "embedded or encumbered self" The 

moral ideal that the right to choose one's own values and ends is prior to the good given 

by the community into which one is born does not leave the self "lurching... between 

detachment on the one hand, the entanglement on the other," as Michael Sandel imagines 

the liberal mdividual to be (1997: 253). What it does is provide the space within which 

the self may disentangle himself from attachments that experience has shown to be crael. 

Individual freedom in this negative sense does not necessarily corrapt communal "habits 

of the heart." It keeps those communal habits m check. It says that no communal habit is 

so "trae," or so constitutive of the self, as to be immune to criticism revision, and 

rejection. 

At the outset, the individual who mhabits a liberal democratic society is "embedded" 

in at least two communities, (a) the poUtical community whose principles and values 

make co-existing plxu l̂ities possible, and (b) the comprehensive doctrine from which she 

draws her conception of the good. Later in life, as she develops her intellectual and 

imaginative facuhies, she may choose to explore the valuations of other comprehensive 

doctrines and begin to weave a more individualized and eclectic conception of the good 

and of what is trae. This does not mean that she becomes disembedded, that she goes 

from being a social animal to an atomistic receptor of stimuli, but merely that she embeds 

herself or reconstitutes herself in the plurality that her poUty fosters. 

The recent work of Robert Wuthnow on "multiphrenic religious identity" is most 

instractive. Relying on pragmatic philosophy and empbical studies to make his case, 

Wuthnow argues that those individuals who develop their spiritual identity from "a 

variety of sources," and whose "congregation is not an encompassing community from 

^̂  For the views of the "communitarians" of the Founding Period, see, for example, What the 
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which she derives her identity, but a node in a network of activities that she chooses to 

combine in her own way," may be better citizens (Wuthnow, 1998:43). They may not be 

embedded in a single comprehensive doctrine, and theu- loyalties may be spread out, but 

we need not be suspicious of their so-called lack of anchoring, because the practices of 

moral reasoning, evaluation, experimentation, conversation, and self-examination that 

they are involved in and the diverse human interactions they experience are instractive of 

liberal dispositions and habit-forming. If anything, these practices anchor in them a 

strong appreciation of the value of liberal citizenship. Above all, their loyahy lies in the 

political constitution (its stracture and principles and values) that permits them to explore 

the pluralities it houses and enables, that is, m what Rawls calls "poUtical liberalism." 

To sum up, the Uberal citizen rejects the communitarian conception of the embedded 

self only insofar as that conception limits her abUity to critique, re-state, and reform the 

"good" given by community. Her prunary duty as a citizen is not to abide by the good of 

the community, given to her prior to the development of her critical faculties, but to 

defend and promote the right of critique, of freedom of expression In feet, the paramount 

good of the Uberal community is its dedication to the protection of freedom of expression 

in the belief that that is the good that sustains aU other goods. The Uberal citizen is not 

isolated from community. She acknowledges her debt to family, school, neighborhood, 

church, synagogue, mosque and temple, civic organization, nation, and all sorts of 

discoursive sites, but as WiU Kymlicka has persuasively argued, she has the capacity and 

may therefore choose to "subject communal values... to individual evaluation and 

rejection" (1991: 51). Liberal citizens are committed to negative Uberty— t̂o the 

proposition that the primary function of the state is to provide individuals with "a 

protective outer boundary" within which they may choose (Reiman, 1994: 20)— b̂ecause 

they want to retain the right to revise their communally-derived "habits of the heart" 

when they are prepared to do so. In fact, to defend this right is something we owe fliture 

generations. Anything less would suggest that the conclusions we arrive at today are 

somehow definitive and authoritative. If that were the case, the arg\mients against the 

Anti-Federalists Were For, Herbert Storing, 1981, especially chapter 9. 
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"habits of the heart" in the "constitutive communities" that justified and condoned witch 

burning, slavery, lynching, racial, ethnic, gender, and religious discrimmation, child 

labor, the pollution of our natural resources, and a host of other communal practices we 

now deem crael and self-destructive would have not seen the light of day. As Rawls says, 

"conceptions of the good are not fixed but form and develop as they mature, and may 

change more or less radically over the course of life" (1996: 20). The key for Rawls is 

that revisions of communal values, incursions into other communities and the adoption of 

those commvmities' values and practices, as well as the radical changes that may arise 

from such activities in a person's conception of the good, in no way suggest a necessary 

dilution of liberal commitments or a socially-costly form of communal disembeddedness. 

In Rawls's political Uberalism and in the United States of the early 21*' century, the 

citizen is not a caricature, or a Foucauldian univocal repUcator of disciplinarian society, 

or a compulsive consmner of property, as C. B. Macpherson has argued, or an 

imencumbered self, as Sandel conceives him. He may be aU these things to some extent, 

but he is also a human person in the fuU sense of the term and so he can be most poetic. 

If by poetic we mean someone skillful at the art of weaving communal and individualized 

webs of significance from the rich domain of his culture, altemative cultures, his familial 

heritage, and his own imaginative powers, then there is nothing about being a Uberal 

citizen that would prevent him from being poetic, while stiU remaining a citizen. But 

having discarded the idea of craelly imposing his conception of the good on aU others, 

the liberal citizen is wUling to reciprocate freedom with freedom and individuality with 

individuality. As I explain further in the next chapter, I side with Rawls' idea that the first 

"good" is actuaUy a "poUtical conception of justice" that is congment with the "fact of 

plurality" rather than a comprehensive conception of what is good, trae, and valuable m 

Ufe. Because plurality (of reUgious belief, of cultural practices, etc.) is in the nature of 

himian society, the first "duty" of a Uberal citizen is to protect this good. 

At the very least, the Uberal citizen will tolerate; at his best, he wUl seek conversation 

with others, especially with those who draw meaning from different cultural, moral, 

metaphysical, or philosophical wells, for two reasons. First, because at some point in his 
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tlourishmg as a person he will not be content with simply adopting the conception of the 

good that he inherited from his community, but will seek instead to "acquire [it] through 

freely made personal judgments" (1991: 50-51), a task that is made aU the more dynamic 

in conversation with others. And second, because conversation remmds him that others, 

though embedded in communities that may differ from his own, are very much Uke him. 

This is the liberal individual envisioned by J.S. Mill, aptly described by Isaiah Berlin as 

".. .a being capable of choice, one who is most himself in choosing and not being chosen 

for; the rider and not the horse, the seeker of ends, and not merely of means, ends that he 

pursues, each in his own fashion..." (1997: 257). 

2.7 Gloria Anzaldua: Engaging the Goddesses 

We can now think of expressions of Mexicarmess as choices, pursuits of means and 

ends, and stories about origins, re-birth, and death embodied in individuals who "carve 

and chisel" their own faces, as Gloria Anzaldua says, in their own fashion (1999: 44). As 

such, they practice a form of freedom that is eminently liberal and hence not 

contradictory of Uberal citizenship as such. The next question we may want to ask is: 

What does the Uberal citizen, himself a Mexican American or a Chicana, an Anglo 

American or an African American gain from inhabiting a poUty that enables such 

diversity? Isaiah Berlin offers an answer: 

...the more various these fashions, the richer the Uves 
of men become; the larger the field of interplay between 
individuals, the greater the opportunities of the new and 
the unexpected; the more numerous the possibilities for 
altering his own character in some fresh or unexplored 
direction, the more paths open before each individual, 
and the wider will be his freedom of action and thought. 
(1997: 257) 

If we believe with pragmatists and liberals that each generation is entitled to evaluate, 

aher, and even replace the thinking and doings of its predecessors, because errors of 

judgment and application are likely to occur at every tum, and because those activities 
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constitute them into liberal citizens, then critiques and counter-narratives, like those we 

encoimter in expressions of Mexicanness, should, at the very least, be viewed as useful 

devices in the pursuit of our shared purpose. How so? 

Allow me to use a metaphor in the natural sciences espoused by philosopher Bryan 

Magee. Magee argues that Karl Popper's refiitation of the narrow pretenses of logical 

positivists relied on the empirical observation that "primitive ideas," even those that were 

"sweepingly wrong... often contained important insights, and it was sometimes these that 

tumed into—through a centuries-long and continuous feedback process of change based 

on criticism, eUmination, adaptation, revision, imaginative addition, and so on—our 

sciences, or part of our sciences" (1997: 53). The sciences are devices of culture, so as 

Popper's refutation appUes to the sciences, so it appUes to the rest of culture. 

Now, I am not suggesting that expressions of Mexicarmess are prunitive or 

sweepingly wrong. What I am saying is that arry idea may be prunitive and sweepingly 

wrong, but stUl contain important insights. 1 am also saying that only through interaction 

will those insights be incorporated into our (shared) speech and thus serve as discoursive 

links for fiuther conversation. Let us briefly consider the work of Anzaldua in light of 

this argmnent. 

As a feminist Chicana, Anzaldua is dedicated to the disclosure of aU forms of 

patriarchy and sexism. Her pursuit of a "new mestiza consciousness" rests on "oposicion 

e insurreccion"^^ against aU oppressive cultural traditions, including her own. She is also 

open to all and any cultural valuations that are emancipatory of women (Anzaldua, 1999: 

73). As she says, "1 will not glorify those aspects of my culture which have injured me 

and which have mjured me in the name of protecting me" (Anzaldua, 1999: 44). At the 

same time, she refuses to let her candid dissection of her own culture become fodder for 

other oppressive traditions and practices. "The Gringo," she says, "locked into the fiction 

of white superiority.. .stripped Indians and Mexicans of their land while their feet were 

still rooted in it.. .we were jerked out by the roots, truncated, disemboweled, 

dispossessed, and separated from our identity and our history" (Anzaldua, 1999: 29-30), 

*̂ Translatiffli: Opposition and insurrectirai. 
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Anzaldua's attitude is pragmatic in the most generous meaning of pragmatism. William 

James defined the philosophy of pragmatism as foUows: "She has m fact no prejudices 

whatever, no obstructive dogmas, no rigid canons of what shall count as proof She is 

completely genial. She will entertain any hypothesis, she will consider any evidence" 

(1991:38). 

With this attitude, Anzaldua summons her "tenderest begiimings," as Luis Valdez had 

suggested, in Aztec mythology. There she finds that, as in aU other reUgious traditions, 

Aztec patriarchal practices had stripped earlier Mesoamerican goddesses of their power. 

"The male-dominated Azteca-Mexica culture drove the powerful female deities 

vmderground by giving them monstrous attributes and by substituting male deities in their 

place," Anzaldua says, "thus splitting the female Self and the female deities" (1999:49). 

The process of fragmenting the female Self so as to render it weak and vubierable 

continued under the rule of the conquering Spaniards. The Virgen de Guadalupe, to this 

day the mythic mother of aU Mexicans, re-entered the consciousness of Mexicans in 1531 

as the hybrid reincamation of Coatlalopeuh, the descendant of "earlier Mesoamerican 

fertility and earth goddesses" (1999: 49). The Spaniards, says Anzaldua, immediately 

"desexed Guadalupe, taking Coatlalopeuh, the serpent/sexuality, out of her" (Anzaldua, 

1999: 49). The significance of the Spanish desexing of Guadalupe is that at that point the 

female mestiza was defmed in terms of either virgen (chaste Beauty) or puta (whore 

Beast), her sexuality no longer a source of healing power, but the work of the devil 

himself This in tum explains why Malintzin, Hernan Cortes' interpreter and wife would 

be cast into the shadows of history not as a free agent, but as the object of the conqueror's 

evil designs. Just as St, Augustine defined Eve as "the devil's gateway" m the Garden of 

Eden, Mexican and Chicano interpreters slapped on Malintzin the title of "betrayer of her 

race." Through her sexuality the semen of the Conqueror entered the world, further 

diminishing the virility of the now-conquered Indian man, and creating the mestizo race. 

MaUntzfn so becomes La Malinche, la Chingada, the fucked one, la puta que se acosto 

con el conquistador.^^ 

^̂  Translation: The whore that had sex with the conquistador. 
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As in most other cultures, the female is held back, shamed, and pimished if she 

expresses herself outside the norms imposed by males and their stories. Chicanas who 

affirm themselves, who break the norms, who choose a life in their own terms, are 

reminded of La Malinche's transgression in an attempt to keep her from being "the 

subject of her own language." Anzaldua will have none of this. "The worst kind of 

betrayal," she says, "lies in making us believe that the Indian woman in us is the 

betrayer" (Anzaldua, 1999: 44). For her, this betrayal is not a matter that concerns 

mestizas only, but mestizos as well, because without the power of a mestiza 

consciousness in its fiilhiess, the Chicanos as a people are also left incomplete and 

vulnerable. In the final analysis, Anzaldiia's project, like the project of most feminists, is 

not merely to emancipate women, but to free the human spirit, to create a new synthesis 

between the male/female dichotomy. "As long as men are taught that they are superior 

and therefore culturaUy favored over la mujer, as long as to be a vieja is a thing of 

derision, there can be no real healing of our psyches" (Anzaldiia, 1999: 106). Anzaldua 

caUs this healing "the CoatUcue state." 

There is more to Anzaldua's rich redescriptions and reweaving, but now 1 v^sh to 

return to oiu* earUer discussion about "progress" in the sciences and in culture. Is 

Anzaldiia's mythology a "primitive" conception because it refers to a pre-modem past 

and deploys symbols with such foreign names as Malintzin and Coatlalopeuh? Do her 

redescriptions contain any insights that may serve the purposes of a modem Uberal 

society? And what can we gain (or lose) by engaging this conception with open-

mindedness and curiosity? In other words, why would we want to converse with 

Anzaldiia? 

If we believe that Eve's curiosity brought about the faU of Man, then we have much to 

lose from the interaction, and wiU recoil into our doctrinaire foxholes rather than 

converse. If we believe that nonhuman laws—historical, rational, or divine—determine 

the fate of humans, then we may even want to join "the wild cry of the human pack after 
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its victim,"^^ certain that Trath justifies our cmelty. But if we beUeve with Martha 

Nussbaum that curiosity is a precondition for Socratic self-examination, and thus self-

knowledge (Nussbaum 1997), and with Richard Rorty that "our inheritance from, and 

our conversation with, our fellow-humans [are] our only source of guidance" (1982: 166), 

then we would welcome conversation with Anzaldua. Firstly, because in the absence of 

rational, materialistic, or divine foundations, conversation is all we've got. Secondly, 

because at the very least conversation with her may encourage us to redescribe our stories 

in a more compellkig and persuasive fashion. Thirdly, because we may find in her story 

usefiil symbols and a new vocabulary. And finally, because if God or some kind of 

metaphysic realm does exist, wouldn't pragmatic conversation be a most dynamic way of 

"unfolding" or "disclosing" Him, Her, or It? 

WUliams James argued that pragmatism's willmgness "to take anything," includmg "a 

God who Uves in the very dirt of private fact" serves the purpose of widening "the field 

of search for God" (1991: 38). In other words, God is not something we have already 

defined, but something we may or may not disclose as we continue to explore God's 

creation and our self-conscious life in it through conversation with others. As long as that 

exploration continues to yield different interpretations, "the trath of'God' has to run the 

gauntlet of aU our other truths. It is on trial by them and they on trial by it" (James, 1991: 

49). Could Anzaldiia's poetic rendition be a manifestation of God? For a pragmatist, the 

answer Ues in the practical consequences of the beUef in CoatUcue in the lives of those 

who believe in her presence. If CoatUcue is not summoned to slay the other gods and 

goddesses and instead is revived to serve as an enabler of a freely-chosen Ufe that 

respects the freely-chosen lives of others, then CoatUcue is a truthful manifestation of 

God—and most complementary to liberal democracy. 

In smn, a Uberal society tends to succeed not because of an in-built meliorism or 

teleology, but because (a) it fosters the habits associated with reasonableness in a cmcial 

number of individuals within the many pluralities it enables, (b) because it tends to 

generate a variety of plxiraUties, with ever-shifting loyalties and alliances, thus preventing 

*̂ In his evocative rendition of Mill, the man and his philosophy, Berlin argued that, above all, Mill 
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any one, or a combination thereof, from permanently occupyuig the public space, (c) 

because it produces critiques and counter-critiques, like expressions of Mexicarmess, that 

help keep us from sinking into boredom and dogmatism, all potential enemies of 

liberalism, and that encourage us to constract more compelling stories and more 

persuasive arguments of our own, (d) because it provides individuals and groups with 

institutions of conflict resolution, whose rales and procedvires are also open to revision 

and alteration, (e) because it allows for experimentation, (f) because its penchant for 

innovation is weafth-producuig. It is this kind of society that the liberal citizen is most 

loyal to, regardless of her comprehensive or eclectic conception of the good or the 

"cuhure" into which she was bom. 

2.8 Creative Identity-Formation 

In this dissertation I also look into a fourth and often-overlooked process in the Ufe of 

individuals who inhabit a liberal poUty, namely, the process of creative identity-

formation. Creative identity-formation is sculpting a meaningful and empowering 

identity,'̂ ^ or set of identities, that aid us in the pursuit of our Ufe-plan. Sculpthig an 

identity is conceptually distinct from developing a sense of self The latter is more 

properly within the reahn of "the rational," where the individual plans a Ufe based on a 

ranking of values that is congment with his chosen ends. Although in practice related to 

the self, creative identity-formation is not so much about ranking values and choosing 

ends, as it is about writing one's autobiography. It is about the stories we teU ourselves 

and others about ourselves, about our ancestors and their straggles, the myths we Uve by, 

and oiu- heroes and prophets. It is about the way we dance and sing, love, die, and play. It 

has more to do with the "masks" we choose to wear in specific contexts than with the 

"essence" of our being. By masks I do not mean disguises to deflect detection of who we 

"really" are, but creative manifestations of who we actually are in different 

circumstances, in the presence of different people, or in the fiilfilhnent of different tasks. 

detested the majority's tendency to be cruel to individuals who were different. 
^̂  I owe the concept of "empowering identity" to Rachel Chapman. 
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The postmodem world is a hyper-plural world comprised of multiple cultures and 

eclectic combinations of cuhures, the Web and cyber communities, an economy 

increasingly populated by "virtual" companies whose "employees" are kept together not 

by the geographical space they occupy but by the fiinctions they perform—a world of 

individuals who inhabit multiple discoursive sites in which they converse, work, love, 

play, and wonder about death. It is more fluid, impalpable, eclectic, and multifaceted than 

any world before. The postmodem world will not overwhehn the greatest legacy of the 

modern world—political liberalism—because without it postmodemity could not 

manifest itsehF.̂ " But it does present us with a set of circumstances that demand new 

skills. In the postmodem world one must leam to "navigate" from one discoursive site to 

another with ease, and conmiunicate with others in each of the "nodes" in one's "network 

of activities," as Wuthnow describes them. If we are to flourish in the changing 

circumstances posed by postmodemity, we need to leam the art of "navigation"—a skill 

that has a lot to do with creative identity-formation, as well as conversation. 

The questions an individual who exercises her capacity for creative identity-formation 

wants answers to are these: Are my identities empowering or disabling? Do they enhance 

or impair the fiilfilhnent of my aspirations? Is there a high or a low level of dissonance 

between my identities (my masks) and my ends? Furthermore, is my empowering 

contingent on the disempowering of others? If it is, as most neo-Marxian "vanguard" 

theories of communal identity are, then it is inimical to the basic precepts of poUtical 

liberalism and it ought to be argued away. The "mask" of Anzaldua's CoatUcue, for 

example, poses no threat. It is empowering to their holders in that it gives them a place to 

stand on from which to pursue their Ufe-pkns without denying others different masks, 

and it is therefore in no way contradictory to Uberal citizenship and liberal theory and 

practice. 

^^ Postmodern philosophy emerged in the modem world associated with liberal politics. For example, no 
postmodem philosophizing occurred in the Soviet Union or has occurred in the remaining authoritarian and 
totalitarian regimes of the world. Nralh Korean, Chinese, and Cuban dissidaits are closer to Sidney and 
Locke than Foucault or Derrida. Like exiled Tibetans, including the Dalai Lama, they find little reason to 
worry about Otherness, and prefer instead to re-state the vintage modem concepts of freedom, equality, 
rights, and consent, because without them there is no possibility of even theorizing Otherness, least of all 
living it. 
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Other examples of empowering identities abound among Mexican Americans 

pursuing cultural self-definition, some of which I present in Chapters IV, V, and VI. 

2.9 The Borderlands 

Finally, this dissertation is also a trip into an "unknown" that promises to be heuristic 

and provocative. If culture is a semiotic system and the stories we tell ourselves about 

ourselves and others is aU there is, then to interpret the webs of significance spun by 

Mexican Americans and Chicanas/os since 1848 is bound to produce novel redescriptions 

of Americanness and to raise new and pregnant questions. My optimism rests on Rorty's 

idea of "colligation," which I explore in Chapter III, and its relationship to the concept of 

"borderkmds"— t̂he source of much of the creative stamina of the sculptors, writers, 

architects, musicians, and painters of Mexicanness. The "borderlands" are discoursive 

sites where two or more dissimilar, unrelated, mildly associated, or intensely interacted 

texts meet. I do not mean "meet" ui an abstract sense, but m a most embodied sense. In 

their condition of racial and cultural mestizas/os, Mexican Americans live borderlands in 

their bodies, their homes, and their daily mteractions. They also live the borderlands 

along the actual border region between the United States and Mexico, or the residential 

"borders" as far away as Kansas or Chicago. But the borderland is not just a color line or 

an international boundary. It is also an affluent of cultural currents that meet in the body 

and hence the minds of the mestizas/os. As such, they are not merely abstractions. As 

Alfred Arteaga says, "the border can be a symbol and be rendered poetic, but it is always 

a site of real world politics. It is not simply a metaphor" (1997: 8), 

In moments of self-reflection, even Mexican Americans who object to the conception 

of Mexicanness, like Richard Rodriguez, or who are bothered by Native American 

symbols, like most espanoles and tejanos—even they dwell in the borderlands. Richard 

Rodriguez, the famed author of Hunger of Memory (Rodriguez, 1982) and current 

editoriaUst for PBS, is a pariah among Chicanos and Chicanas for his arguments agamst 

affirmative action, but the buUc of what he writes is borderland writuig. Even the title of 
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his last book, Days of Obligation: Conversations with my Mexican Father (Rodriguez, 

1992), is vintage borderland. 

When Americans of Mexican descent raise questions about their identity they do so 

inside the borderlands and the answers they come up with are matters of degree between 

this one or the other or a third cuhural current, or a combination of currents. In this sense, 

the human persons that live in the borderlands inhabit a muhi-textual domaui, a multi-

cukural sphere that compUcates matters of identity while simultaneously widening the 

range of choices available to them. For this reason, the mterpretations that arise from the 

borderlands, or in interaction with the borderlands, are bound to be usefiil in promoting 

the kind of conversation that helps us mcrease freedom and reduce cmelty. To put it 

differently, as multilayered domains of land and territory, cultural consciousness, legal 

and moral philosophy, and political theory and practice, the borderlands are very rich 

discoursive sites from which to do philosophy. 

2.10 Americarmess 

Americans today are freer than at any time in their history to define their individual 

identities and Ufe-plans. I suggest that this is one of the fortunate outcomes of the 

mteraction between American liberaUsm and the "cultural productions" of ethno-cuhural 

groups, as those we see hi expressions of Mexicarmess. This interaction has led to the 

flourishmg of a rich variety of identities, thus making new forms of self-definition and 

new descriptions of freedom possible. We live m a bazaar filled with options to choose 

from The "Americans" who spring uito view from the bazaar are not lamentable 

corraptions of Crevecoeur's celebrated "new man, this American," as some social 

conservatives have argued. They are instead an expansion of its significance. The "new 

man" that was ushered mto the world's consciousness by the American experiment of the 

Founding m the 18* century is now open to as many creative expressions of identity as 

there are self-creating uidividuals and flourishing communities. "He" is also most 

definitely a woman, and a mestiza woman at that. 
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What forms Americanness is taking are the cause of much concern these days. WhUe 

some affirm themselves with creative enthusiasm, others fear the loss of identity, of 

history, of a set of well-entrenched stories about who we are. One would hope that 

instead of jealously guarduig those narratives, we would dust them out and tell them once 

again with the same awe and wonder that children brmg uito their tales, or that we do so 

pragmatically, perhaps even both. 

We are femiliar with some of the American stories: our birth as a "New Order Of the 

World" (Novus Ordo Seclorum), our social contract as the choice of many agreemg to 

become one without relinquishing their individuality (E Pluribus Unum), and our 

Constitution as a "new science of politics" that managed the historic feat of reconciling 

the twin goals of law and liberty. We know we have rights and have more than once 

proven our willingness to die hi defense of those rights. In a sense, there is little 

difference between the marchers m Delano or Montgomery and the foot soldiers in 

Normandy. Both were willmg to die to defend what they beUeved to be most valuable 

about their shared community. But there are also the stories of those who dweU in the 

same house, but whose plot and characters, allusions and habits seem unfamiliar, out of 

context, as if they lived elsewhere. Yet they are fruits of this soU and hence, in a very real 

sense, our own. They speak the same language, English, but pepper it with Spanish, 

sometunes even with Nahuatl and other Native American dialects. They refer to ancient 

gods and cities that many among us may never leam to pronounce properly. There are 

those among us who deploy a different vocabulary to explam and express their 

experience m the United States, who summon a heritage without Pilgrims, without EUis 

Island, and without Washington as their father. They do owe their freedom to speak, 

imaguie, and protest to the poUtical constitution of the Founders, but they don't owe the 

Framers the source of their mspiration, their aesthetic unagmation, or their historical 

narrative. Their sense of identity is rooted elsewhere, even though, paradoxically, the 

identities they constmct play themselves out and find corporeal and theoretical 

expression m the American liberal poUty. Can peoples with disparate sources of identity, 

heroes, and heritage coexist for long? 1 thmk they can, smce this is the promise of 
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liberalism. What can we lose from readmg their stories and entermg their domain, and 

what can we gain from it? 

In the early 1970s, Luis Valdez, the femed director of Zoo/ Suit and La Bamba, called 

for the retelling of the Chicano's "tenderest beginnings" as a way to sculpt an 

empowering identity, one that could counter the distorted images of Mexican Americans 

that had been produced by the dommant Anglo cuhure. He set his narrative imagmation 

to 900 AD in the rainforests of what is now southem Mexico and Central America 

(Valdez & Steiner, 1972). There he found a people who had devised a calendrics so 

precise that to this day it predicts the cycles of the moon with only 13 seconds of delay. 

He found priest-leaders who offered their own blood to the gods and who had developed 

an mdependent writing system, one of only five ui the history of humankind. He found 

skillful architects and builders of pyramids and temples, and religious centers whose 

monuments align with eerie precision to the cyclical motion of the planets and the sun. 

What were the Mayans lookmg for? Could it have been Dante's "Love that moves the 

sun and the other stars"? 

Like all great civUizations, the Mayans tried to anchor their existence in a metaphysics 

of place and time. At the peak of their culture, what is known as the Classic Maya, their 

edifice lasted about 900 years, though it developed m the course of 2000 years. What do 

Chicanos gam from stmunoning the voices of these "tenderest beginnmgs"? What does 

the United States gaui (or lose) by havmg hi its bosom men and women who find their 

origins in Mayan priests rather than Pilgrims? 

The ritual of drawmg an empowering identity from the Uves of those who preceded us 

spans aU cuftures. Preservmg the honor of the family name, for example, is as prevalent 

here as it is m cultures very different from our own. Buddhists determme their meditative 

path to enlightenment on the basis of their Uneage, affordmg the Uvuig a sense of 

contmuity, community, and cumulative progress. Shnilarly, before they fought for the 

survival of theh clan, Nordic warriors summoned the memory of their ancestors out loud 

and affu-med the duty of the Uvmg to preserve and ermoble the memory of the dead, 

aware that losmg the war meant their memory would be lost forever. In our country, we 
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affirm the accomplishments of our Founduig Fathers to bring our present into congraence 

with our highest ideals. If their gift to us is a poUtical constitution that affords contmuity 

and stability without compromismg freedom then our gift to posterity must be to 

preserve h hi good heahh and make it stronger. Thus we are aU founders when a 

historically and mythically familiar past aids us m the task of remainmg loyal to our 

purposes and m unagmmg a better future. 

What pragmatists like John Dewey and Richard Rorty teU us is that the foundmg is 

never-endmg and that the drivmg force of this process is conversation. The Foundmg and 

the several cracial turns the United States has taken smce are mostly good news, so a 

poetic and pragmatic rendition of our shared history is possible. "Imagmative recovery of 

the bygone is mdispensable to successful mvasion of the future," John Dewey wrote, "but 

its status is that of an mstrument" (McDermott, 1981: 64). In other words, unagmation 

may be put at the service of pragmatic adjustments to the new circumstances brought 

about by muhicuhuraUsm— ând we might as well do so. As Valdez said, "If we 

assimilate toward standards providmg for cultural diversity, then we'll be what it reaUy 

means to be American. It's a brave new world, and everybody's got to get used to it" 

(1988: 16). 

The halhnark of liberal freedom is choosmg to be the protagonist of one's Ufe, to 

redescribe oneself, to draw sustenance from this or that community, and to engage the 

fact of plurality m community reasonably and with liberality. If this is what we mean by 

freedom then multiculturaUsm and, in a narrower sense, expressions of Mexicanness, 

help enlarge the "field of interplay" and widen "individual action and thought," as Berlui 

argued. The cracial question is: what will we do in this enlarged field of uiterplay? 

Dewey may have the best possible answer. Our activhies, he says, "must neutralize 

hostile occurrences; they must transform neutral events mto co-operative factors or mto 

an efflorescence of new features" (McDermott, 1981: 62), If we converse, I believe that 

we do not dram community or culture, or threaten our Uberal poUty. In fact, the reverse 

may be trae. If we converse, we revitalize our own culture, form freer and less crael 
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versions of cuhure, and set the ground for an enduring coexistence. To defend these 

claims is the purpose of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 111 

CONVERSATION: A METHOD AND A PRACTICE 

FOR MULTICULTURAL POLITIES 

3.1 Capacities for Conversation 

In Chapter II, I made the case for the "deep" study of expressions of Mexicanness and 

offered a detailed description of the five processes that occur withm a multicuhural 

liberal polity. I also stated that these processes foster three behaviors that are most 

conducive to liberal citizenship, namely, self-definition, consent, and conversation. 

Before I delve mto mterpretations of expressions of Mexicanness and discuss their unport 

to Uberal poUtical theory and practice, as I do m Chapters IV, V, and VI, I believe that it 

is necessary to properly define conversation. This chapter is dedicated to that definition. 

Public philosophy— t̂he practice of taking philosophy to the public square through 

robust conversation—is underrated m poUtical philosophy, even though Plato, the 

founder of Westem philosophy, permed dialogues to approximate conversation as much 

as he could m his writmgs. Shnilarly, Socrates, arguably the father of philosophy, 

believed that only through elenchos—the practice of "test" or "refutation" mtended to 

promote uidependent thought—could man beget "the most beautiftil," that is, 

"temperance and justice" (Plato, Symposium, 207A-209C). Neither conversation nor 

dialogue is a concept that merits attention hi dictionaries of poUtical philosophy 

(Honderich, 1995; Edwards, 1967), even though, as Charles Taylor has etrgued, the self 

constracts the contours of its distinctiveness, defines and redefines its moral space, and 

estabUshes its cormection to others through conversation (Taylor, 1991: 304-314). 

Furthermore, if it is trae that "without universal standards, the problem of the postmodem 

world is not how to globalize superior culture, but how to secure communication and 

mutual understandhig between cuhures" (Bauman, 1994: 195), then the study and 

practice of conversation are all the more pertuient and urgent. 

Recently, with the revival of pragmatism, conversation has received more attention. 

For example, Richard J. Bemstein argues that a "fimdamental prmciple" of pragmatism is 
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that "all imderstanding requhes one to test and risk one's convictions and prejudgments 

in and through an encounter with what is radically 'other' and alien" (Bemstein, 1995: 4). 

This liberal-pragmatic principle fmds its source in John Stuart Mill and later m WilUam 

James. Lherary critic Giles Gunn holds that pragmatism proposes a "specifiable 

politics... distmguished by its democratic preference for rendering differences 

conversable so that the conflicts they produce, instead of bemg destractive of human 

community, can be potentially creative of it; can broaden and thicken public cuhure 

rather than depletmg it" (Miller, 1997: 56). Richard Rorty, too, has argued that 

conversation is the only method we have at our disposal to mcrease freedom and reduce 

craelty. Still, conversation m the academy seems to be relegated to uitra-disciplme 

encounters rather than between disciplmes. The "consteUation" of discourse that 

Bemstem explores hi his collection of philosophic essays in A New Constellation: The 

Ethical-Political Horizons of Modernity/Postmodernity (1995), for example, is confined 

to a dialogue between French postmodems, American pragmatists, and German 

metaphysicians. I suggest a larger consteUation that mcludes Mexican Americans, 

Chicanos and Chicanas and all other ethno-cultural groups in the United States. 

I argue that conversation is not only conceptuaUy useful to help us overcome 

theoretical cul-de-sacs hi the postmodem condition, as Gunn implies, but also eminently 

practical. It is a skill most appropriate to our multicultural times. Like pradence, 

conversation is derived from a natural hiclmation and is also a tramable skill. We have an 

hmate disposition to communicate with the members of our species, just as we have 

"moral virtues." But, as Aristotle argued, the moral vntues are mclhiations we have, not 

things we will necessarily do. It is through the purposive appUcation of our intellectual 

facuhies to daily experience that we exercise the vhtues in our conduct. Pradence, the art 

of behig vutuous hi different ckcumstances, and conversation, the art of "rendermg 

differences conversable," are skUls we develop through practice. Yet while pradence 

reUes exclusively on "right reason," conversation encompasses all the knowable 

dunensions of the human person— t̂he sensory-perceptive, the aesthetic, the empathetic, 

and the reasoning. Let me explain. 
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"Conversing" whh Cesar Chavez, for example, requhes that we engage him whh 

body, intellect, and sphh. His sphhual humanism so promotes h, as I explore further hi 

Chapter VI. Among other things, Chdvez asked that we listen to him and empathize with 

the pUght of farm workers, but that we do so not just by talkmg or writing, but by being 

of this world in all its fiilhiess. He encouraged us to derive moral lessons first from our 

sensory-perceptive encounter with agricuUural products. His grape boycott between 1966 

and 1970 encouraged us to adopt a moral (and poUtical) stance at the point of contact 

with grapes, either at the grocery store or in our homes. To "converse" whh him, and 

learn from him we had to acknowledge that a grape is more than a fixih we taste; h is 

also a product of nature permeated with human labor. To empathize with farm workers 

whose rights had been denied, and in tum to act morally and polhically on their behalf, 

meant findhig m the grapes we put m our mouths a human face. And if the face we "see" 

suffers, then h is our moral duty to see to it that h suffers less. This is what I mean by 

conversation through all the knowable dimensions of the human person. 

When we converse to understand and be understood, we attempt to fulfill two 

mterrelated tasks. In conversation we attempt (a) to create a vocabulary that enables 

commonalities between all the participants without erashig difference, and (b) to compose 

novel redescriptions of beliefs, values, practices and processes that may be more useful hi 

the pursuit of our ends. The first level of conversation ahns at coexistence between the 

various pluralities a Uberal democracy allows and enables while the second level pursues 

colligation. Coexistence is a poUtical matter while coUigation is cuhural m ways that are 

not exclusively poUtical, as I explahi hi detail below. 

Conversation to coexist occurs m the domahi of "the reasonable," that is, in the 

dialogical space John Rawls has identified as the "reasonable overlapphig consensus" 

whhin which "a poUtical conception of justice as fahness" can be worked out and agreed 

upon by "reasonable persons" through conversation m free histitutions (Rawls, 1997, 

1996). Conversmg to coexist is possible when the mterlocutors of each of the various 

pluraUties acknowledge that "[t]he fact of free mstitutions is the fact of pluralism" and 

hence agree that any claim that seeks to estabUsh a poUtical order that sUences all 
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pluralhies in the name of a smgle Truth is by definhion unreasonable. The goal of 

coexistence is to sustam liberal democracy—our primary shared purpose—without 

obUterating our differences. 

Before I explam crucial distmctions between the first level of conversation 

(coexistence) and the second level (colligation), a few words about "our" primary shared 

purpose are in order. After all, mestizas and non-mestizos mhabit the same poUty—a 

liberal democracy whose values, principles, and mstitutions aUow and enable cuhural 

pluraUsm. Hence, 1 wiU argue, mestizas and non-mestizos share the same primary 

purpose. 

From a Uberal pragmatic perspective, whose mfluence has prevailed smce the 

Foundmg, the great purpose of our poUtical community is to provide fox freedom 

(poUtical and mdividual) and equality (of rights, under the law, and of opportunity). From 

these two great values sprmg the other pubUc values, like eqmty, securhy, and efficiency, 

which m tum frame the procedural crfteria of our mstitutions of property ownership, 

resource distribution, and conflict resolution. The combmed and case-by-case outcomes 

of the straggles between competmg individual and group clauns through our histitutions 

are what we cdHA justice (or mjustice). Although pluraUties compete with each other to 

have thek differing values and mterests prevail m society, m the final analysis 

cooperation is what sustains our poUty. Without cooperation, that is, whhout a 

commitment to preserve the reasonable overlapphig consensus, which teaches us that 

pluraUty is a fact that we must leam to cope with, a liberal democracy would not last for 

long. My argument is that conversation is a practice integral to cooperation and hence 

justice. Now, this in no way suggests that all the other ends in life, too numerous to Ust, 

have been defined prior to conversation, or that the histitutions that regulate the society's 

conception of "justice as fauness" are unmime to revision, aheration, or replacement. 

Only the two great values, while not absolute hi practice, are non-negotiable. 

Furthermore, cooperation in the dialogical space of the reasonable does not presuppose a 

foundational "comprehensive doctrine" on which reasonableness rests. As Rawls hisists, 

the "reasonable overlappmg consensus" is a strictly political conception. It does not 
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depend on any moral, philosophical, cuhural, or metaphysical "comprehensive doctrme" 

for hs mtelligibiUty nor does h seek to replace any ekher (1996: 143-44). It is 

"freestanding," endowed whh hs own logical consistency and available to anyone who 

has given up on the illusion of forcefiilly obUteratmg pluraUty m the name of an all-

encompassmg Trath (Rawls, 1996: xxxii, 140-41). Hence, m this form of liberaUsm 

there is no contradiction between political consensus and pluralism be h cuhural, 

metaphysical, philosophical, or theological. 

Rawls' poUtical liberalism is designed to allow freedom and pluraUty to coexist, but 

the rest of cuhure— t̂he vernacular, the sphitual, and the economic domams of Ufe, the 

games we play and the food we eat, the stories we tell ourselves about bhth, regeneration, 

and death, the gods and goddesses we worship, or the things we make, buy, and use— îs 

open to aU sorts of perspectives. As Thomas Jefferson argued, a person's reUgion, 

perhaps one of the most hitractable differences m a plural order, has no necessary 

mfluence on his or her poUtical reasonableness. As he said, "our civil rights have no 

dependence on our religious opmions" (Jefferson, 1993: 289). In other words, we agree 

on the ethical imperatives of the strictly poUtical do mam, because the emphical fact of 

pluraUty requkes that we do so, but all other domains of culture are a matter of personal 

choice. 

To reherate my earlier point on coexistence, we believe m the two great values of 

liberal democracy and in the conception of justice that resuhs from theh imperatives, 

because anything less would contradict at least "two general facts" of poUtical history. 

These are (a) the "fact of pluraUty" of incompatible comprehensive and partial doctrines, 

and (b) the fact that a poUtical community dedicated to the estabUshment of a smgle 

comprehensive doctrhie must do so through state coercion (Rawls, 1997: 274). If I 

imderstand Rawls correctly, the ideals and poUtical practices of liberal democracy are 

derived from a reasonable acceptance of the first general fact and a consequent rejection 

of the second. '̂ In other words, once we reasonably accept pluraUty as the outcome of 

'̂ I agree with Rawls that liberaUsm developed as a practical and theoretical solution to religious 
conflict. Perhaps beginning with Hugo Grotius, liberal thought and liberal practices aimed not at finding an 
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freedom we must also accept that the second fact is unreasonable and hence unjust. For 

Rawls, "the cracial fact is not the fact of pluraUsm as such, but of reasonable pluralism" 

(Rawls, 1996: 144). 

With this and the great ends of liberal democracy in mmd, the practice of conversation 

to coexist is not just something we do, but somethmg we do to sustam freedom m the 

context of pluraUty, to keep h out of harm's way, and to give k substance and form. As I 

noted earlier, the first level of conversation ahns at coexistence between pluraUties. We 

say that we coexist when we have agreed to "reasonably" accept our differences, when at 

least a significant number of us acknowledge the Rawlsian "fact of pluraUty" as the 

normal course of liberal democracy, and when we actually cooperate to sustahi the 

shared public space along these premises, regardless of the comprehensive of partial 

doctrine(s) m which we are "embedded." If our mstitutions of cooperation and conflict 

resolution aUow us to pursue the shared goal of coexistence and to resolve our disputes 

without crashing our differences, then we may say that we coexist. Coexistence between 

pluraUties and the flourishing of pluraUties are therefore possible only when we find 

sufficient commonaUties between us that may enable us to cooperate from one generation 

to the next. 

How do we arrive at commonalities? We (may) arrive at commonaUties when we 

enter mto conversation with others with a mutual recognition of our equal individual 

capacities, which may be viewed as the three primary dimensions of the human person. 

These capacities are: 

1. Reasonableness: This is our mutual capachy to understand the "fact of pluraUty" and, 

hence, the capachy to understand the unreasonableness of resorthig to craelty and 

coercion to hnpose the Truth of our "comprehensive doctrhie" on others. The liberal 

practices of toleration, reciprochy, free mquhy, public justification and debate rest on 

the exercise of reasonableness and, therefore, are the proper outcomes of one of the 

fundamental moral powers that Rawls attributes to hidividuals, namely, the "capacity 

for a sense of justice," which Rawls defines as "the capacity to understand, to apply. 

end to religious differences, but at a feir political solution to the violence these differences provoked, hi 
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and to act from the public conception of justice which characterizes the fair terms of 

cooperation" (Rawls, 1996: 19). A liberal poUtical framework, such as the 

consthutional fi-amework that regulates and enables the behavior of the people of the 

Umted States (Macedo 1998; Hohnes 1995), is possible only when a substantial 

number of chizens, guided m part by the active poUtical class, are wUlhig to exercise 

theh capachy for reasonableness in the public square. Rawls defmes reasonableness 

m deliberatmg and decidmg "public" issues as the practice of "public reason," a form 

of reasonmg that is distmct from the reasonmg that an mdividual practices withm the 

moral do mam of his or her comprehensive doctrhie. 

2. Moral deliberation and judgment: This is Rawls's second moral power, namely, the 

"capachy for a conception of the good" (Rawls, 1996: 19). Rawls argues for a useful 

distmction between "the reasonable" and "the rational." The former regulates our 

behavior in the public square (i.e., our sense of justice as reasonable persons 

inhabhhig a plural order), while the latter allows us to order our lives by rankhig our 

values and preferences and definmg our ends m accordance to deUberate choice. "The 

capacity for a conception of the good," says Rawls, "is the capachy to form to revise, 

and rationally to pursue a conception of one's rational advantage or good" (Rawls, 

1996: 19). This capacity is not the capacity or choice of chizens m the strict meaning 

of citizenship, but of private individuals mhabithig the moral domains of theh 

respective comprehensive and partial doctrines. "A conception of the good," writes 

Rawls, "normally consists of a more or less determinate scheme of final ends, that is, 

ends we want to realize for their own sake, as weU as attachments to other persons 

and loyahies to various groups and associations" (1996: 19). A conception of the 

good, then, is produced by the self hi pursuh of authentichy and is the basis of the 

liberal (moral) ideal of individual autonomy, where the mdividual chooses his or her 

life-plan and his or her relationships to others. In other words, this is where 

individuals self-define. 

other words, pluraUsm/7/-ece<5fe(/liberalism. See also Shah, 1997. 
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3. Creative identity-formation: This is the capachy of mdividuals to sculpt a meaningful 

and empowermg identhy to aid them m the pursuh of a chosen life. Though hnpUch 

m Rawls' definhion of "the rational," this capachy is broader hi scope, because h 

mcludes the aesthetic and empathetic dunensions of the human person. Hence the 

modifier "creative" to the liberal idea that hidividuals are agents capable of self-

defmhion. This is the conversational domain m which we are most "poetic" and 

where "colligation" is most likely to occur, shice here conversation "encompasses 

very much more than talk," to borrow Clifford Geertz's usefiil phrase (1973: 13). AU 

the conceivable domams of the human person— t̂he sensory-perceptive, the aesthetic, 

the empathetic, and the rational and reasonable—come mto play m this domahi of 

conversation. 

A few clarifications are hi order. When we mutually recognize our equal capachies, 

we do not say that we are the same or that we should agree on aU moral questions. 

Individuals are equal m then capachies, but not hi the content, meanmg, flavor, and 

emotional attachments they give to the choices they make as they put theh capachies to 

work in pursuh of happmess. This conception of equaUty and difference is similar to 

Hannah Arendt's idea of "pluraUty." As she says, "we are all the same, that is, human, m 

such a way that nobody is ever the same as anyone else who ever Uved, Uves, or wiU 

Uve"(Arendt, 1958:8). 

Conversation keeps the mterlocutors Unked hi some way, despite theh differences. I 

contend that the effort to fmd commonaUties is premised on the dual belief that (a) 

"human universals" exist as surely as breathing is a common feature of the human 

experience, and that (b) one of those universals is that humans prefer to converse to share 

community and settle their disputes than to remahi aloof or die a violent death, as Hobbes 

has shown. Borrowing from natural law Uterature (d' Entreves, 1955), 1 venture to 

suggest that humans are essentially sociable and lovmg, because they are bound by five 

natural mclhiations. These inclmations are: (a) self-preservation and the preservation of 

those we love, (b) procreation and the formation of families, (c) living hi community and 

seeking friendship with others, (d) searching for the trath and findhig meaning hi life, and 
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(e) enjoying the pleasures of our senshive bodies (and avoiding pahi). Whh reason as the 

regulathig practice, these inclinations help us devise rales of ethical conduct that make 

society possible.̂ ^ 

Just as we have a natural disposhion to do good and avoid evil, we also have a natural 

disposhion to communicate with others. At an early age, we communicate to survive, but 

as we become more self-aware, we do so to seek and develop friendships, to state our 

preferences and affirm our identhy, and to clarify differences and resolve conflict. It is 

then that we begm to converse. Simple utterances give way to conversation when we 

become friends with our intimates and chizens of a shared communhy; when we assume 

roles in our femilies, chcle of friends, and civil and poUtical societies that requhe of us 

more than mere survival, but also the realization of shared ends and the choice of means 

to achieve those ends on the basis of our varied conceptions of the good, the beautiful, the 

valuable, and the trae. 

In Book I of The Politics, Aristotle hnplies that living in community is a long 

conversation about justice among equals. He says, "man alone among the animals has 

speech... [and] ... speech serves to reveal the advantageous and harmful, and hence also 

the just and the unjust" (Aristotle, 1984: 37). Arguably, then, justice m the commmiity we 

inhabh and pradence in our actions are both (potential) outcomes of conversation. 

Whhout conversation of the kind I defend and demonstrate m this chapter, community 

may be possible, even for a sustamed period of thne, but what kmd of community will h 

be, what kmd of justice will h manifest, and what type of hidividuals will h promote? 

To recap, conversation is most appropriate and useful in cuhurally plural liberal 

poUties, because h engages us in a number of hnportant activhies that have the potential 

of generating valuable outcomes, which are: 

Fh-st, by helphig us recognize our equal capacities for poUtical reasonableness, moral 

deliberation, and creative identhy-formation, conversation allows the "I" and the "Other" 

to connect and communicate without erashig each other's differences. Conversation 

^̂  I am not suggesting that natural law theory and the anti-foundational Uberal pragmatic commitments 
are compatible. I am only noting that these five natural incUnations are observable traits in humans and that 
they conceivably enable and foster conversation. 
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properly understood and practiced breaks through what I call the postmodem 

metaphysics of power and difference, a most hisidious theoretical cul-de-sac, whose basic 

errors I explam m detail below. 

Second, by bringmg us aesthetically and empathetically m touch whh others, 

conversation heightens our senshivhy and receptivhy to the diverse ways m which 

humans express theh deepest longmgs and to the content of theh poUtical struggles for 

justice, thus expandmg the scope and reach of our moral commhments. 

Thffd, by exposhig us to the visions and crhiques of others, h encourages us to teU 

better stories about our origms and constract more compellmg arguments of our ends and 

purposes, thus promothig novel re-statements of "fnst principles" and redescriptions of 

who we are that, without betrayhig first principles, are nonetheless more attuned to 

changing conditions. This is a liberal conception expressed most fully by John Stuart Mill 

and later by American pragmatists. 

Fourth, by initiating a relationship between diverse groups, h behooves us to move 

from the Uterary and theoretical to the pragmatic, thus makmg philosophy relevant to the 

poUtical urgencies and moral controversies of our day. This pohit is crucial for 

pragmatists like WUliam James, John Dewey, Richard Bemstein, and Richard Rorty. 

Finally, by bringhig together diverse vocabularies mto mteraction, h lays out the 

textual ground where "coUigation" is made possible. Rorty defines coUigation as the 

process of textual recombmation, which, like the process of genetic recombmation hi the 

theory of natural evolution, may lead to more usefiil ways of expresshig our hiteraction 

with our natural and social envkonments, more usefiil, that is, to the fulfilhnent of our 

shared primary purposes. 

3.2 Conversation and Tmth 

Conversation with others is perhaps the most mstractive and constitutive practice 

available to chizens of a liberal polity, especially hi those poUties where a substantial 

number of chizens and the members of the poUtical class have reasonably accepted the 

Rawlsian "fact of plurality," as noted earlier. Conversation with those who differ from us 
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in significant ways grounds theory and belief in practice, thus freeing us from the static 

character of mere belief What liberals smce J. S, Mill and pragmatists like James, 

Dewey, and Rorty remind us is that what matters is not whether we believe m this or that 

value, but how we practice our beliefs m our mteraction with others. For these thmkers, 

values are meaningful or "truthful" when they manifest themselves m action and each 

other is all we've got to test our beliefs. As Rorty says, "h is the vocabulary of practice 

rather than theory, of action rather than contemplation, m which one can say something 

usefiil about trath"( 1982: 162), 

The point may be stated m the form of a question: Do we believe in the liberal values 

of freedom of mqufry and expression, hidividual choice, equaUty, and tolerance and the 

republican values of cooperation, friendship, responsibility, and obUgation, or do we 

actually practice them? If we do not, then those values are not formative of mdividual 

habhs, but instead are merely doctrinal or decorative. Popular belief hi liberal values is a 

necessary but hisufficient condhion for the viability and progress of a liberal community, 

because only in practice values become part of our experience and thus our habits. 

As I noted m Chapter II, for Rawls and other liberal pragmatists there is no necessary 

contradiction between political Uberalism and cultural pluraUsm because the Rawlsian 

"reasonable overlapphig consensus" m the strictly poUtical sphere does not depend on 

any "comprehensive doctrhie" for hs hiteUigibiUty. Culture, however, is muhi-

dhnensional. Owe political cuhure contahis a number of cracial non-negotiable values and 

procedural commhments, but all other dhnensions of culture, with some notable 

exceptions, are very much up for grabs, matters of form rather than substance. 

The questions that concem me here remahi poUtical questions m some respects, but 

are not confined to the strictly poUtical. These questions are: Once the poUtical questions 

m a culturaUy pluralistic Uberal poUty have been resolved, and a consthutional order that 

safeguards essential liberties has been established, what sustains the poUty over thne? 

What provides a Uberal poUty with the nutrients h needs to prosper? What helps prevent 

the onset of public boredom self-righteousness, and dogmatism—all enemies of Uberal 

societies? What is most conducive to flexibility and adaptability and the restatement of 
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first principles in changhig circumstances? In short, what reminds us of what we stand for 

and why? 

As liberal pragmatists have argued, 1 believe that the answers to these questions lie hi 

the outcome of a variety of practices. We may want to identify those practices by askmg: 

What practices are enabling of a liberal attitude? What practices are constitutive of the 

liberal hidividual? What set of practices/^rot/wce^ Uberal values and reinforces liberal 

habhs? Answers to these questions are all the more urgent in a cuhurally plural liberal 

society, where liberal values could conceivably be drowned m the dm of other, perhaps 

less significant and more transient, disputes. 

One of the purposes of this dissertation is to argue that conversation is a primary 

practice for the development of a liberal disposition, especially in the context of a 

muhicultural liberal poUty as the United States. Conversation between hidividuals of 

diverse cultural groups is not only possible, but also a necessary practice for the pursuh 

of regime stability and adaptability, as well as hidividual liberal habh-formation. It is also 

one of the primary forces drivhig moral and political progress, 1 do not mean here 

idealistic or teleological progress, but, as Rorty suggests, progress toward poUtical and 

ethical practices that are emancipatory because less crael and more receptive to and 

accommodating of the various ways hidividuals and groups express theh freedom, 1 am 

also referrmg not to the colloquial sense of conversation, as hi chatthig or merely talking, 

important as they are, but to conversation m hs most generous form as I explam below. 

The conception of conversation I am after is best understood if we take "culture" to 

mean not something that rests on a discoverable metaphysics, but mstead is conceived as 

those beUefs, practices, and histitutions that humans develop hi a variety of different 

ways to cope with theh natural and social envnonments, to make sense of theh self-

awareness m the face of physical death, and to order theh shared tasks. With this 

conception of culture m mmd, mutual understandhig across cultural divides, though often 

fhistratmgly difficuh to attaha, is weU whhm hmnan possibiUties, because nothmg 

nonhuman stands between cuhures or defines theh differences and uniqueness. 

Anthropologist Geertz puts it more elegantly. He says, "Believmg, with Max Weber, that 
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man is an animal suspended m webs of significance he himself has spun, 1 take cuhure to 

be those webs, and the analysis of h to be therefore not an experhnental science m search 

of law but an hiterpretive one hi search of meanhig" (Geertz, 1973: 5), The pomt is that 

grasphig the meanhig of someone else's cuhure, though certamly difficuh, is well withm 

our reach. 

This graspmg of meanhig is to Geertz and pragmatic philosophers like James and 

Rorty akm to conversation. The task of hiterprethig other people's cuhures, says Geertz, 

is "seekhig, m the widened sense of the term m which h encompasses very much more 

than talk, to converse with them" (1973: 13, haUcs are nune). Conversation is 

interpretation at a higher, more complex, and more rewardmg level than the elusive and 

uhhnately limhmg practice of "observation" and, as 1 akeady noted, h mcludes more than 

reason. 

WUliam James also believed cultures to be constracts of human higenuity, where 

"beliefs are chosen rather than discovered or proved" (Miller, 1997: 83). To hnprove our 

chances of choosing well, James, like J.S. MUl before him, argued for an active open-

mindedness in all matters, a willhigness to give "aU men and aU creeds, any idea, any 

theory, any supersthion, a respectful hearmg" (MiUer, 1997: 57).̂ ^ He caUed this 

liberalhy of thought and practice pragmatism which he defined as foUows: "She has hi 

fact no prejudices whatever, no obstractive dogmas, no rigid canons of what shall count 

as proof She is completely genial. She will entertain any hypothesis, she will consider 

any evidence" (James, 1991: 38). 

A liberal democracy, James argued, is weU suited for a pragmatic approach. 

"Pragmatism," he said, "is wUling to take anything, to foUow either logic or the senses 

and to count the humblest and most personal experiences" (James, 1991: 38). In this 

sense, conversation is to pragmatism and pragmatism is to Uberal democracy what the 

right to vote is to representative government—^practices whhout which they become 

something else. 

^̂  This is also how Walter Lippmann described James's "democratic attitude of mind.' 
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James defined the wUlhigness to converse as "mutual respect" (MUler, 1997: 54), an 

attitude that rests on the same reasonable supposhions we noted above m our discussion 

of Geertz's conception of cuhure and on progressive and (soft) meliorist arguments 

typical of classic liberals Uke J.S. Mill.̂ "* Mutual respect demands more than merely 

letthig others say what they please. It also behooves us to listen, because the practice of 

conversation is potentially progressive. 

As m Nietzsche's perspectivalism, James argued that one should be wUlhig to 

converse with someone else, especially whh someone who is seemingly quhe different 

from oneself and one's own, because "neither the whole of trath, nor the whole of good, 

is revealed to any single observer, although each observer gains a partial superiorhy of 

msight from the peculiar position hi which he stands" (Miller, 1997: 58). In other words, 

there is always the possibilhy of learning about matters of great hnportance from others, 

since thek experience may contain insights unique to theh perspective— insights that 

may be useful to me but which 1 may not have been able to see from my perspective (J.S. 

MUl, 1997: 90-91). Secondly, I am wUling to respect those who affirm an hidividuaUty 

different from my own and they respect mine, because in doing so we affirm our mutual 

right to be individuals. The daUy affirmation of this liberal right reminds us to protect 

each other from those who would rather have us blend mto a bleak and bland mass of 

faceless subjects of the state. Finally, I am willing to converse with others, because I 

recognize that my beliefs and ideas would surely become unreasoned convictions if h 

weren't for the frequent challenge to justify and explahi them to those who hold different 

convictions, and also because cncumstances may change. 

At its most generous, the outcome of conversation is "the enlargement of the universe 

of human discourse" to which we are exposed, as Geertz says (1973: 14). This 

enlargement does not guarantee progress; nothmg we do ever does, shice, as Dewey 

noted, the means-end contmuum will always take us hi unexpected dhections. Every 

implemented solution to a problem is experimental and so will tend to cause unforeseen 

^* James saw himself as a proud Millian. He dedicated his lectures on pragmatism to him with the 
following words, "To the memory of John Stuart Mill fi-om w4iom I first learned the pragmatic openness of 
mind and whom my fancy likes to picture as our leader were he alive today" (James, 1991: xi). 
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effects, which m tum wUl requhe the appUcation of other (yet unknown) solutions— 

driven by more conversation as cncumstances change than by the belief that we are 

gettmg closer to the Truth. Enlargmg our awareness and understandhig of how others 

live, what they dream how they love, work, and play, and how they experience Uberal 

democracy, is our best bet. In the absence of objective or divme foundations, aU we have 

gohig for us is one another. As Rorty says, "what matters is our loyalty to other human 

bemgs clhighig together agamst the dark... not our obedience to permanent nonhuman 

constramts" (1982: 166). 

Conversation of this kmd presupposes four abUhies. Fhstly, the abiUty to unravel the 

other person's or people's "webs of sigruficance," since, as we aheady noted, cuhure is 

semiotic rather than grounded in objective foundations (Geertz, 1973: 14). Secondly, 

conversation assumes the ability to "Usten" with more than "ears," as whh Chavez's 

grapes. Thkdly, h presupposes the abiUty to adapt to the listener and converse hi ways 

that are "mteUigible" to him or her, where inteUigibiUty may mclude more than 

reasonable understandhig. Fourthly, adapthig to the Ustener also entaUs knowhig the 

difference between three primary conversational domahis, namely, the public, the 

nonpublic, and the private. Each domahi has hs own set of rales of engagement, which 

are stricter and more binding in the public than in the nonpublic and private domahis. For 

example, in the public domain, the political consensus to agree to coexist, as Rawls 

argues, has several non-negotiable values and procedures. In the end, we agree to sustain 

liberal democracy, because we know that pliu-alism is a fact. Anything else would requhe 

the estabUshment of a monist order xmder an authoritarian reghne. 

These four abilhies are mutuaUy rehiforcing. The act of conversing moves us from 

ability to experhnentation and practice, from potentiaUty to willhigness and actuality, 

thus brmgmg beliefs to the level of human mteraction and providmg practical mstraction 

m conversation and in the ways of Uberal conduct. Conversation of this kmd, then, is 

formative of liberal chizenship. 

As I already noted, the "webs of significance" we sphi to make sense of and give 

meanmg to ovu hidividual and shared Uves are not confined to reason alone. Hence, the 
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mterpretation of those webs may requhe more than reasonmg, more than the "language-

of-theory," as Larry M. Preston argues (1995: 941). Preston's pomt is that the language-

of-theory may be one of "several voices of dommance." Not only does h miss a large 

domahi of discourse, of what others are saymg and hence experiencmg, but h may also be 

constrictmg of the freedom of others. As he says, "energetic forays hito the theoretical 

nuances of othemess can only be expected, once agahi, to assimilate different voices or to 

render them mute" (Preston, 1995: 945). As I also do m this dissertation, Preston suggests 

a more imagmative and hermeneutic mterpretation of the webs of significance that others 

spm, which he defines as "literary wrhmg." "Unlike the language-of-theory," Preston 

says, "literary wrhhig is able to use the fiiU range of a language's vocabulary and syntax, 

to capture mood, to note hiflection, to seek out what msphes, to reveal not only the many 

senses of what is but to detect the sthrmgs of what might become" (1995: 949). 

The webs also appeal to our moral sense, our sense of awe and wonder, our emotions, 

and they often trigger sensations m our bodies. The webs mclude "works" and 

"practices," such as works of art and architecture, written texts, films, instruments; and 

practices Uke food preparation, erotic arts, healing and prayer, burial and marriage, rituals 

and rites of passage. Works and practices are not objects hidependent of human action; 

they are human-made; they are extensions and manifestations of human experience, so 

we can "converse" with them and ought to leam how. Conversation that "encompasses 

very much more than talk," then, hicludes conversmg "with" works and practices as weU 

as with humans face-to-face, and may requne that we summon aU the conceivable 

dimensions of the human person, to reiterate: the sensory-perceptive, the aesthetic, and 

the empathetic, and the reasoning 

Conversation m this "widened sense" occurs m at least those four forms. In most 

cases, we engage all four whUe conversing, but each provides different people with 

varying degrees of cormection to others. When we converse with someone, we try to 

make sense with the words we use to explahi ourselves, but we also "speak" with our 

bodies. How we speak with our bodies is partly intuhive and partly a choice. In either 

case, however, this is somethmg we do m addhion to speakmg. 
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When we read a novel, we coghate, but we also "feel" some of the characters 

intensely. When we summon our humamty whh "more than talk," we even taste what 

they eat, feel the touch of theh skm, or the pam of theh tortured bodies. When we watch 

a film we engage our reason, but we also empathize whh those characters who suffer 

imjustly, and so we affirm our moral commitments. When we come near a work of art, 

we may "judge" it, but we may also let our imagination unravel its meaning mtuitively, 

as somethhig sensed rather than reasoned or let us be drawn hito the sublime for the sake 

of beauty. The point is that nothing about these forms of conversation is nonhuman. All 

of them are within our reach; they are part of the skUl of convershig. Now, as Aristotle 

reminds us whh regard to pradence, conversation does not yield precise and predictable 

results. Only those who long for an escape from their humanity would want precision. 

Those who are adept at the skUl of conversation use the most appropriate form or 

combination of forms on a case-by-case basis. LUce Wah Whitman, they spread theh 

tentacles wide and far, taking h aU m. Like James, they are open to anything and anyone. 

They are quick to experhnent, try different approaches with different people, works, and 

practices, and test the range of options and reactions. Then goal is to estabUsh some 

degree of cormection whh others, so as to make further conversation possible and to 

enlarge theh uiuverse of discourse and practice for the sake of greater freedom (and less 

craelty). 

3.3 The /and the Other: In Defense of Liberals 

Conversation between "others" is possible because nothhig nonhuman stands between 

them I have tried to estabUsh this fact because h is cracial to my claim that cultural 

pluraUsm cultural self-definition, and liberaUsm are compatible and mutuaUy beneficial. 

If conversation between "others" were not possible, then the possibUity of achievmg a 

"reasonable overlapphig consensus" for purposes of coexistence would be seriously 

compromised. So would the idea of "progress" hnplied m the pragmatic poshion. If 

conversation whh each other is aU we have, but conversation is actually not possible, then 
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"the problem of the postmodern world" which is "to secure communication and mutual 

understandhig between cultures," as Bauman suggests, would have no viable solution. 

To further argue my claim then, I must tum to the crhics of liberalism especially to 

those postmodems and neo-Marxists who hold the view that conversation between 

"otiiers" is a Uberal fallacy. 1 begm by dispellmg the myth that the /(the Uberal 

hidividual) and the Other (the oppressed minorhy or woman) are so different that they are 

unable to arrive at mutual understandhig. 

In liberal/pragmatic theory, the / and the Other are not rendered hicapable of 

conversation because of theh differences. Race, ethiucity, gender, sexual preference, 

cuhure, even language and belief m the tmth of this or that comprehensive doctrine are 

not msurmountable barriers. Mutual understandhig is possible. Particularly hi French 

postmodem theory (Foucauh, 1997), but also in neo-Marxist Critical Theory whhin this 

strand of muhicuhuraUsm (Agger, 1998; Goldberg, 1994), the / and the Other have been 

rendered permanent strangers, either because the / is hievhably and mvariably, and 

consciously or unwitthigly, the oppressor of the Other and/or because the Other has a 

difference that is so "deep" that she cannot be deciphered except by those who speak her 

own language. However, even though the / cannot understand the Other, the Other has 

the abiUty to "mterrogate" the / and expose his oppression. This is the first contradiction. 

On the one hand, the / is someone so ensnared hi a metanarrative that he is unable to 

escape from it. He has no way to redescribe himself On the other hand, the Other has not 

only managed to redescribe herself, desphe the oppression of the /, but also has the power 

to describe the /. To hold this contradiction is to fall hito what I caU the Foucauldian 

trap—to render "power" and "difference" metaphysical quaUties that makes them 

impervious to human agency. As Foucauh says, "The hidividual is an effect of power, 

and at the same thne, or precisely to the extent to which h is that effect, h is the element 

of hs articulation. The hidividual which has constituted is at the same thne hs vehicle" 

(Foucauh, 1997: 546). The cracial point here is that for Foucault this hidividual is the 

product of the Enlightenment, a liberal stUl trapped m the modemist-liberal illusion that 

freedom equaUty, and fraternity are attainable m the context of liberal histitutions. 
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To recap, m this form of postmodem theory, the Other has been rendered mscratable. 

Her "difference" is so "deep" that the /has no means of understandhig h. But somehow 

the Other understands the / fiiUy. She is capable of unpackmg the / and deciphermg his 

encoded metanarrative. The Other exposes the / as an agent of oppressive metanarratives, 

as she would agents of colonial dommation. The / is exposed as the unsuspectmg or 

willmg replicator of disciplmarian discourses and practices, as the silencer of difference, 

the one who stands on the dominant side of the bmary and reflises to budge or is 

hicapable of domg so. But why is the Other so capable of understandhig the / whUe the / 

is so hicapable of understandhig the Otherl If the Other can "mterrogate" the /, then 

ehher the Other has an abilhy the / doesn't possess, or the / is incapable of freemg 

himself from his fetters. Both cases are suspect. 

Suppose the Other is the postmodem critic of the liberal hidividual and the / is the 

liberal hidividual behig mterrogated. Fhst, let us estabUsh the obvious but often-

overlooked fact: If the Other is "different" from the /then the / is also "different" from 

the Other. Either both have the ability to access each other's difference or none do. To 

grant the Other an ability that the / does not possess is like granting monarchs, 

philosopher-kings, or the vanguard abilhies that only they have hi vhlue of theh unique 

station in life, then privileged perspective, theh "difference." They can "see" what lesser 

humans cannot, namely, the wUl of God, the rational realm of being, or the laws of 

history. This is what I mean by the postmodem metaphysics of difference. 

In the second case, portraymg the / as someone so ensnared hi a metanarrative that he 

is unable to escape from by any means derues the possibility of freedom. The / i s so 

entangled in his own discourse, that he is the discourse, and there is nothhig in his 

composhion as a human being that he can summon to redescribe himself, nothing that 

can help him reflect upon the metanarratives of which he is a repUcator. The /, then, 

cannot be an "nonist." Ironists, as Rorty describes them are "never quhe able to take 

themselves seriously because always aware that the terms hi which they describe 

themselves are subject to change, always aware of the contmgency and fragility of theh 

fmal vocabularies, and thus of theh selves" (1989: 74). Ironists are extremely creative 
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and hidividualistic. To deny the /the possibilhy even of behig an honist, because trapped 

in a metanarrative, is dehumanizmg. This shacklmg of human persons m metanarratives 

is what I mean by the postmodem metaphysics of power. 

Difference and power of this kmd are beliefs that some people assume give them the 

"authorhy" to rightfiilly do violence on other people. If the / is the discourse of 

oppression, as some postmodems claim liberals are, and if there is nothmg he can do to 

cease to be oppressive, then what wUl prevent the Other from reachhig the (mevitable) 

conclusion that the /must be destroyed? I suggest that the postmodem metaphysics of 

difference and power provides no logical or ethical argument against eliminathig the /. 

The always-margmalized Other will be "free" only untU the /becomes like the Other or 

when he removes himself from the community. In ehher case, the / must cease to be if 

the Other is to be free. The danger to poUtical Uberalism is quhe clear. Since the / 

represents the power of liberalism to sUence Others, then the poUty must go with him too. 

To escape from this oppressive conception of difference and power, one that denies 

the possibility of mutual understandhig among cultural pluralities, we need to beUeve that 

conversation in Geertz's "widened sense" is possible and then we ought to practice it. To 

reinforce my claim about conversation's emancipatory quality, 1 now tum to a brief 

discussion of the differences between Plato's way and Socrates's way. 

Plato justified dragghig people forcefully out of the Cave and hito the bright Ught of 

the Pure Forms on the basis of his "knowledge" of an all-encompasshig trath—^that the 

soul and the chy have a proper ordering (Plato, Republic, 515e-16a). If violence was not 

an option, he devised a RepubUc headed by philosopher-kmgs who lied to the people to 

attain then ends. Derived from his privileged perspective, the knowledge of the polity's 

proper ordering gave Plato enough reason to redescribe pain or deceh as liberatmg rather 

than crael. The phUosopher-kmg can be crael to the lowly human m the reahn of 

becoming, because the craelty that forces people to fiilfiU theh "trae" potential, or being, 

is not craelty at all. The prisoners m the shadows of becommg, Plato argued, would 

eventuaUy recognize the false pretense of theh mferior lives and thank the "knowers" 

who forced them to be free. 
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Those who believe that they have deciphered the Riddle of the Sphmx, to use Geertz's 

useful metaphor, are quick to do harm to the humans that live m the here and now m 

order to produce the humans they imagme. They are most ready to slap on people the 

accusation of "false consciousness" and to redescribe torture, desthution, and genocide as 

liberatmg rather than cruel practices. But as Dewey remmds us, "To freat misery as 

anything but misery, as for example a blessing hi disguise or a necessary factor m good, 

is dismgenuous apologetics" (McDermott, 1981: 63). 

People committed to becoming less cruel prefer Freedom to Trath or they believe m 

Truth, but are not wUling to pursue hs realization whh violence. Either they believe with 

James Madison that "liberty is to faction what ah is to fire" (Madison, Federalist # 10), 

and so resign themselves to the fact that we must cope with plurality rather than seek to 

overcome it by forcing everyone into the same consteUation of hiterests and beliefs, or 

they believe that the trath that wUl set us free can be known only through nonviolence 

and love, as Christ, Gandhi, Cesar Chavez, and Martm Luther King, Jr. believed. It seems 

to me that Socrates would abide by the latter. 

In the Symposium, Socrates tells his friends that his conversation with Diothna 

disclosed to him the meaning of love. This love differs from the Christian love of Jesus 

and Chavez and the Hmdu love of Gandhi in significant ways, but h demands a similar 

ethics. On the basis of his "knowledge" of love, Socrates chooses to retumto the Cave to 

live among his feUow-humans rather than drag them by the hah kickhig and screammg 

toward the bright and pahiful light of the Pure Forms. He makes that choice because the 

knowledge that "all men are pregnant" with love (Plato, Symposium, 204D-207A) does 

not give him the authority to be crael. His duty as someone who "knows" is to beget "the 

most beautiful," that is, "the ordering of chies and homes, which we caU temperance and 

justice" (Plato, Symposium, 207A-209C). But he must enable this begetthig m men rather 

than prying h out from them whh violence or by lying to them as Plato recommends. 

Those who know, that is, those who are "decent m soul, even if h has little bloom" 

Diothna coimsels, "h should be enough for hhn to love and care for, and to beget and 

seek such talks as wiU make young people better" (Plato, Symposium, 207A-209C; italics 
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are mme). Even hi the face of execution, Socrates, like Christ, refiises to choose a false 

freedom through escape or the use of violence to prevent his death. While Plato seeks to 

establish a totalharian order hi the Republic to prevent the killmg of his philosopher-

kmgs and force theh subjects to move toward the Ideal Form of the chy, Socrates prefers 

a liberal order that enables "such talks." Socrates returns to the Cave to try to Uberate his 

fellow humans through elenchos, non-violent persuasion and dialogue, while Plato 

returns to the Cave armed whh a form of government that through force and deceh molds 

the Republic's subjects mto his conception of who they must become. 

"Such talks," 1 argue, break through the theoretical cul-de-sac hnposed by the 

metaphysical conception of power and difference of the postmodem condhion, and 

provide the basis for the other five outcomes of conversation I Usted above. How they 

"make us better" is a subject I develop m subsequent chapters, through the interpretation 

of Mexican American texts. 

We can overcome the metaphysics of difference and power through conversation—a 

practice and a trainable skill that is intimately tied to the three levels of recognition, 

namely, reasonableness, moral deUberation, and creative identity-formation. At the first 

level of recognition, the / and the Other accept the "fact of plurality" and so have given 

up on the Ulusion of forcefully obUteratmg plurality m the name of an aU-encompassmg 

trath. They recognize hi each other theh mutual right to mdividuaUty, which is a source 

of moral "progress." They also believe that persons possess and can act upon the three 

Rawlsian powers, namely, reasonableness, and the capachies for a sense of justice and a 

conception of the good. They will hence proceed with the belief that Procrastes need not 

be silenced (unless in extreme cases, lUce a war of survival), because his speech will not 

be accepted by enough people to threaten the liberal order. Finthermore, a free people 

cognizant of plurality and difference need Procrastes's speech to remind them of what is 

worst m the human condhion. Therefore, moral absolutists and cultural warriors 

notwithstandmg, people who reasonably accept pluraUty are not radical relativists, 

because acceptmg pluraUty as a fact means, among other thmgs, takmg an ethical stance 

agahist Procrastes and his iUc. 
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Now, lest 1 be misunderstood, let me be clear: Procrastes is not always white and not 

always male. Procrastes rears his ugly head m all human types and genders. Once 

reasonably aware of plurality, we should take a stance agahist the Aryan Nation and the 

Ku Klux Klan, surely, but we should also take a stance agahist those Others who, 

claimmg to be flie Always-Oppressed Others and hnplymg a metaphysical difference that 

is mscratable, accuse everyone else and even theh "own" of havmg "false 

consciousness." For example, take the essentialist arguments of Catherme MacKhmon 

(1989: 126-154). 

Although MacKhmon's work contains extraordmarily useful msights about the 

relationship between sexual behavior and female oppression, she falls into the 

Foucauldian trap when she insists that a woman who chooses to playfuUy engage m 

submissive sex whh her male partner is somehow unfree, not her "trae" self, and the 

(unwitting yet equaUy guihy) repUcator of the pomographic "script." In other words, 

MacKinnon "knows" something this woman does not and this "knowledge" gives her 

authority. MacKinnon knows that the / (i.e., the playfully submissive woman) is not just a 

slave, but that she is also contributmg to the oppression of all women through her 

behavior. She is almost as guUty of sexual harassment and rape as the convicted felon 

whose actions she tacitly approves through her playful submissiveness. This argument, 

typical of those who believe hi the metaphysics of power and difference, is what leads 

MacKhmon to the (logical) conclusion that only legal coercion can instract women to be 

free, that is, to be like her, the "knower." But what prevents the "knower" from going a 

step fiirther and recommendmg the elimination of the playfully submissive woman so that 

all Other Women may be free? What's to be done if legal coercion does not succeed hi 

molding the / mto the Other, the Ignorant mto the Knower, the Shadow mto the Form? 

I also think of the story that a Mexican American student told me about his encounter 

with "brown pride." At a Mexican American conference m Houston, this student 

approached a booth and was asked what his name was. He answered, "Joe Perez." The 

man at the stand glared at him and exclaimed, "Jose! Your name is Jose! Be proud to be 

brown!" The insight Isaiah Berlhi drew from notichig the erroneous coUusion between 
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freedom and self-realization is that the distance between essentialist retorts Uke this one 

and a concentration camp is not one of kmd, but one of degree (Berim, 1997). The pomt 

is that all essentialist conceptions of the human person dehumanize those who do not fit 

whhm them. Once dehumanized, the less-than-human are expendable. In Chapter V, I 

explore essentiaUst and pluraUst conceptions m my discussion of the myth of Aztlan m 

Chicano and Chicana texts. 

Through conversation, the / and the Other also readily admh that if plurality is a fact 

then some procedural mechanism to resolve conflict between "differences" peacefully is 

necessary. What precise form this procedural mechanism takes wUl vary from place to 

place and from people to people, but the commitment to set one up and respect hs (nearly 

always partial) outcomes will not. Smce harmony is a dangerous illusion, the / and the 

Other not only accept conflict, but also beUeve that conflict, when charmeled through fah 

and accessible histitutions, is a social good. Some "differences" may be resolved through 

the institirtions of conflict resolution, but some are (forever) hreconcilable, as Rawls 

hisists. Which one prevails, or which combhiation of differences prevaUs, is an emmently 

poUtical question. At the end of the day, what matters is not what difference won and 

which one lost, but whether the "losers" can re-enter the histitutions to restate theh case 

and whether the "whmers" respect the losers' right to do so. If the whmers try to shut 

them out of the process by announchig the end of pluraUty and the discovery of an all-

encompasshig truth, they also shut out liberal democracy. 

Conversation m no way suggests the erasure of difference, that is, the hnposhion of an 

oppressive sameness. Our sameness in the poUtical domahi is m our reasonable 

acknowledgment that pluraUty is mevhable. It is not hi our capacity to negotiate our 

differences or m the differences we defend and negotiate. Shnilarly, our equaUty hi our 

capacity for moral deliberation does not suggest that aU of us wUl eventuaUy converge m 

a smgle rationally based form of life. It does suggest parameters withm which we 

deliberate matters of morality. After all, we aU agree that the "othemess" of those who 

steal and murder should not be "respected." At the thkd level of recognition, where we 
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acknowledge our mutual abilhy to sculpt an empowermg identhy, our sameness is m our 

ability to sculpt but not m the identhy we actually sculpt for ourselves. 

What the three levels of recognition allow us to do is to enter hito conversation whh 

whomever, cheerfiiUy ignormg the metaphysics of power and difference. Once we do so, 

we can face poUtical matters head on. As I noted above, that the capacity to be reasonable 

is the same m aduh hidividuals does not mean that the capacity to negotiate differences is 

the same or that "differences" have the same access to the histitutions of conflict 

resolution or the various public squares where political matters are debated. It does not 

mean that aU socio-economic classes receive theh fah share, are properly represented, or 

have equal access. It says nothing about economic or social alienation or access to 

education and meaningfiil employment. But only when we move away from the 

metaphysics of difference and power, which is so dominant among "ethnic theorists" of 

Cultural Left, as 1 explain below, and engage in conversation can we begin the 

painstaking process of buildmg and modifying insthutions hi pursuh of greater levels of 

freedom and equaUty. No one solution is ever practicable, because plurality suggests the 

mevitabiUty of shnuhaneously considermg and hnplementhig multiple and multi-layered 

"solutions." Respectmg difference demands that we respect various solutions to our 

social problems. For example, programs of affirmative action were implemented to 

redress past hijustice, but there is nothmg essential about any of them that would requhe 

that they not be modified. If affirmative action in university admissions tends to 

disproportionaUy benefit mmorhies from the middle and upper-middle classes, to the 

detriment of workmg class famiUes of all ethnichies, then the caU for reform at one or the 

other level is hi no way racist or monocultural. Shnilarly, if the two-party oligopoly has 

effectively narrowed access to ahemative ideologies and outlooks m Congress, which is 

perhaps the most significant site of public deUberation hi our poUty, then a system of 

proportional representation may be m order. Yet both examples are adjustments to 

poUtical liberalism, not comprehensive alternatives to h. As long as pluraUty remams a 

fact, that is, as long as humans contmue to express tiieh experience m a variety of 
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different ways, some form of poUtical liberalism, of the khid I defend via Rawls, is not a 

matter of expediency but ofnecesshy. 

3.4 Conversation and the Cuhural Left 

Another obstacle to conversation 1 aUuded to earUer is the stance of the Cuhural Left, 

a domahi of discourse populated mostly by postmodem and neo-Marxist "ethnic" 

theorists. Rorty has convmcmgly argued (1998) that the members of the Cuhural Left 

have expended then hitellectual resources on narrow critiques of liberalism whhout 

produchig viable ahernatives to h and without acknowledghig liberalism's profound 

contributions to freedom even to the muhicultural freedom we enjoy today. Then 

relentless attacks on the liberal polity, based mostly on the colonial experience of the 18* 

century and the racialistic laws prior to the Civil Rights Acts of the 1960s and 1970s, 

have blinded them to the hnportant strides made in the last four decades. The Cultural 

Left of the 1980s and 90s failed to engage the poUtical system on behalf of the most 

disadvantaged, leavmg most of that work to religious organizations, labor unions, and 

non-profits, groups that are more concemed whh relievhig sufferhig than whh theoretical 

purify. The Cultural Left's failure to form meaningful poUtical aUiances whh labor to 

advance the interests of blue-collar workers, and hs failure to prevent the Democratic 

Party from driftmg mto corporate sponsorship are not failures of American liberalism. 

They are faUures of an hitellectual Left too concemed with produchig cultural crhique 

and theory from the cushy and alienated comfort of academia than with generathig 

poUtical action at the trenches. As Rorty argues, the Cultural Left has recoiled from 

action and become spectator, leadmg to a serious loss of memory and praxis. He therefore 

suggests that the members of the Cultural Left hnaghie themselves as participants m the 

makmg and re-makmg of the American Uberal democracy and move away from 

"spectatorship" and onto "agency" (Rorty, 1998: 97-105). The problem is that as the 

Cultural Left loses hs poUtical skills, h also loses touch with the dynamics of poUtical 

liberalism, resuhmg hi a loss of memory and a pessimism about the possibilhy of reform 

that is as misplaced as h is destractive. The Cultural Left has abandoned hs active 
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commhment to egalharian Uberalism not because this strand of liberalism proved hs 

mefficacy, but because the members of the Cultural Left have forgotten that h works. 

The underlying purpose of my dissertation is not to offer a "how to" manual on 

poUtical action hi a liberal polhy, but hopefully to begin a conversation that is long 

overdue. The Cultural Left has produced much useful and msightful crhique and 

narrative, particularly among femmists who have engaged Westem thought whh depth 

mstead of merely rejectmg h out of hand. I do not ascribe to the opmion, however, that 

this crhique has once and for all proven liberalism's inherently explohative character. 

LiberaUsm's theoretical and practical commitment to the sovereignty of the hidividual, 

which is also a deeply egalharian commitment, as I alluded to m my discussion of 

Taylor's ideal of authenticity, has done more to advance the cause of proletarian, ethnic, 

femiiust, and gay and lesbian liberation than any other poUtical philosophy. No other 

poUtical philosophy has managed to incorporate new expressions of freedom without 

losmg its basic precepts, and no other has had greater success m applymg theory to 

practice to achieve tangible, liberathig resuhs. To deny this is to fall mto the Foucauldian 

trap.^^ To deny liberalism's fiilfiUed promises means also forgettmg that "socialism" 

where h works, as h does m European coimtries rooted m modemity, is another word for 

"egalitarian liberalism" rather than a fundamental ahemative to basic liberal prhiciples 

and values. 

Nowhere is this loss of memory more evident than m the cultural wrhhigs of self-

described ethnic authors. For example, the writer-poet-joumalist Ruben Martmez teUs us 

that he feels the "rage" of Uvmg unftilfiUed dreams and of being unable to locate his 

dweUmg place hi Los Angeles, But he adds, "I give thanks, however, that I was bom at a 

thne when I could live so many reaUties at once" (Martmez, 1993: 4), A thne, yes, but 

also a space—a geographic, Unguistic, and cultural space, Marthiez does not 

acknowledge, or worst still, he doesn 't know that Uvmg out one's dreams, however 

hnperfectly, and adoptmg muhiple identhies while occupyhig what often seems to be a 

permanently decentered self, and mterprethig h aU m prose and poetry m magazhies. 
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newspapers and books are all activhies of the hnagination jealously protected by the 

philosophy of liberalism. They are concrete, lived manifestations of a poUtical 

philosophy whose moral conception is that "the only thmgs that can rightly be requhed of 

human behigs,.. are those forms of conduct that are necessary to maximizing the scope of 

everyone's freedom to control his or her Ufe accordhig to his or her own judgments" 

(Rehnan, 1994: 20). This is the kind of conversation lackmg in the Cuhural Left, one that 

this dissertation seeks to promote. 

There is the deeply and often dearly held misconception among critics of liberalism 

that this moral conception is grounded m the notion that the human person is a rational, 

self-mterested maximizer of pleasure and advantage, an atomistic, unencumbered self, 

hidependent from community and hence incapable of soUdarity, charhy, and reciprocity 

that are not derived from calculated mterest. This is not a liberal notion but a 

behavioraUst one. Its use is predictive rather than normative or descriptive. As such, it 

has hs place hi the academia, but there is nothhig mtrmsically superior about h, nothing 

that affords h special epistemological or ontological privilege. Its hegemony for the last 

30 or so years has done much to restrict mter-disciplme conversation and marufests the 

poverty of poUtical science when h sheds hs phUosophical underphmmgs. To be fah, 

some of the theory produced by the Cultural Left has done much to lessen the 

behavioraUst grip on the disciplhie, but h has done so at the expense of poUtical practice 

and the overaU education of poUtical liberalism m univershies across the nation. 

I wUl now address an addhional misconception concerning UberaUsm Much is said 

about the relationship between toleration and Uberal attitudes. I wUl show that liberal 

pragmatists are after much more than mere toleration. 

3.5 Conversation and Toleration 

Conversation is one significant step ahead of toleration. I agree with Joshua MUler 

that m the tradhional usage hi liberal theory "toleration implies letthig others alone; you 

^̂  As Rorty argues, 'The ubiquity of Foucauldian power is raniniscent of the ubiquity of Satan, and thus 
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need not consider the views of your opponents, just aUow them to be expressed." In other 

words, "You can tolerate others while ignormg them" (Miller, 1997: 65). I concur with 

MUler's assessment, however, that the pragmatic philosophy of William James caUs for 

more than mere toleration. Mutual respect requhes that we engage each other, that we 

seek understandhig of the other's pomt of view while ttyhig to have the other understand 

us. This level of engagement is knowledge-producmg and has the potential of 

transformmg us, because h is only when we try to explahi our perspective to others, 

especially to those who are quhe different from us, that we begm to examme the 

underlymg premises of our arguments, the moral basis of our beUefs, and the fit between 

what we say and what we do. I call this level conversation. James called h mutual 

respect. 1 prefer conversation because h hnplies action, while respect does not, although, 

clearly, h is difficuh to hnaghie conversation where there is not a prior commitment to 

respect. 

A schematic presentation of the process would look like this, 

toleration conversation knowledge transformation 
(recognition of the (higher level of (of other and self) (at two levels: moral 
three capacities) intapretation) and identity-formation) 

The "knowledge of the other" we obtain from conversation is of three types: 

Fnst, we may discover that the other believes in an all-encompassing Trath and is 

wUlmg to use violence to hnpose h, because knowmg Trath gives him or her the 

authority to redescribe craehy as being Uberating. 

Second, the other believes hi an aU-encompasshig Trath but is not wUUng to use 

violence to hnpose h, because she or he is reasonably committed to the Socratic and 

Christian or Buddhist or Hhidu or Muslhn "ethics of love." 

Third, the other has reasonably accepted the fact of pluraUty and therefore does not 

believe in the possibility of an aU-encompasshig Trath ever behig attamed; except for the 

"trath" that pluraUty is a fact. 

of the ubiquity of original sin" (1998: 95). 
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There are variations whhhi each type. In the fnst case, there are varieties m the kind 

and degree of violence one is willmg to use. The three khids of violence we know of, 

namely, the violence of fist (physical), tongue (verbal-psychological), and heart 

(unspoken, sphhual) imply different levels of crhninaUty. For example, to beat your 

neighbor hito compliance to your worldview is a crhne, but not the imexpressed hatred 

you may feel for him in your heart, though at a sphitual level, as Chavez would argue, 

there is violence nonetheless. 

In the second case, there are variations m the extent of public non-violent activism 

one may pursue toward the reaUzation of Love. I explore this m the chapter on Chavez. In 

the thnd case, there may be differences on the degree of value- and cultural-relativism 

one admits. As we noted earlier, someone who accepts the fact of pluraUty need not be a 

nihilist. For example, a liberal state should not prevent the first case from speaking hs 

trath, but it is wholly justified in using violence to suppress it if h ever tries to hnpose its 

speech through violence. In this situation, the liberal state is not hnposmg an all-

encompassing trath, but preventhig one from forcefiilly collapsing the "trath" of plurality 

into a single monological Trath. 

The "knowledge of self that conversation produces may be transformative at two 

levels, at the level of the moral self and at the level of the identity the self chooses to 

sculpt to aid h m the pursuh of hs ends. In the fnst case, conversation heightens our 

awareness of the moral claims of others. It may thus help us expand our moral 

understandhig, possibly grantmg us the ability to apologize, when we have been wrong, 

and to forgive, when we have been wronged. 

In sum conversation takes us one step further than toleration, brhigmg us closer to the 

possibilhy of transformation^-toward greater freedom and less craehy. 

3.6 Expanding the Ethical Space 

As I noted earlier, conversation has the potential of heightenmg our senshivity to the 

diverse ways humans express theh deepest longmgs and to the content of theh straggles 

for justice. This heightened senshivity hicreases our capachy to be more receptive to the 
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claims of those who mitially may appear to be "too foreign" to merh consideration. 

Ahhough coghation is part of this process, I would urge that conversation based on an 

aesthetic appreciation of others and empathetic connection whh others are more useful 

than reasonmg in some cases. What I am suggestmg here is that when reason fails us m 

granthig others dignity (and the moral commitments that equal dignity demands of us) 

then the sense of the beautiful and the sphhual may set reasonmg right. Let us see how. 

We seek conversation with others for many reasons. Enlarghig the universe of human 

discourse to which we are exposed expands our range of choices, tests our beliefs, and 

breaks down barriers between us. But conversation also brings us mto a variety of new 

"ethical spaces." An ethical space is a space where some form of reciprocity is expected. 

A classroom for example, is an ethical space inhabhed by students and professor. The 

professor has certain obUgations toward the students. He has to explam the content of the 

course clearly and coherently and stay abreast of new developments m his field. He must 

try to reach aU his students by applymg a variety of teachmg methods, and must offer 

feedback, evaluate students fahly, and perform at a peak mental and physical state in 

every session But the students also have obUgations. They must Usten and ask questions 

when they don't understand the professor's explanations, or express theh hisights in 

class. They must read critically, so as to develop theh intellectual faculties, and must also 

perform at a peak state m every class session, so as not to drag down those aroimd them. 

If either the professor or the students does not keep theh end of the deal m this ethical 

space, then both have "a right and a duty to rebel," the former by punishmg and the latter 

by protesthig for better teaching. 

Like the classroom the home at the dhmer table, the stadixmi, the office, the freeway, 

the ahport, the vothig and water districts, the neighborhood street, and even the nightclub 

and the brothel. The hidividual mhabhs ethical spaces at aU thnes, some hnmediate, Uke 

the home, others more distant, like the vothig district, and some only temporarily, Uke the 

classroom or the pub. The home is the closest and most mthnate, arguably the most 

nurturing and formative. The vothig district is one of the most distant and least 

demanding. At home we are obliged to reciprocate love with love and to fulfill our roles 
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m ways that are regardmg of others. A man who returns home from work, plops himself 

m the sofa, and watches television while guzzlmg beer and barkhig orders at his wife and 

kids is not fulfiUmg his obligations as husband and father. If his behavior is consistently 

offensive of the ethical demands the home places on him his wife and children have a 

right and a duty to rebel agahist his presumed authorhy. In the various ethical spaces we 

mhabh, there is a dnect relationship between reciprochy and authority. One's authority, 

to demand certahi behaviors of others or to rebel, depends on one's reciprocal behavior. 

Those who don't reciprocate have the least authorhy. 

When we expose ourselves to the expressions of others, to theh stmggles, dreams, and 

ways of playmg, working, and lovmg, wUlmgly summoning the various dhnensions of 

our human personaUty, we also expose ourselves to ethical spaces that would otherwise 

be unknown to us. 

Once agahi, by way of example, can a grape mean so much as to bring us hito an 

ethical space? Cesar Chavez believed h could. His form of Mexicanness extended an 

ethical space often ignored, that is, the relationship between labor and capital, literally to 

the tips of our tongues. When Chavez boycotted table grapes between 1966 and 1970, he 

asked us to consider answers to the foUowlng question: Is h moral for you to buy and 

savor grapes that have been picked by fellow humans who are denied First Amendment 

rights and often treated like beasts of labor? In this case, this form of Mexicarmess, which 

is the topic of Chapter VI, offered us the option of heightening our moral sensibilhies and 

commitments and our showmg ovx practical loyalty to the BUI of Rights. We take the 

option when we "converse" m that ethical space, when we actuaUy answer the question 

and do what must be done, or when we talk back and state our case openly. The pomt for 

Chavez was that the hmate moral sense m any human would "oblige" him or her to act 

morally, an issue 1 discuss hi Chapter VI. 

The form of Uberalism I defend m my dissertation is similar to the "thick-skhmed" 

liberalism proposed by Richard Smopoli, as derived by his "deep" reading of J.S. MUl 

(SmopoU, 1995). It is a form of liberalism that extends the meanhig of tolerance to 

hiclude conversation of the kmd that has the potential of changhig our perception. As 
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Smopoli explahis, J.S. MUl's definhion of liberty was not libertarian; h did not argue for 

strict non-mterference, but for open engagement between persons whhm a legal system 

that msured non-mterference from the state and from other hidividuals when needed. 

Liberals are "thick-skhmed" because they have the capachy to withstand and grow from 

frequent encounters with others. The UberaUsm I defend is also characterized by 

abundant conversation, poetry, and dance, where the "connoisseurs of divershy," as 

Rorty calls them are plentifiil. It is also a community of poUtically reasonable persons 

who, upon admitting the inescapable "fact of plurality," are wUlmg and capable of 

participatmg in the various histitutions of conflict resolution aheady hi place. They are 

also wUlmg to act upon then right to modify those histitutions that fell to provide 

sufficient access to the various forms of expression a free society fosters and to lend theh 

support to the many groups that, havhig been left at the margms of the poUtical realm vie 

for public resources and recogrution. 

3.7 Conversation and CoUigation 

In sum our differences are derived from our equaUty hi our capacity to arrive at 

different conclusions about the good. Each of our conclusions deserves respect, that is, an 

open, respectful, and mteractive hearhig, because they may contahi valuable hisights 

derived from theh unique perspective. But there is more to this than speakhig and 

listening. William James, and John Stuart MiU before hhn, argued that an open, 

respectful, and mteractive hearhig of differences (i.e., conversation) helps us disclose 

trath's many sides. Shnilarly, Geertz suggests that engagmg differences through 

conversation helps us extend the range and depth of our moral selves. 

Geertz argues that conversation with others, especially vsdth others quite unlUce 

ourselves, produces two interrelated and paradoxical outcomes. On the one hand, it 

generates "a series of histabiUties—mstabilhies of perspective, of meanhig, of judgment" 

which tend to shake up our "mward ease" about what we thought was firm ground (1983: 

44, 42). On the other hand, h helps us see "at what sort of angle... we stand to the world" 

(1986: 112). From the perspective of what we know to be trae we can make these 
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histabiUties mteUigible. By the end of the process of makhig these histabiUties 

intelligible, we know more "trath" than we knew before we experienced the mward 

discomfort that arises from exposhig ourselves to the way others live, that is, we 

mcorporate them (fully, partially, or not at all) mto our conceptions of the good, the trae, 

and the beautiful. These two outcomes combmed extend the range and depth of our 

cultural, emotional, moral, and cognhive sensibilhies and hence mcrease "the possibility 

of quite literally, and quhe thoroughly, changhig our mmds" (Geertz, 1986: 114). Like 

James and MiU, Geertz supports a "soft" version of meliorism. His view is that this form 

of perspectival self-crhicism and absorption, which is derived from conversation whh 

others, drives "moral progress" or transformation. What 1 want to do now is to connect 

"moral progress" through this "changhig of mmds" whh what Rorty calls "colligation." 

Although of the same fanuly of practices, convershig to coUigate differs from 

convershig to coexist in hnportant ways. CoUigation is the outcome of conversation at the 

second level. Rorty defines colligation as the practice of bringhig together "hhherto 

vmrelated texts" and generathig from theh hiteraction useful redescriptions—^useful, that 

is, if they help us flourish in our social and natural environments as chcumstances change 

(Rorty, 1986). By flourishing, pragmatists mean more than shnply copmg with change or 

merely surviving it. A people in community flourish when they engage hi forms of 

speech and practices that increase freedom and reduce craelty, where freedom means 

believing that the individual should have sufficient space to write her autobiography m 

her own terms and craelty the belief that she should not (Rorty, 1999,1989). Shice 

coUigation between "hitherto unrelated texts," that is, between others, is possible only by 

learning each other's vocabulary, conversmg to coUigate is a practice most amenable to 

the moral hnperatives of muhicuhuraUsm Convershig to coUigate serves the purpose of 

"expandmg the space... for moral deliberation" beyond the logic hnposed by those who 

claim that the boimdary of that space has aheady been set (Rorty, 1998: 203). As Dewey, 

J. S. MiU, and BerUn have argued, fmaUty hi matters concemmg the freedom of the 

hidividual and the craehy she suffers cannot be anticipated hi theoty, shice both are 

defined not by a metaphysical constract m the mmd of the philosopher, he who looks 
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'through ancient spectacles," as Dewey said, but by "the mtercourse of a livhig bemg 

with hs physical and social environments" (McDermott, 1981: 61). In other words, what 

we mean by freedom and craehy is what others and we experience them to be as we 

"reach forward mto the unknown" (McDermott, 1981: 61). Hence, expressions of 

Mexicarmess, as any other expressions whhm muhicuhuraUsm are not to be (pre) 

conceived as erroneous (or trathful) mterpretations of what is or of what should 

necessarily be, but as expressions of experience lived by fellow-humans who mhabh the 

same polhy we call our own. 

With this in mmd, convershig to coUigate assists us m raishig our awareness of 

divershy and hence in "mcreasmg sensitivity, mcreashig responsiveness to the needs of a 

larger and larger variety of people and thmgs" (Rorty, 1999: 81). This hicreased 

senshivhy and responsiveness to divershy, m the context of a poUtical community 

dedicated to the two great values of Uberal democracy, is what Rorty calls "moral 

progress." As whh other pragmatists, progress for Rorty is not an abstraction, but an 

outcome produced by things people do. What we do, among other things, is to converse, 

both to coexist and to colligate, so that we may sustahi our Uberal democracy over thne, 

enlarge the practical space of freedom incorporate more expressions (i.e., "more people 

and thmgs") mto society's conception of equality, and hence have a better chance of 

flourishing in our shared commimity. 

In sum the first form of conversation lays the ground for coexistence while the second 

is a source of moral progress. Yet, surprismgly, both forms of conversation seem to be 

lackmg between the philosophers of Mexicarmess and the philosophers of American 

liberalism even though developmg a viable relationship between liberal poUtical theory 

and cultinal pluraUsm as they interact is arguably one of the urgent ethico-poUtical tasks 

of our time. This dissertation attempts to enable that conversation. 

In this chapter I made my case for conversation as a necessary condhion for the 

sustahiabilhy of Uberal democracy. In the next three chapters I explore various forms of 

Mexicarmess to add flesh to my theoretical arguments. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SELF-DEFINITION 

"The naming ceremony, or of self-definition... 
restores pride and inflises renewed energy 
which manifests itself in creative ways." 

Rudolfo A. Anaya (Anaya &Lomeli, 1989: 230) 

4.1 Purposes and Outcomes 

In this chapter, I wiU trace the process of self-definhion among Mexican Americans 

from theh bhth whh the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo to the rise ofpachuquismo m the 

1940s and 50s. As 1 go along, I will relate that process to some of the principles, 

practices, and msthutions of American liberal democracy. The objective is to lend 

support to the hypothesis I poshed m Chapter II. There I made the theoretical case that 

expressions of Mexicanness, arismg as they have hi the context of the American liberal 

democracy and mostly as a reaction to "misrecognition," remforce liberal practices. 

Whether as art or as poUtics, they help sustahi the promise of American UberaUsm. 

Expressions of Mexicarmess occur hi the poUtical realm and the more broadly in the 

cuhural reahn They appear as "strictly poUtical" expressions m the dialogical domahi 

Rawls defines as "the reasonable overlapping consensus" and which Rorty defines as 

"procedural justice." Here expressions of Mexicarmess are arguments for equaUty and 

freedom as guaranteed by prhiciples contained hi the United States and state 

constitutions. Only a few, Chicano separatists or committed Marxists, make claims whose 

realization would requhe the dismantling of the American constitutional tradition. This 

dissertation is not about them. 

Ejqiressions of Mexicanness are also "cultural productions" that occur in "civil 

society"—^that large and rich domahi of human Ufe where the substance of a society is 

made and debated. Communitarian poUtical philosophers have written extensively on 

civil society, but Octavio Paz's defirution of "civilization" is the more adequate for my 

purposes. "It embraces the erotic and the culinary arts," writes the Mexican poet-

philosopher, "dancing and burial; courtesy and curses; work and leisure; rituals and 
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festivals; punishments and rewards; dealings with the dead and with the ghosts that 

populate our dreams; atthudes toward women and children, old people and strangers, 

enemies and allies; eternity and the present, the here and now and the beyond. [It] is not 

only a system of values but a world of forms and codes of behavior, rales and exceptions. 

It is a society's visible side—msthutions, monuments, works, thhigs—^but h is especially 

hs submerged, mvisible side: beliefs, deshes, fears, repressions, dreams" (Paz, 1985: 

359). 

At thnes, cultural and political expressions interact, and h is difficuh to separate them 

conceptuaUy. For example, as 1 will explore in this and Chapter V, Luis Valdez's 

wrhhigs and his movie Zoot Suit, Gloria Anzaldua's mythmaking and poetry, Alfred 

Arteaga's cuhural crhicism Richard Rodriguez and Luis J. Rodriguez's autobiographies, 

Victor VUlasefior's non-fictional family saga—these works are both art and poUtics. 

What they have hi common is the theme and the practice of self-defmhion, an activhy 

that "manifests hself m creative ways," as Anaya says, and that hiteracts with American 

liberal democracy, its values, histitutions, and chizens for the benefit of both. 

1 mtend to add flesh to my theoretical arguments through the hiterpretation of several 

texts, brought into "conversation" through my mediation, the type of conversation 1 

argued for in Chapter III. These texts hiclude Mexican American, Chicana/o texts, as weU 

as Mexican and white Euro-American texts. By texts I mean highly hidividualized 

subjective mterpretations of experience. The wrher, alone m his or her dreams, develops 

a voice among aU other voices and wants to speak to us. 

I chose the texts that moved me by theh logical force or beauty and that were 

representative of the three generations of expressions of Mexicanness I outlhied hi 

Chapter II. These were the sole criteria for selection. Now, if texts are subjective 

mterpretations of experience, then this text, to which your senses are now attended, is a 

subjective hiterpretation of "variant subjectivhies," as per Geertz. It is an experience of 

the world as surely as jumphig mto a pool is an experience of the world, but h is mme 

alone and only one among many. Is h valuable for purposes of social practice? The 

judgment is up to you. 
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I take self-defmhion to mean a practice, like public speakhig or carpentry is a practice. 

It is highly individualized, though derived from dialogical encounters with others. Its 

purpose is to create empowermg and emancipatory identhies, useful stories, stories that 

make people move, because moved by them, and that help hidividuals pursue then life-

plans, because they hisphe them to do so. 

This and subsequent chapters v̂ dll focus on the self-definhion of Americans of 

Mexican descent smce theh inception m 1848.1 wUl start with a brief historical 

background of the bnth of Mexican Americans and follow whh an exploration of the 

story of pachuquismo from the contrasting perspectives of a Mexican poet-philosopher 

and a Chicano filmmaker. Then I wUl interpret the rise of Chicanismo (Chapter V, 

Chicarusmo: An Interpretation), and end with an in-depth analysis of La Causa, Cesar 

Chavez's Movement (Chapter VI, Cesar Chavez: La Causa). My goal is not to provide a 

detaUed account of poUtical history, but to identify possible spaces for dialogue in the 

borderlands between American poUtical philosophy and expressions of Mexicanness. 

Nevertheless, to make sense of these searches, to shuate them in historical perspective, 

we must begm with history. Self-definition for Mexican Americans starts with the Treaty 

of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

4.2 The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. February 2.1848 

American troops occupied Santa Fe, Nuevo Mexico, hi September of 1846 

unopposed. An American soldier, a St. Louis volunteer, captured the magrutude of the 

event for the conquered Mexicans hi his joumal. "Black eyes looked through the latticed 

wmdows at our column of cavaliers, some gleammg with pleasure and others filled with 

tears," he wrote. "Strange indeed must have been the feelhigs of the chizens, aU the 

future of then destmy vague and uncertam. Then new ralers, strangers to theh manners, 

language, and habhs" (PBS, 1998). 

The story of Mexican Americans beghis whh conquest and a choice: to move south of 

the new border and retum to Mexico, to maintam theh Mexican chizenship and remahi m 

the United States as legal residents, or to adopt the American chizenship. Regardless of 
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the choice, the civil and religious rights of the esthnated 100,000 Mexicans m the 

Southwest territories would be protected and theh property "inviolably respected" 

(Marthiez, 1996: 26, Article Vlll, Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo). In the legal language of 

the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo hself, the choice appears straightforward, ahnost 

shnple, but at ground level, m los municipios, los hogares, y las iglesias, "the feelhigs of 

the chizens" must have been "strange mdeed." 

For some Americans, too, the Treaty was not at aU shnple. Underlymg the legal 

settlement, which was signed on February 2, 1848, the question Imgered whether law, 

ethnichy, and cuhure could ever be reconciled m the new territories. As Chicano 

historian David G. Gutierrez has demonstrated, ophiion m the Umted States was spUt 

between those who beUeved Mexicans could be asshnilated and those who believed they 

could not. Some argued that the "manners, language, and habhs" of Mexicans and 

Americans were so hihnical that no legal wish list could keep the peace between them. 

Others suggested that Mexican culture would corrapt American ways. Gutierrez quotes a 

Richmond paper: "We have far more to dread from the acquishion of a debased 

population... than to hope for the extension of our territorial limhs" (1995:17). 

Then there were those who beUeved that the Mexicans who chose to stay would 

welcome the "hxesistible army of Anglo-Saxon[s]" and shed theh culture Uke snakes 

shed theh skm. Gutierrez quotes an 1847 edhorial in the New York Sun: "[T]he only 

lesson we shall teach is that our victories wUl give liberty, safety, and prosperity to the 

vanquished, if they know enough to profit by the appearance of our stars" (1995:15). 

Two concems dominated those who opposed incorporating Mexicans mto the 

American nation. Fhst, the belief that racial tension between whites and Mexicans would 

mount, leadmg to a vicious cycle of violence. Worst of all, however, was the prospect 

that whites would be racially cormpted through miscegenation. In both cases, America 

risked bringing down hs poUtical institutions and all hs good fortune, the former through 

violence and the latter through genetic mutation. It seems that some Americans 

considered the poUtical institutions of the Uruted States appUcable only to white 

Europeans, and viewed Mexicans, as weU as Africans, as hicapable of partaking in them 
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as equals. Then theory was based on the dual assumption that race is a determmant of 

human behavior and that the behavior of Mexicans demonstrated destractive habhs. In 

theh assessment, these habhs mcluded lack of mdustriousness, an impractical degree of 

pomposhy among Mexican public officials, and Uttle comcidence between public laws 

and the asphations of hidustrious men. Mexicans were what they were not because of 

then history, however, but because of natural selection. The hnprmt of then hrevocable 

genetic makeup doomed Mexicans forever, a race "but little removed above the negro" 

(Gutierrez, 1995:16). 

Gutierrez (1995) ches South Carolma Senator John C. CaUioun's ophiion on this 

matter: "Can we mcorporate a people so dissimilar to us m every respect—and so little 

quaUfied for free and popular government—^without certahi destraction to our poUtical 

histitutions?" To Calhoun the answer was a categorical no, and any attempt to do so 

would have destractive consequences. Americans would either spoil then natural bounty 

through cross breedmg with Mexicans or they would have to set up histitutions to isolate 

the mtraders. If the Treaty went through, sound policy would requhe the latter. With 

thne, however, that measure would fail, leadmg to racial wars and the gradual decay of 

society. In either case, hicorporation meant, as Calhoun remarked, "certahi destraction." 

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, as text, and the Treaty's aftermath, what actually 

happened to men and women hi flesh, reflected the contradiction that existed hi American 

society m the mid-nineteenth century—a nation founded on the proposition that "No 

person shall be deprived of life, Uberty or property without due process of law" but that 

derued a large number of hs mhabitants, on the basis of race and gender, the benefits of 

that proposition. Natural rights, h seemed, only appUed to the naturaUy endowed. 

How this contradiction played itself out vis-a-vis the Mexicans remaining hi the 

conquered territories depended on a combhiation of factors. Gutierrez has shown that the 

Mexican population sought to protect its interest as best h could, but different groups 

adopted different strategies, dependmg on social status, class, and region. Upper class 

Mexicans, proud of theh Spanish or refined Mexican heritage, perhaps even fluent in 
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EngUsh, found h easier to deal with the "grhigos" than labormg Mexicans, those with the 

least share of material resources and the more mestizo of the two. 

Overall, however, the lot of Mexicans deteriorated from the thne of conquest until the 

fnst large migrations m the early twentieth century. Not only did they have to adapt to a 

new language, foreign laws and poUtical practices, and a tax code that was often used to 

undermme then hiterests, but had to do so under pressure from groups that viewed them 

with fear and contempt. The Gold Rush that began m 1848 compoimded the pressure, 

brmgmg mto CaUfornia alone more than 200,000 Euro-American hnmigrants that, as 

Gutierrez pohits out, "reduc[ed] the Sparush-speaking population to a tiny ethnic minorhy 

vntuaUy overnight" (1995:19). 

Politically, the Mexican population lost out by the sheer force of numbers, although 

other factors were involved. The poU tax and the White Man's Primaries, for example, 

which were implemented hi Texas in the 1880s and 1902 respectively, effectively 

disenfranchised Mexican commuruties. Gutierrez also found that political 

disempowerment combmed with the advent of hidustrialization affected the economic 

standing of Mexicans. By 1900 Mexicans across the southwest had been almost 

completely displaced from the ranks of skUled workers, either because their 

predominantly agricultural-ranching skills had become obsolete or because they had no 

means to enter the new job markets. Many were forced to jom the "growmg stream of 

agricultinal migrant workers" or remahied locked hi a "dual wage system" that paid 

higher wages to white workers than to Mexican workers at the same skiU level. Most 

Mexicans were prohibhed from forming uruons or johiing established white unions. In 

the copper mines of Arizona, for example, these practices were not ended vintU after the 

Second World War, when Mexican American GIs returned home to demand theh rights 

as war heroes and citizens. 

Among Mexicans who remamed m the U.S. southwest, mcludmg Texas, self-

definhion began as a reaction agahist "misrecognition," a concept I discussed at length m 

Chapter II, and as an overaU strategy to cope with economic dislocation and poUtical 

disempowerment. Gutierrez found that despite class and regional differences, Mexicans 
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m the conquered territories began to develop a sense of "ethnic awareness" as early as the 

1870s. The concept of "La Raza" (The Race or People), for example, "emerged as the 

single most hnportant symbol of ethnic pride and identification" (Gutierrez, 1995: 36). 

Even though the term meant different thhigs to different people, some emphasizhig 

Spanish roots over Mexican roots and viceversa. La Raza "implied membership hi a 

cuhural tradhion that was separate from the... 'norteamericanos'" (Gutierrez, 1995:36). 

Before the first great wave of Mexican migration mto the United States hi the early 

1900s, the Mexicans remammg hi the southwest did not incorporate mto American 

society by shedding theh culture Uke snakes shed theh skins, as some had predicted, and 

they didn't passively take whatever the "hxesistible army of Anglo-Saxons" dished out 

either, as some had hoped. Instead, they began to develop a sense of Mexicanness, of 

behig Mexican and American, in ways that few, if any, could have predicted. As Chicano 

historian Emilio Zamora pohits out in his study of Mexican labor movements hi Texas in 

the late 19*** and early 20* centuries, "Mexicans were active participants in the making of 

theh own world" (1993: 5). 

Irorucally, as Gutierrez argues, the world that Mexicans were makhig for themselves 

was neither Mexican nor American, but "a distinct, if syncretic, variant of Mexican 

culture in what had become part of the Uiuted States" (1995:37). The shared experience 

of racism and dislocation, and the accompanymg "misrecognition" they were subjected 

to, pushed Mexicans m the conquered terrhories "to consider themselves Mexicans in a 

way they never had before" (Gutierrez, 1995:37). The combmed effects of economic 

decline and segregation mto barrios, driven both by American behavior and the 

Mexicans' desne to group together physically, encouraged Mexicans to use whatever 

they had at theh disposal to survive and resist. To them this meant leariung the ways of 

the "new ralers," but also digghig deep mto theh own cultural resources. After aU, as 

Mexicans, and before as Spaniards, this population had had experience m self-rale smce 

the seventeenth century. 

As historian Gilbert Craz has shown (Cruz, 1997), Mexicans could resort to a long 

poUtical tradhion as a copmg aid. The Spaniards who settled m the northem territories of 
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New Spam as early as 1610 established three insthutions, the presidio, the mission, and 

the cabildo. The presidio, or fortress, served as the military outpost against other 

Europeans and against Native American designs. It also defended the mission, whose 

purpose was to brmg Christianhy hito the terrhories and convert natives into CathoUcism. 

Of the three institutions, the cabildo, or municipaUty, stands out for hs poUtical mfluence 

and legacy. Of the three, h was the only traly Iberian mstitution. It was the she of 

government and its purpose was to establish civU society. Under dhect charter or "fiiero" 

from the King, the cabildo enacted and enforced the law, h provided for free legal 

counsel to the poor, and represented the town hi hs dealings whh the military, the 

Church, and the royal government m Mexico City. Proof of the cabildo's vhaUty is in hs 

poUtical legacy. State constitutions, lUce the Texas Consthution, contahi provisions from 

the Spanish-Mexican poUtical culture. The homestead exemption, which prohibits 

creditors from foreclosing on a femily's primary home, and commuruty rights, which 

provide for equal ownership of property obtained under marriage for husband and wife, 

are both provisions dhectly inherited from Spanish-Mexican poUtical culture. 

With this poUtico-cultinal weU from which to draw, other coping strategies among 

Mexicans m the occupied territories mcluded the formation of mutual-aid organizations, 

such as mutualistas, as weU as credit unions, and other community-based decision

making institutions, such as school committees and the like. 

Voluntary organizations all, mutuaUstas served the purpose of providmg credh to 

famiUes and bushiess starts-ups, as the more specialized credh uruons did later. They also 

funded the production of cultural events and addressed community concems hi general. 

As they sought to promote soUdarity, Mexican Americans continued participatmg m, and 

sometimes remventmg, national and cultural events. The Cinco de Mayo celebration, 

which refers to the miUtary victory of Mexican troops agahist an hivadmg French army hi 

Puebla hi 1862, and the Diesciseis de Septiembre, commemorathig Mexican 

Independence from Spain m 1810, provided a fertUe source of pride and heroes, while the 

Dia de los Muertos and the Dia de la Virgen de Guadalupe grounded Mexican 

Americans m spnitual foundations. 
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As the concept of "syncretic cuhure" hnpUes, not all was roadblocks for the newly 

created Mexican Americans. Mexican Americans found the societal space within the new 

nation to engage m cuhural self-definhion, because the Umted States, though racist and 

authorharian, was also generous and liberal. Mexicans also related to the whhe 

population m ways that neither Native Americans nor African slaves had hi the past. 

Desphe weU-documented cases of bratalhy and minder, the American government did 

not engage hi a genocidal war agahist Mexicans as h did agahist Native Americans. 

Mexicans did not enter the United States as slaves ehher. Some Chicano historians like 

Zamora have noted that the experience of cooperation between Mexicans and Anglos also 

shaped the strategy of self-definhion of Mexican Americans. Some Mexican Americans, 

especially those whh the most resources, found legal and institutional means to defend 

then hiterests and values. These groups, like the League of United Latin American 

Citizens (LULAC) and the Gl Forum began to argue for incorporation into the American 

nation via the conscientious practice of chizenship. Above all, this meant mastering 

EngUsh and claimhig the rights and guarantees that American citizenship legaUy afforded 

them a strategic goal that Cesar Chavez would also pursue in his labor movement hi the 

1960s. 

4.3 The Fnst Major Migration North 

Beginning m the first decade of the nmeteenth century, two factors related to 

hidustrialization converged to cause the first major migration of Mexicans mto the United 

States. 

In 1910, Mexico erapted hito civU war over the spoUs of hidustrialization. The 

Mexican Revolution, which lasted untU 1920 and left hi hs wake more than a million 

dead, pitted the forces of Porfirio Diaz, an economic liberal draped m authoritarian 

clothes who raled from Mexico City, agahist the nationalist pro-hidustriaUzation forces of 

Venustiano Carranza and the people's armies of Francisco VUla hi the north along with 

the agrarian-based, nativistic movement of Emiliano Zapata m the south. In the 

meantime, across the border, the hidustrialization process m the southwestem United 
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States, mcluding the state of Texas, was beghming to pick up steam. American 

entrepreneurs needed manual labor to build the mfrastmcture requhed for growth, and the 

Mexican Revolution was pushhig Mexicans north. As mdustriaUsts lobbied the poUtical 

msthutions m Washmgton D.C. to ease hnmigration quotas and the Revolution drove 

hundreds of tiiousands of Mexicans toward the U.S.-Mexico border, the arguments about 

Mexican assimilation that first emerged durmg the U.S.-Mexico War surfaced once 

again. 

Gutierrez characterized the two predommant poshions m the debate over Mexican 

immigration at the tum of flie twentieth century as "restrictionist" and "assimilationist." 

The former argued what CaUioun had argued. American civilization was groimded m the 

racial makeup of white Americans so any dUution of racial purity or a mixmg of races 

would be detrimental to the hiterests of the American people. Gutierrez quotes an 

hnmigration expert at the thne: "The addhion of hundreds of thousands of 'low-grade' 

Indian-Spaiush hybrids to the United States could resuh only m disaster for the nation's 

future racial mtegrhy" (1995: 53). Mexicans, said another, were "unassimilable." 

The asshnilationists were of two persuasions. Those who beUeved Mexicans would 

blend into American society and those who argued that Mexicans would work hi the 

United States, but eventually retum to theh country. The latter strand dominated the 

rhetoric of the asshnilationists, mostly because it suhed the poUtical strategy of 

hidustrialists. To gam poUtical support hi Washmgton, D.C, asshnilatiorusts first had to 

ease the fears of the restrictiorusts and give supporters of economic growth a viable 

argument m tum. Pro-growth advocates characterized Mexican laborers as "homers." 

"LUce a pigeon," one expert testified before Congress, "he goes back to roost." "He 

simply wants to work," Gutierrez cites another expert as saying. "They have no influence 

whatever upon our habits of life or form of civilization" (1995: 49). 

Between 1917 and 1924, under pressure from the mhung, agricultural, railroad, and 

constmction hidustry lobbies, U.S. immigration poUcy exempted Mexicans from the 

strict national-origm quotas that applied to most non-northem European hnmigrants. 

Assimilationists had once again prevailed, this time not driven by the line of more 
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terrhory, or because they actually believed Mexicans would not root themselves hi 

American soil, but by the promise of.economic expansion. It is esthnated that over a 

million Mexicans entered the United States between 1910 and 1930, forever ahermg the 

destmy of the U.S. Southwest, and of places as far north as lUmois. 

4.4 The 1940s: El Pachuco 

By the 1940s, Mexicanness m the U.S. Southwest had become a poUtical and cultural 

phenomenon difficuh to ignore. Mexican Americans, lUce other ethno-cultural mmorhies, 

came under intense scrutmy after the outbreak of World War 11. The renewed 

preoccupation v̂ dth "foreigners" m national soU among the general population and the 

govermnent of the United States exacerbated what aheady had been a thomy issue, 

especially among restrictionists. This cohicided with the rise of the first large generation 

of Mexican American youths growmg up hi the modem centers of urban America. Some 

of these youths, not unUke the youths of today, flaunted theh rebeUious hiclmations and 

unorthodox ideas in theh style of dress, music, dance, and talk. Among Mexican 

Americans, these were known as the pachucos. 

The pachucos represent the first generation of Mexican American youths that sought 

self-definhion agahist misrecogiution openly, gaily, and defiantly. LUce African 

Americans in Harlem, pachucos in East Los Angeles and elsewhere, thrived on standhig 

out. They preferred to express theh differences rather than blend into society urmoticed. 

Then colorful and exuberant style of dress consisted of broad-brhnmed hats, often with a 

feather secured to the strap, long suits with broad lapels, and tapered and baggy pants 

tightly wrapped around the ankles. Long chams often hung from the beh and looped up 

from below the knee mto the pant's side pocket. It was not uncommon for pachucos to 

wear the cross around theh necks and over theh ties and shirts. Pachucos developed theh 

own dialect-slang, calo, a combhiation of Spanish, Nahuatl, and English. Then music, 

swmg with Spamsh lyrics, rumba, mambo, and danzon, as weU as other Latin American 

blends stUl prevalent among Lathio populations m the United States today, summoned 

pachucos to dance. 
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The pachucos' dress, music, and talk were intended to set them apart, make a 

statement, and express a style. Pachucos were openly different, but also gaUy so. Societal 

perceptions notwithstandmg, most pachucos and pachucas were not hivolved m crhne or 

engaged m fights with knives at any opportunity. The majorhy of pachucos were after a 

good thne and most of them were not members of crhnmal gangs. As Carey Mc Williams 

wrote hi 1943, most pachucos belonged to "loosely organized neighborhood or 

geographical groups... Many of them are nothhig more than boys clubs without a 

clubhouse" (Sharp, UCLA Ethnomusicology, Web chation). But when it came down to h, 

pachucos/as were defiant. Racial prejudice, heightened durhig World War 11, was an 

active element m the type of misrecognhion that pachucos/as faced m the early 1940s. 

This prejudice molded theh behavior, as h did future generations of Mexican Americans. 

Two events m the early 1940s brought pachucos to the forefront of America's cultural 

wars and forever hnprmted pachucos in the psyche of Mexican Americans. The first one, 

the violent death of Jose Diaz, occurred oiUy five months after all Japanese and Japanese 

Americans residmg hi the West Coast had been hicarcerated hi "relocation centers." On 

August 2, 1942, Diaz was found injured and comatose near a lagoon in Los Angeles 

County, later dubbed the Sleepy Lagoon by reporters. After his death, twenty-five youths 

were arrested and charged whh murder, among them Henry Leyvas, later described as the 

leader of the 38*** Street gang, a term also conjured up by reporters. A few days later, 

public outcry fueled by a yellow press agahist "foreign" elements in society led to the 

poUce roundup of more than 600 Mexican Americans, 175 of whom were detained on 

various charges. The general climate was hardly propitious for justice, especially for 

Leyvas and the other 24 defendants in the Sleepy Lagoon case. On January 15, 1943, they 

were found guilty of second-degree murder and sent to San Quentin on terms of five 

years to Ufe in prison. The appeals court would later find the proceedings so abusive of 

constitutional guarantees that it overtumed the convictions and set the 25 defendants free, 

but for many Mexican Americans the case highlighted theh alienation from American 

civil society. 
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The second event took place m early June of 1943. On the evening of the 3"*, claiming 

to be retaliatmg against an attack by a gang of pachucos, more than 200 U.S. Navy 

uniformed sailors descended upon the streets of East Los Angeles and proceeded to beat 

up any pachuco that crossed theh path. The following two nights, sailors were johied by 

U.S. Army soldiers who entered bars, nightclubs, and theaters beathig pachucos 

mdiscrhninately. Then practice of choice was to beat pachucos, strip them of then 

clothes, and leave them bleedmg and naked on the street. 

Local news outlets dubbed the events the "Zoot Suh Riots," often praishig the 

servicemen for quashmg the "Mexican crhne wave" (Suavecho, Web chation). The 

national media was not persuaded, however. Thne magazme accurately reported that 

"The police practice was to accompany the caravans of soldiers and sailors in police cars, 

watch the beatmgs and jail the victims" {Time, June 21, 1943. Suavecho, Web chation). 

On June 7*, mUhary authorhies put an end to the matter by declarhig Los Angeles off 

limits to theh persormel. By then over 600 Mexican Americans and nine U.S. servicemen 

were arrested. None of the servicemen was ever charged with any crime. 

It is not hard to understand why these two events stUl draw the attention of poUtical 

scientists, sociologists, wrhers, and cultural critics in the Uruted States or why they 

represent a critical stage in Mexican American history. For Americans concemed with 

poUtical stability and constitutional survival, the Sleepy Lagoon case and the so-caUed 

Zoot Suh Riots meant that U.S. law was stUl unable to cope with muhicuhuraUsm For 

the nation to endure, the law would have to adapt to new chcumstances or suffer through 

a long period of civil strife. The stakes were as high as those prior to the CivU War. For 

Mexican Americans at large, both events signified an end to hmocence. These events 

would teach Mexican American poUtical and cultural activists of aU stripes that hiclusion 

mto U.S. society would requhe dhect, sustamed, and often concerted action. Not aU 

would agree on the tone and details of such action. As I wUl explore m this and other 

chapters, some took a more confrontational approach, Uke the Chicanos. Others focused 

on challengmg the law on hs own terms and turf, like the Mexican American Legal 

Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) did. Others stiU redoubled then efforts for full 
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American chizenship, as did the League of Unhed Latm American Chizens (LULAC), 

even while rejectmg pachuquismo and chicanismo. In the labor front, the Confederacion 

de Uniones Obreras Mexicanas (CUOM) pushed for collective bargammg rights among 

workers of Mexican descent and hnmigrant workers as well, especially m the mmmg and 

mdustrial sectors. La Causa, Cesar Chdvez's movement, organized farm workers, pushhig 

for labor and poUtical rights around a call for the formation of a freer and more just 

society based on non-violence. Desphe theh differences, the Mexican American poUtical 

class, as per Lutz's concept, converged under one common, though surely uncoordmated 

theme, namely, full hiclusion hito the American nation as chizens and self-defined 

individuals. 

Smce the pachucos represent such a watershed m the histoty of Mexican American 

self-definition, 1 will dedicate the remahider of this chapter to them I will do so, first, by 

analyzmg the first major Uterary hiterpretation of pachucos, one whose mfluence ran 

deep among mteUectuak of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s m Mexico and the United States. 

Written in the 1950s by Octavio Paz, a poet of rising renown who would later receive the 

Nobel Prize in Literature, the essay "The Pachuco and Other Extremes" is the first 

chapter m his seminal work. The Labyrinth of Solicitude (Paz, 1985). The Labyrinth is 

Paz's philosophical and psychological exploration of the Mexican and his essay on the 

pachuco is his attempt to situate the Mexican in opposhion to hs most outlandish 

caricature, the pachuco, the orphan Mexican residmg hi a foreign country. This essay 

helps us understand the extent of misrecogiution against Mexican Americans and the 

ensuing straggle for self-definhion among them from a imique perspective. Mexican 

Americans, as a borderland people, are neither Mexican nor American, but a blend of 

both, resulting in identities that are very much theh own. Not orUy do they have to self-

define hi the context of American culture, but also hi juxtaposhion to theh Mexican 

heritage. To start with Octavio Paz, then, situates us in a terram rich with paradoxes and 

hence apt for colUgation. 

I wiU continue with an m-depth interpretation of another work of cultural significance, 

this one arising from whhin the Mexican American community, from the Chicano 
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fihnmaker Luis Valdez. I am referring to the movie Zoot Suit, released hi 1981. This 

movie is m many respects a dhect counter-argument agahist Paz's pachuco. It depicts the 

pachuco from the mside out, gives him a voice that Paz claimed did not exist, and brhigs 

his humanity in full view. It is a cuhural statement of self-definhion, setting the record 

straight as to who the pachuco was. It is also a poUtical act, portraying a pachuco that, 

though perhaps not fully aware of his poUtical significance, did mdeed play a cracial role 

in bringing Mexican Americans closer to fuU chizenship. 

4.5 The View from the Outside Looking In 

It was most fitthig that a Mexican poet-philosopher would be the first critic to attempt 

a definition of the Mexican American and that he would do so with brilliance and disdain. 

After all, Mexican Americans are a constant reminder to Mexicans of theh own sense of 

loss and pain. In attempting to solve the riddle of the American of Mexican descent, the 

Mexican is trying to make sense of himself; he's grophig for meaning m his ovra 

labyrinth. In exposing the Mexican American as a farce, a pale image of the trae 

Mexican, the Mexican poet-phUosopher pokes his own wounds. Hence the opportunity 

for brUliance and the tendency to disdam. 

Octavio Paz's 1950's essay about the psyche of the pachuco is brilliant not because h 

captures the essence of hs subject. On that score, m fact, Paz may have been quhe wrong. 

The brilUance of "El Pachuco and Other Extremes," the opening salvo m Paz's quest to 

find the Mexican and Mexico, lies m hs abiUty to draw the reader mto her ovra psyche, 

and to do so not with a hanuner, but with the subtlety of a poem that effortlessly draws a 

lover to tend to her stricken heart. At one level, Paz's pachuco is a useful abstraction. It is 

the self cry mg out for purpose, for beauty and for trath. He is not so much a man as a 

longmg: the longhig to be the sculptor of one's ovm hnage and the author of one's own 

self In the pachuco Paz sees the existential straggle of aU human behigs, and, m this 

score, he succeeds m makmg us think about our own "quiet desperation." 

Uhhnately, though, Paz's rendhion, despite hs exquishe prose and existential force, 

fails to do justice to the pachuco. Paz doesn't shed, and makes no attempt to shed, the 
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contempt he feels for the pachuco, so he thinks of him as less. Paz's essay is disdahifiil, 

above all, because h leaves out the pachuco's own voice. It is the work of the philosopher 

who refiises to converse with his subject, because he assumes that his subject has nothing 

to say. Thnty years later, m his celebrated play, Zoot Suit, and hi the movie of the same 

name, the Chicano wrher and dhector Luis Valdez would remove the muzzle from the 

pachuco's mouth and let him speak in his own way. 

In the meantime, though, Paz's voiceless pachuco became the dominant hnage of the 

Mexican American among Mexican and U.S. hitellectuals, the pohit of departure of much 

of the speculation about behig "Mexican" in the Unhed States. This hnage was remforced 

by popular movies, as Mexican scholar Maria Socorro Tabuenca has noted. Startmg with 

the 1922 sUent film, sigruficantly titled El Hombre sin Patria (The Man without 

Fatherland), Mexicans hi the Uiuted States were seen as those "on the other side" and 

"were portrayed as 'los vendidos' (the seUouts), Hos pochos,' hicapable of speaking 

correctly either English or Spanish, or 'los desarraigados' (the uprooted)" (Tabuenca, 

2001: 3). UntU the 1970s, and whh few exceptions, Mexican filmmakers, driven by 

nationalistic hnpulses, presented the Mexican American as someone who had lost his 

way and betrayed his heritage. He was apocho or apocha, which means a corraption of 

the origmal, as in spoiled fi-uit. 

The perception of Mexican Americans among the Anglo-American hiteUigentsia was 

no different, more so after the Sleepy Lagoon case and the so-caUed Zoot Suh Riots m 

Los Angeles in the early 1940s. 

But Paz's rendhion was ubiquhous. Even to this day, the sculptors of Mexican 

American identity are prone to spar with the Nobel Laureate. Alfred Arteaga, the noted 

Berkeley professor and Chicano poet, characterizes Paz's essay as the work of a 

philosopher who is "blmd" and "deaf," a theme 1 wUl retum to later (Arteaga, 1997: 95-

96). 

In his essay, Paz anchors identity m cultural values and history. He sees hi the 

pachuco a "lost soul" not because the pachuco has rejected his parents' heritage and 

adopted a foreign culture, but because he has done nehher. The pachuco has no identhy. 
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that is, he stands nowhere and goes nowhere, because he is neither Mexican nor North 

American. Most would agree today that Paz's either-or conceptual lenses led him astray. 

Paz is unable to view the pachuco as the product of his own makhig, to grant hhn even 

the feculty of reason and self-reflection, because he doesn't recognize him when he sees 

him but assumes that he must be Mexican. Not finding enough of Mexico in him and 

disceming orUy a suicidal narcissism m his exaggerated dress and stmt, his penchant for 

speaking calo and danchig to a blend of Afro-Cuban and Anglo songs, Paz concludes that 

the pachuco is "an orphan." 

Paz's description of the pachuco's exterior appearance, his "grotesque dandyism" and 

defiant gesturing is accurate. What we might want to doubt is his description of the 

pachuco's self Paz assumes he knows it and believes that his unadulterated "Mexicanity" 

gives him the authority, even the duty, to publicly expose h. But he's wrong on at least 

the first count. Paz speculates about the pachuco with one foot m Mexico and the other m 

the United States, looking back and forth m both dhections. In the Uruted States, he sees 

someone whose phenotype is Mexican, but who doesn't act much like a Mexican. He 

doesn't even speak SparUsh. Instead he prefers to speak EngUsh peppered with Spanish 

and calo words, but he doesn't look Anglo-American or act much like one either. To Paz, 

the pachuco appears as "a tangle of contradictions" and his "sensibilities [are] Uke a 

pendulum—a pendulum that has lost hs reason and swhigs violently and erratically back 

and forth" (1985:13). Shice the violent and erratic swhigs are out of his control, Paz 

assumes that the pachuco has no identity. 

Paz describes the pachuco to us m the same way that an aristocrat describes his 

servants—elegantly and eloquently, but as if they could not comprehend what was said 

about them and have nothhig of value to say for themselves. It never occurs to Paz that 

the pachuco could be a "conversational partner," because from the outset the pachuco is 

somethhig of a lesser Mexican and a lesser human as well. If Paz had not denied the 

pachuco a place at the table, however, he may have found someone. Not the "furtive," 

"restless," "false," and "impassive" someone he describes, but an mdividual stragglmg to 

carve the contours of his own face, as the Chicana poetess Gloria Anzaldua would say. 
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and define the language of his own space. In sum someone who can speak for himself 

The pachuco mhabhs a cultural space, but Paz does not find h, because he's lookmg hi 

the wrong places. In this sense, Arteaga is right. Paz is deaf (to the voice of the pachuco) 

and blind (to the cultural space the pachuco mhabits). 

Paz's deafiiess is a consequence of his modern worldview. In this case, that of a 

foreigner lookmg m. "We can all reach the point of knowmg ourselves to be Mexican," 

Paz wrhes. "It is enough, for example, shnply to cross the border" (Paz, 1985:12). Paz 

imaghies that the border between Mexico and the United States is a Ime. One merely 

needs to step over the Une to cross h either way. For a Mexican lUce Paz, the U.S.-Mexico 

border may be just that, a line, but for Americans of Mexican descent, for pachucos, 

Chicanas, and Mexican Americans at large, the border is much more than that. If h is a 

Ime, then h is thick, as Arteaga says, and wide, so much so that h should no longer be 

caUed a line, but a space. In the strictly jurisdictional sense, in the modem worldview of 

nation-states, the border is indeed a Une, a river, or a fence, separating two sovereign 

nations. In the cultural sense, though, the border is neither this nation nor that, but an 

amalgam of the two. It is certahily American, m the widest sense of the term. And h is 

also American, in the narrower sense, as in United States. But wdthin the United States, 

this "border" stretches wide, not only across the land, hi the U.S. Southwest, Chicago, or 

Kansas, but also hi the men and women who are h. 

In his zeal to cross borders rather than meet at the borderlands, Paz sees hi the 

pachuco only the absence of something essentially Mexican. The pachuco is "sheer 

negative hnpulse" (Paz, 1985:14). He makes "no attempt to vhidicate his race, culture, 

nationality, or ancestors" and he "cannot adapt to the civUization around him" (Paz, 

1985:15). He thus violates two paramount values of Mexican and United States cultures; 

respectively, honoring the past and embrachig the future. Neither here nor there, he is 

paralyzed. 

Paz extends his argument further and mdicts not only the pachuco, but also the enthe 

Mexican American community. In one elegant and unforgivhig sweep of his poetic wand, 

he teUs us that the pachuco is the hidividual manifestation of a larger phenomenon, 
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namely, "Mexicanism" m the United States. This he also sees as somethhig undefined 

and hence unworthy. In Los Angeles, CaUfomia, Paz says, "Mexicaiusm... floats, never 

quhe existing, never quhe vanishmg" (1985:13). Pachucos and Mexican Americans are 

non-enthies. 

Paz is not alarmed by his discovery, because it confirms that Mexico does exist 

somewhere. As a faint image of Mexico, the pachuco points toward the source. In this 

sense, Paz's search for Mexico, his grophig m the labyrhith, needs the pachuco as a 

guide. But agam, his aristocratic temper dictates that the guide be hired and kept at bay. 

Nothing is spoken between them beyond the formal platitudes, so when he's no longer 

needed, he also ceases to be "friend." 

According to Paz, the pachuco is who he is because he has "no protectors" (1985:15). 

What he means is that the pachuco, and by extension his commuruty, have no storyteUers, 

no poets hi "reflective repose" making sense of existence. Having nowhere to stand, no 

stories of theh own, they are "orphans" of the world. But how does Paz know this, if he 

hasn't talked to the pachuco? The pachuco does indeed appear as an orphan from Paz's 

perspective—in the isles of labyrinthine libraries and the solitude of his studio—^but in 

the bustling streets, which Paz waves aside as a poor and contemptible copy of the real 

thing, the story is quhe different. 

Paz enters the labyrhith hi search of Mexico as the philosopher-kmg enters the Cave, 

not to converse with the shadows, since the shadows, being mere imitations, have nothing 

of value to say, but to instract. His phUosophical temperament, Platonic mstead of 

pragmatic, colors his writing with swaths of exquisite contemplation, but it also keeps 

him away from the pachuco, from the man on those bustling streets, living a history, 

playing, loving, and dying, and thrashing about Uke aU living behigs. 

If only Paz had taken the pragmatist's path, even just taken a peek, he would have 

found the pachuco's voice Uke Luis Valdez found it—m his stories. Not hi the written 

stories for the mass audience, of which the pachuco had very few, but hi the spoken tales 

and in the choices and doings of the man himself 
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Valdez, the famed dhector of Zoot Suit and La Bamba, did not need to read 

pragmatists to know where to look. As 1 will show later, his understandhig of the pachuco 

is the kind that weaves meanhig from the hiside out. It is lived. It beghis whh theater on 

flatbed tracks outside the labor camps of grape pickers or m marches along the highways 

of California. It takes hs cues from Cesar Chdvez and Dolores Huerta and later from 

"Corky" Gonzalez, Alurista and Rudolfo Anaya, and from the "tenderest beghmmgs" of 

Mayan sphitualism. And so his voice is the voice of the pachuco and the Chicano, nehher 

here nor there, but standhig somewhere. "It is good to have a place to stand on," Valdez 

says. 

In contrast, Paz's starting point, his angle, is of the foreigner lookmg m. Mexican, yes, 

but not Mexican American. Unaware of the borderlands and blocked from convershig 

with the pachuco, Paz can arrive only at a partial and most limhmg rendhion of his 

subject. The pachuco is for Paz merely a means to an end—finding Mexico. In the 

Labyrinth of Solitude, Paz moves from the pachuco to an interpretation of the white 

American hi contrast to the Mexican, and he leaves the pachuco behmd with the 

foUowing hypothesis. If the Mexican is an adolescent who has been prodded to give 

meaning to his face "as he sees himself reflected hi the river of his consciousness," Paz 

says, then the Mexican American is an orphan infant without any awareness of himself, 

someone "who belongs nowhere" (Paz, 1985: 9). And if Mexico is in "reflective repose" 

in the mhids of its poet-philosophers, who are eager to find a Mexico "beyond the 

catastrophe [it] suffered," then "Mexicarusm" in the United States is nothhig more than a 

feeble and continuous cloud of smoke at the mercy of the crosswinds of the dominant 

culture. To Paz, "this is what happens to persons who have long smce left theh homeland, 

who can hardly speak the language of theh forebears, and whose secret roots, those that 

cormect a man to his culture, have ahnost withered away" (1985:18). 
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4.6 The View from Whhm: Zoot Suit—the Pachuco as "human bridge" and the Role of 
Liberal Law. 

Zoot Suit, Luis Valdez's movie, is the most elaborate and popular reconstraction of 

pachuquismo. It is also a complex, forcefiil, and persuasive response to Paz and hence a 

good place to conthiue my exploration of Mexican American self-defmhion. 

The story of pachuquismo in Zoot Suit is told m three voices, starting with the voice of 

El Pachuco, representhig the myth of pachuquismo as a whole. The voice of Henry 

"Hank" Reyna, the leader of the so-called "38"' Street Gang" hi the Sleepy Lagoon case 

and the pachuco hi the streets, whose real name was Hemy Leyvas, and the voice of Luis 

Valdez himself, the perspective of the filmmaker, the storyteller. Each voice has a story 

to teU, a dUemma to resolve, but the outcome of each seems to hinge on Reyna. From the 

outset, we sense that Reyna's choices are what matter most. Neither El Pachuco nor Luis 

Valdez share Reyna's perspective. He is the pachuco in the flesh. He is not an 

abstraction, Uke the omnipresent El Pachuco or like Paz's hnhation, but a man m the 

world, an individual, the self mcamated. 

We immediately sympathize whh Reyna, because we can relate to his straggle. He has 

come to know that his choices affect his desthiy, the people who love hhn, and the 

society he mhabhs. As the leader of his group, he seems to know, too, that his actions 

wUl outUve hhn. We sense m him the straggle of the self to fit hi, to build a homeland, 

and to be his own without seUhig out. And we lUce him for that. 

In the movie, Reyna straggles to define himself—as a pachuco, as a man, as the son of 

Mexican hnmigrants, and as a chizen of the United States—^while facmg the death 

penahy. He and three of his friends have been arrested for a murder they did not commit, 

but society, whose pulse we sense m the reporter coverhig the case and hi the judge 

presidmg over the trial, seems bent on punishmg them not for what they allegedly did, 

but for who they are and what they represent. The year is 1942. Japanese-Americans have 

been mtemed m prison camps. Xenophobia and jingoism are on the rise. 

The drama takes place in three thne frames. Reyna's immediate present, which beghis 

with his arrest, his past, starthig on the night of the hicident that landed him and his 

friends m jail, and his fiiture, with three different endmgs to his life. All the whUe, there 
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is the ubiquhous presence of El Pachuco, an omnipotent, defiantly elegant, and bratally 

honest mythic figure that, for most of the film only Reyna sees and hears. 

In the hands of Luis Valdez, El Pachuco appears to us not as the "shiister clown" Paz 

saw, but as daring stylist, not as "empty gesture" but as tragic hero. In the end, through 

self-sacrifice. El Pachuco shows Reyna the way; he serves a good purpose, though for 

most of the movie we are prone to judge hhn harshly. 

Played by Edward James Ohnos, El Pachuco is a larger-than-life figure that hitervenes 

m every one of the decisions the troubled Reyna has to make durhig his legal ordeal. El 

Pachuco wants to prove to Reyna that the Uruted States has no place for him that his 

doubts are misplaced, and that he must embrace the myth or become a nobody in a 

society that wiU despise and reject him no matter how weU he behaves. A society that, as 

the Chicana poetess Gloria Anzaldua puts it, wUl "pound you pinch you roU you out / 

smeUmg like white bread but dead" (Anzaldua, 1999). 

El Pachuco controls time. He can freeze the action on the screen and transport Reyna 

to the past with the snap of his fingers. He represents "the secret fantasy of every vato," 

El Pachuco says of himself at the beghmmg of the film. "To put on the zoot suit and play 

the myth. Mas chucote que la chingada. jPos orale!" ^^ 

But Reyna is not so sure about bemg el mas chucote anymore. 

In the present, Reyna straggles to decide where his loyalties Ue. We know he has 

chosen to join the U.S. Navy to fight the Japanese and that his father is proud of him for 

that. ("Forget the war overseas, carnal,'" El Pachuco says to him. "The war is on the 

home front.") We know he has left Bertha, a hardcore pachuca, for DeUa, the upright, no-

nonsense, headstrong and lovhig daughter of his father's compadre and who at 17 is stUl 

a vhgin. ("Go ahead, ese. Pop her cherry," El Pachuco taunts him while Reyna and Delia 

kiss. "You know she wants h.") We know that he used to be much tougher than he is 

now. 'The old Hank would have sUt his belly," says Bertha, after Reyna refuses to kUl 

the leader of a competmg gang who had dared to push and shove his obnoxious drunken 

brother. Significantly, h's El Pachuco himself who questions Reyna's motives. 

' A non-literal but meaningfiil translation of this phrase is: "The most flicking pachuco. So let's do h!' 
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"That's exactly what the show needs now, esel" he exclahns, after he's snapped his 

fingers and frozen the action. "Two Mexicans killmg each other. Watchal Everybody's 

lookmg at you, ese." 

And El Pachuco is right. Everybody is lookmg at Reyna—the people on the scene 

surroundmg the fightmg men, the audience hi the theater watching the play, and the 

audience seeing the film as well; that is, aU of us. 

Luis Valdez seems to be tellhig us that Reyna's choice is of paramount hnportance, 

not just for him but for all Mexican Americans. His parents look up to him (he shares his 

salary whh his mother), his brother looks up to hhn, his friends admhe him, and El 

Pachuco speaks to him. It is not the choice of the mythic figure that matters, but the 

choice of the man-hi-the-world, Reyna himself, the pachuco hi the streets. What will he 

do? 

"Don't give me that buUshh," Reyna retorts, gesturmg toward the swhchblade hi his 

hand. "I got tius fiiero from you!" 

"Did I teU you to kill a vato"? Control yourself. Hank," cautions El Pachuco. "Don't 

hate your Raza more than you love the gringo." 

Reyna lets his opponent live, to loud cheers from his friends, but the cycle of violence 

is not broken. That night, on the shores of Sleepy Lagoon, whUe he and Delia kiss, Reyna 

is ambushed and beaten unconscious by his opponent's gang. A couple of hours later, hi 

the company of his friends, who have gathered for revenge, Reyna crashes a party and a 

vato is kUled. He and three of his friends are accused of a murder they did not commit 

and put behind bars. 

The question now becomes, how wiU the hmocent Reyna fight this hijustice? Will he 

reject the options the system offers? Will he affnm his pachuquismo hi pure, mythical 

form and deny any possibilhy of navigatmg the causeways of American society, teU his 

side of the story, his American story? Will he stand his ground, hands deep m his pockets, 

body tilted backwards, right foot stretched forward, and choose to die a martyr? WiU he 

declare war on American society from his cell? 
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This is what El Pachuco seems to want. 

The ploy of El Pachuco appears to be to push both Reyna and some elements of 

American society mto a head-on coUision. He knows the outcome would be tragic for 

both if he succeeds, but there aren't any options and there is no middle ground. El 

Pachuco's bet is that those elements in American society which David G. Gutierrez 

identified as "restrictionists" will pool theh resources to obUterate pachuquismo, hi which 

case, Reyna wUl have no choice but to respond m khid—outside the law, violently, and 

with extreme prejudice. Reyna would lose, of course. He'd ehher be put to death or left to 

languish m a prison cell untU his death. But the United States would also lose. The nation 

would be drawn into a potentiaUy fatal form of parricide, a war agahist her "better 

angels." 

Though destractive, this course of action makes sense to El Pachuco. The ahemative 

is to wither away hito a catchy, mellowy jingle in the cacophony of the American 

mainstream. At least this way, the way of the warrior-martyr, the myth stays alive. 

The last stand of El Pachuco is to take Reyna, arguably the last pachuco street warrior, 

as far as the myth will allow, until he is either executed or exUed in San Quenthi for Ufe. 

He is confident that the American judicial system which makes promises but rarely 

deUvers, wUl ignore the evidence and that pubUc opmion, driven by the Anglo press, will 

go along. 

In Los Angeles hi the early 1940s, pachucos had learned to distrast the police and the 

judges. As Chicana poetess Carmen TafoUa says m her celebrated poem "To Mr. 

Gabacho, Macho": 

... and trast us— 
when we talk about "los courts" 
we don't mean "centers of justice 

Nevertheless, Reyna, whom we know is hmocent, chooses to test the system over El 

Pachuco's objections. Reyna wants to beUeve that his eloquent public defender and the 

poUtical activist Alice Bloomfield are nehher stooges nor powerless crasaders. 
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4.6.1 Due Process: Gateway to the Borderlands. This theme beghis to unfold whh the 

arrival of the public defender to the cell where Reyna and his friends are defamed. At 

first, Reyna doesn't trast this man. He doesn't look like a warrior. Compared to the cops, 

the reporter, and the steel bars around them he looks feeble, and he's white. But his talk, 

there is somethhig about what the attomey says that Reyna will pause to Usten. As the 

two measure each other lUce boxers in a rmg, the attomey tells the group that his last case 

was defendmg a Filipmo youth for one doUar. He doesn't say h, but h becomes clear to 

Reyna and his friends that this man's motivation is not money or fame, but justice. He is 

a dreamer wUling to fight for his dream and Reyna respects that. Any pachuco would 

respect that. 

At a critical point hi the scene, the attomey turns to Reyna, and says, "What matters is 

our system of justice, which I believe still works, no matter how slow the wheels tum. 

Will you trust me?" 

El Pachuco snaps his fingers and freezes the action. Reyna turns to hhn, bewildered. 

"We need a lawyer, esel You expect us to defend ourselves?" he asks. 

El Pachuco: "What difference does h make." 

Reyna: "What difference does it make? Whose/?mc/je side are you on, anyway?" 

El Pachuco: "The side of the heroes and the fools. Hank." He flips a coin, looks at h, 

and turns to Reyna, "Which one are you?' 

Reyna makes a choice. He turns to the attomey and says, to cheers from his friends, 

"You're on." And they all shake hands. 

El Pachuco is not pleased, smce, from his perspective, Reyna has chosen the path of 

the fool. "Let's see who comes on top," he says, confidently. 

The trial, a mockery of due process, seems to prove El Pachuco right. The four 

defendants are not permitted to change theh pachuco clothes or to shave, even though 

they've been in jail for over two months aheady. The judge brashes aside the defense 

attomey's objection by sayhig that theh style of dress and han are to be mahitamed to 

remind the jury of who they are. An expert witness claims that the pachuco's preference 

for fighting whh a swhchblade is rooted hi the ancient practice of human sacrifice among 
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the Aztec. Violence is not somethhig they have leamed from American society (white 

kids prefer to fist fight), the whness says, but a trah of theh ethnichy. The judge 

overrules the defense's objections and lets the testhnony stand. Then, after givhig an 

emotional testhnony for the defense, and over loud objections from the defense attomey 

and the people m the courtroom DeUa is remanded to the care of the state for one year in 

a faciUty for runaway female youths, whhout explanation or due process. In the end, 

Reyna and his friends are found guihy and sentenced to Ufe m prison. 

El Pachuco is delighted. While smghig "Marijuana Boogie" at the piano, a catchy, 

sarcastic tune, with three pachuca vixens surroundhig him he turns to Reyna. "StiU 

feeling patriotic, ese7^ he asks, and lets out a deep, scornful laugh. 

Back in his cell, Reyna is on the brmk of sidmg with El Pachuco. He feels lUce a fool. 

But his attomey insists that Reyna and his friends will be freed on appeal. In fact, that 

had been his unspoken plan aU along. Fmally, Alice, the theless crasader, convhices him 

to stay in the case and let the judicial system reverse itself 

Reyna and his friends wUl remahi hicarcerated for two more years, while the appeals 

process slugs along. It is during this thne that Reyna finds his voice, which is also, 1 

think, the voice of Luis Valdez. And it is at this pohit, too, that El Pachuco wUl reveal 

himself 

4.6.2 SoUtary Confinement. In "El Pachuco and Other Extremes" Paz argues that 

"[t]he history of Mexico is the history of a man seekhig his parentage, his orighis." The 

Mexican, says Paz, "wants to go back to the catastrophe he suffered" to redefine h and 

gam strength from h (1985: 20). He denies that the pachuco shares Mexico's drivhig 

motive for existence, but Reyna and El Pachuco prove hhn wrong. 

The American of Mexican descent has his own catastrophe. If the catastrophe of 

Mexico is conquest, first by Spahi and then by the United States, then the catastrophe of 

the pachuco is copmg with the Mexican diaspora those conquests produced. He is that 

diaspora in flesh. He Uves h. His existential straggle is not to find Mexico, which had to 

let hhn go, but to fmd hhnself and his community hi the United States, speakhig a 

language that is both EngUsh and Spanish, danchig to the mambo and jitter bug and the 
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twist, reconcilmg the struggle of his parents, the hnmigrants, whh his own, the chizen. 

His search is not so much a search as a makhig, the makmg of a homeland m a foreign 

land—as mestizo, like the Mexican, surely, but also as a chizen of the Unhed States. 

"Hijo, don't go out lUce that, por favor," Reyna's father pleads on the night of the 

hicident, the last night out before reporthig to the Navy, while the family gathers at the 

khchen table. "You look lUce an idiot! \Pendejol" 

Reyna seems to disagree, but he refuses to confront his father, who goes on. "Chicano! 

Haven't I told you not to use that word? It means you're trash, but you're Mexican. 

Mexican!" he exclaims. 

Reyna knows he's Mexican, but not the way his father and mother are Mexican. 

UnlUce Paz, and perhaps even his own father, Reyna does not see the purpose in 

crossmg borders. In fact, that's not an option. His task is to form borderlands, to create 

cultural spaces within the larger, dominant culture that may allow him to honor his 

parentage, his orighis, as weU as himself He is not Mexican the way his parents are 

Mexican, because he is also American, and this is where he wants to make his home. Yet 

America seems to say to him that he is not welcome, no matter what he does. 

Early in the movie, several poUcemen circle around Reyna, whose hands are tied 

behind his back, and question his motives for johiing the Navy. One of them taunts him 

for being "dressed lUce a target," to which Reyna retorts, "I was bom a target!" An mstant 

before the beathig begins. El Pachuco snaps his fingers and walks away from the scene, 

sayhig, "You don't deserve h, but you're gonna get it nonetheless." He snaps his fingers 

again, resuming the action, and we hear the blows and moans from afar. 

The gateway mto Reyna's homeland, the homeland of all Mexican Americans, is the 

law. El Pachuco knows this and his bet is that the law wUl shut its doors and leave Reyna 

outside—^the fool, the orphan. In that case, Reyna wiU be forced to behave Uke an outlaw, 

and his and America's destinies wUl be sealed. 

The law in a liberal democracy is supposed to provide "an outer protective boundary" 

within which mdividuals may pursue their life-plans freely, as Jeffrey Reiman argues, but 

El Pachuco is confident that the space provided by this law, the gringo's law, will not be 
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large enough to hiclude Reyna and his kmd. That grmgo law must hiclude Reyna if h is to 

remahi trae to hs liberathig prmciples and resolve hs own destractive contradictions is, I 

thmk, one of Luis Valdez's major arguments m the film. The other side of the story, 

though, which Valdez also explores, is Reyna's relationship to El Pachuco. If grmgo law 

does stand by hs prmciples on appeal and frees Reyna, then what? What is Reyna to do, 

who will he choose to be, and what is the fate of El Pachuco? 

While imprisoned and wahing for the outcome of the appeal. El Pachuco confronts 

Reyna. He is disgusted by his love letters to Alice. "Inside your tough appearance," El 

Pachuco says to Reyna with disdam, "you're nothhig but a snot-nosed Mexican." Reyna 

throws a punch at El Pachuco that hits the waU, the apparhion of El Pachuco aheady 

gone. Seconds later, one of the prison guards demands Reyna to follow him. He refuses, a 

tiff between them ensues, and Reyna is sent to solitary confinement for 90 days. 

Darkness and silence. Suddenly, El Pachuco lights a cigarette. The dim light flickers 

on Reyna's face, his swollen eyes and cracked lips. Solitary confinement has taken its 

toU. 

"Where have you been, ese7' Reyna says, with quivering voice. 

"OiUy this place is real," El Pachuco responds, coldly. "Sittmg in the lonely cell of 

your wUl." 

Reyna: "Where am 17' 

El Pachuco: "You're here to leam to live whh yourself. Hank." 

Reyna: "1 am Henry Reyna! Henry Reyna!" 

El Pachuco: "A dream carnal, just a dream." 

Reyna gropes m the dark, and says, "My family. I have to thmk about my family." 

His family is not a dream he knows that, his heritage, his orighis are there, m each 

one of them His family appears sitthig on the front row of an empty theater. Behhid 

them there also shs Reyna's attomey. They look at hhn approvmgly, lovmgly. He steps 

toward them arms outstretched. 

"Forget them! Forget them aU!" El Pachuco exclahns. "Forget your family!" 
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El Pachuco snaps his fmgers and one by one, Reyna's parents, his brother, his sister, 

they all disappear. 

"No court of the land is gohig to set you free!" He snaps his fmgers once more and the 

attomey also vanishes. 

Darkness. Only Reyna's face remams visible. 

"iSabes que, ese?' Reyna finally says, deliberately. "I got you aU figured out. I know 

who you are, carnal. You're the one who got me here. You know what? You're me. My 

worst enemy, and my best friend. Myself So get lost. Get lost!" 

Suddenly, the Ughts come on. "\Oralepues\" exclahns El Pachuco. He and Reyna are 

m a theater, not on stage, but down below, among the audience. 

"Pues don't take the play so seriously!" The audience bursts out laughing. "lEspuro 

vacilonl" It's aU a joke. El Pachuco says. "Watcha! You want me to go? \Pues oralel But 

not before you check out what's happening back home today. The Navy has landed and 

war's breaking out on the sfreets of L.A.!" 

Rapidly, breathlessly. El Pachuco leads a startled and dumbstrack Reyna along. They 

enter a newsroom where the reporter is dispatching a story about American sailors talcing 

to the streets to put down a riot m the "zoot-hifested" East side. It's June 3̂ "*, 1943. The 

so-caUed Zoot Suit Riots are m fuU swmg. El Pachuco chases the reporter down the rows 

of seats, past an elderly white man, who's asleep. 

"Why did the press distort the meaning of the word Zoot Suh?' El Pachuco asks. 

"Because we're fightmg to annUiilate the enemies of the American way of life!" the 

reporter repUes. 

El Pachuco takes his hat off and gestures toward the predominantly Mexican 

American audience. "Perdon, sehor. Is that supposed to be us?' he asks. 

A group of American soldiers and sailors chase El Pachuco up a flight of stans. El 

Pachuco draws his swhchblade and fends them off, but then, staring at Reyna, he drops 

the kmfe at the feet of his persecutors. The soldiers resume theh chase and gang up on El 

Pachuco on stage. He offers no resistance. The soldiers beat hhn and rip his clothes off, 

and ran away, laughing. SUence. 
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Reyna edges close to the naked man on the floor. The man is crymg. Reyna gets closer 

and the man tums around. He's not El Pachuco, but Reyna's younger brother. 

"They ganged up on me," he says hi tears. "You let them why?" 

Reyna doesn't seem to know what to say. 

"They stripped me," his brother says. "They stripped me, carnal They stripped me!" 

And he falls to the ground, coverhig his face. 

Reyna leans over and touches his brother's shoulder. To everyone's surprise, now h's 

El Pachuco who stands up, defiantly, hnposmgly, sure of himself He's wearmg a 

lomcloth and a cracifix around his neck. He doesn't say a word. He just raises his arms 

and slowly steps back mto the darkness, the music remmdmg us of an ancient 

civilization. And, with Reyna, we gaze at El Pachuco with different eyes. It is almost as if 

Joaqum, the mythic character hi the classic 1969 poem/^/w Joaquin (Gonzalez, 1990: 

343), has taken his place, and were sayhig, hi the Ups of his creator, the poUtical activist 

Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez, 

I refuse to be absorbed 
I am Joaquhi 

The odds are great 
but my spirh is strong 

My faith unbreakable 
My blood is pure 

1 am Aztec Prince and Christian Christ 
1 SHALL ENDURE! 
I WILL ENDURE! 

Stripped of his colorfiil, elegant, and audacious costume. El Pachuco reveals his 

mdigenous, Mesoamerican past, his "tenderest beginnings," which are the roots of all 

Mexican Americans. With the cracifix over his chest, he also reveals his mixed 

parentage, his mestizaje, nehher Indian nor Spaniard, but both. El Pachuco seems to be 

showmg Reyna that there is something m him that no one can strip away. This is the 

lesson his little brother has to leam, too, because the myth needs a body m which to Uve 

on. El Pachuco is also Reyna, and Reyna's brother. Bertha, Delia, aU his friends—^the 

pachuco in the streets of Los Angeles, who dances the mambo as well as he does the 
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twist, who speaks English and Spanish, and a language combhihig both, and who decides 

to fight the legal system by the book. El Pachuco is also an American chizen, a person 

with rights, an activist poet, a screenwrher and dhector, and h is here, m the United 

States, that he chooses to make his home. 

"Good to see you. I thought I'd lost you," Reyna says to El Pachuco, as he and his 

friends hug each other and theh families outside the prison. The appeals process worked. 

They are free. 

El Pachuco is dressed m white and he appears cahn. "It'U take more than the U.S. 

Navy to wipe me out, ese," he says. "Welcome back." 

"It's good to be home," Reyna responds. 

"No hard feeUngs, Hank?' 

"[Chaler Reyna says. "We won, didn't we?' 

"Simon, ese," says El Pachuco, still cahn. "And that's a perfect way to end this play. 

Happy endmg y todo." But his demeanor suddenly changes. "Hey!" he exclahns. "But 

life am't that way. Hank!" And, snapphig his fingers, he's back in full swing, flashhig his 

colors, red and black, the colors of Cesar Chavez, the colors of straggle. 

The reporter is back. He mforms us hi his urgent, alarmist voice that Henry Reyna 

went back to prison in 1947 for robbery and assauh with a deadly weapon and that he 

killed an himate whUe hicarcerated. He died a violent death m 1955. 

"That's the way you see h, esel" exclaims El Pachuco. "But there's another way to 

end this story!" 

He snaps his fmgers and gathers everyone on stage. Reyna's brother, with a rifle-sized 

swhchblade at post arms and decked hi a U.S. Army's officer uniform marchmg next to 

white servicemen, teUs us that Reyna died hi Korea a hero. AUce, sitthig at her desk, 

mforms us that Reyna married Delia m 1948 and had children who went to coUege, 

where they "used pachuco slang, caUmg themselves Chicanos." 

"Henry Reyna!" exclahns El Pachuco. 

Attomey: "A bom leader." 

Judge: "The Zoot Suiter." 
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Joey (the white pachuco): "My friend." 

Reyna's sister: "My brother." 

Reyna's parents: "Our son." 

Delia: "My love." 

"El Pachuco, the man, the myth—still lives!" El Pachuco affnms, and the curtams fall. 

The three endmgs to Reyna's biography, as delmquent, as war hero, and as successful 

father and husband, with children who build upon his success, are three possible 

outcomes of mestizo chizenship hi the Uruted States, which are no different from the 

chizenship of any other ethnichy, gender, or race. As a brother, son, friend, and lover he 

is more than an hnage—he is a human bemg. He Uves m the world. And when we see 

him as such, as Valdez told an interviewer, he serves "as the human bridge hito 

mainstream America" (Xavier, 1999: 192). 

Reyna's pachuquismo, and later his children's Chicanismo, are expressions of 

mestizaje, of Mexicanness hi the Uruted States. Mestizaje is a racial condhion and a 

phenotype, but also a poUtical straggle and an aesthetic self-rendhion. It is a movement, 

for civil rights, for economic justice, but also a highly hidividualized search— t̂he self, 

alone in her dreams, defining the contours of her face hi the "river of consciousness." 

As represented in Reyna's chaUenge to the American legal system pachuquismo is 

also a moral outlook—a demand for the legal protection of the "sovereignty," to use 

Reiman's terminology, of mestizaje's individuation m the persons of pachucos, of 

Chicanos and Chicanas, of Mexican Americans, or "whatever 1 caU myself," as Joaquhi 

says. 

The straggle to define one's mestizaje in the context of the American poUtical and 

judicial tradhions, the ones we associate with "the better angels" of American history, is 

also a lesson, not just for pachucos, but for white Americans as well. That lesson is that 

when "grmgo" law abides by the poUtical philosophy and the principles that underUe h, 

when h refers back to hs promise of freedom American poUtical culture is emancipatory. 

Despite the obstacles, there is a thnd option for Reyna, neither self-destraction nor 

dissolution, but the buUdmg of borderlands. Only from the borderlands, not from the 
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dichotomy of either the United States or Mexico, yet still rooted m his "tenderest 

beghmmgs," his Mexicarmess, Reyna may build a bridge mto American poUtics and 

culture. This is what El Pachuco shows him when he backs hito the darkness as "Aztec 

Prmce and Christian Christ," and this is what I believe Reyna means when he says to El 

Pachuco that "h's good to be home." 

"That's actuaUy one of [my] approaches to Ufe in general," Valdez told an 

hiterviewer, when asked about the purpose of Zoot Suit. "If you feel you're shortchanged, 

fill the gap yourself Why mope? Why feel angry? You've got the power to do 

somethhig" (Xavier, 1999: 193). This somethhig, for Valdez, is sculpthig an empowerhig 

identity, chosen to serve as the point of departure of a purposeful, self-chosen, creative 

life. 

There is also an option for America—not to block the way, but to open h up, to abide 

by the law and help receive Reyna's bridge into its histitutions, and let the chips fell 

where they may as Mexican Americans step in and stake theh claim Valdez's bet, which 

is also mine, is that American liberal democracy, as envisioned by some of hs foremost 

philosophers, the likes of John Rawls, Clifford Geertz, and Richard Rorty, has nothing to 

lose and much to gain from the exchange. 

Mexicarmess freely expresshig hself, attendhig to hs economic and poUtical hiterests, 

johiing the poUtical fray, and carvmg hs face m songs, murals, and plays affnms liberal 

democracy's reason to be. It confnms that hs promise of freedom is not, to tum the tables 

around, "empty gesture," but an experience hi-the-world; not a mask, not a shadow, but a 

concrete possibUhy m the Uves of the people m the streets, whatever they call themselves. 

"I wanted to write a play that was not just a Chicano play but an American play," 

Valdez said, referrhig to the play from which he spun the movie. "I wanted to make a 

smgle human statement, to hivoke a vision of America as a whole hicludmg the 

mmorhies" (Xavier, 1999:193). 
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4.6.3 Mexicanness and Liberalism. Valdez's vision has been crhicized by some 

Chicanos for hs liberal outlook, too reliant on the American tradhion of civil hberties, 

and not focused enough on class stmggle. There is somethhig to be said about such 

crhicism. Some of the straggles of Mexican Americans, for economic justice, 

particularly, are weU served by relymg on class as theh pohit of departure. This is one of 

the lessons we draw from Cesar Chavez and other community activists m the barrios and 

labor movements along the U.S.-Mexico border. But even then, the BUI of Rights plays a 

cracial role. Whhout h, as Robert Kermedy remmded a hapless sheriff m Delano, no one, 

not farm workers pickmg grapes, not ferm owners seeking profit, neither laborers nor 

property ovmers would be protected from abuse, arbitrary power and force. 

Without hs commitment to civil liberties, American society would have had no way to 

justify civil rights. In the fmal analysis, the legal, poUtical, and phUosophical arguments 

for civil rights stand on the premise of the 5* Amendment that "No person shall be 

deprived of Ufe, liberty, or property whhout due process of law" and the \4^ 

Amendment's requnement that all person enjoy "the equal protection of the laws." These 

prmciples are not flawed and nehher is the concept upon which they are founded (i.e., 

"unaUenable rights"); only the definhion of "person" was flawed. We don't shut down 

Congress because some of its members are crooked, and we don't demolish our house 

shnply because the front door is jammed. Shnilarly, we do not cast aside due process, 

because some people have been left out. Class straggle, yes, but not to overthrow liberal 

democracy and replace it with something else. 

Above aU, the civil rights movement, m hs large battles and soUtary acts of courage, 

hi hs thousands-strong marches and hi hs painstakhig one-person legal contests, sought to 

expand the meanhig of "person" so that the force and weight of civil liberties would 

apply to aU. 

This is, I think, Luis Valdez's stance hi Zoot Suit, as h is the stance of many other 

contemporary Mexican Americans who, v^th muralist and wrher Jose Antonio Burciaga, 

define then pursuh of self-defmition as a vital and vibrant movement, as an affirmation 

of selfliood, and as an empowerhig state of mmd whhout gradges or regrets. "1 write as a 
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Mexicano and I wrhe as a grmgo," Burciaga told a Mexican reporter. "I am Mexicano 

and I am grmgo! I say h whh pride and conviction, for what else is a Chicano?' 

(Burciaga, 1993: 48). 

Zoot Suit shows us that a more expansive meanhig of "person" is one of the outcomes 

of pachuquismo coming hito contact with American society. The pachucos' open, often 

cheerful and defiant expressions did form a bridge. There was straggle, as h must be, but 

Mexican Americans find the space where to build a home protected by "grmgo" law hi 

the American nation m large part after the travaUs endured by pachucos and others before 

them. Americans of Mexican descent do not need to shed theh Mexicanness to find a 

home within the protection of gringo law. Instead, they must find a way to reconcUe the 

various cultural currents flowmg mto theh space of existence, where they can become 

gringo and Mexicano, that is, pachuco, chicano, Mexicano, Americano, or whatever other 

name they want to give themselves. In the end, however, no matter what name they give 

themselves, they are American citizens. "[We] have the advantage of maintaining the best 

human values of both cultures," Burciaga argues. But he hisists that he has "only one 

poUtical aUegiance— t̂he United States" (Binciaga, 1993: 66). 

4.7 The View of Anglo-American Philosophers 

The exchange between Clifford Geertz and Richard Rorty hi the Michigan Quarterly 

Review hi the Sprhig and Summer of 1986 is of particular interest to us for what h says 

about the relationship between cultural difference, borderlands, and American liberal 

democracy. 

In his essay "The Uses of Diversity," Geertz (1986), the noted anthropologist, defends 

the need to mcrease our awareness of cultural difference and questions the renewed 

standhig of ethnocentrism particularly the anti-anti-ethnocentrism of Claude Levi-

Strauss and Richard Rorty. He agrees with both men that the days when white Euro-

Americans thought of "others" as distant exotics are over. The others—lUce Henry Reyna, 

Joaqum, and Anzaldua—no longer live thousands of miles away, but next door. He also 

agrees with Levi-Strauss and Rorty that the dream of the Enlightenment—the belief that 
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universal consensus over values would be arrived at rationally—ought to be left behhid. 

But he disagrees whh them on theh account of how best to cope whh this new cuhural 

phenomenon and with the dissolution of the rationalist dream. 

Geertz thmks Levi-Strauss is wrong m supportmg ethnocentrism because of his fear 

that cosmopoUtanism's "overly facile exchanges" might lead "to a sort of moral entropy" 

(1996: 108). And he is wrong to clahn that cuhures need to "remahi somewhat 

impermeable toward one another... m order not to perish" (Geertz, 1996: 107). Geertz 

also disapproves of Rorty's suggestion that to mahitahi the hitegrhy of our society's 

traditions we need only to engage in "contrast-effects—comparisons whh worse 

communities" (1986: 110). 

These poshions may have been suitable hi olden thnes, when "strangers" Uved across 

the oceans, in distant jungles or teeming Thnd World cities, or trickled in, barely visible, 

from the south. But now that "strangers" are staking theh claim amongst us, and caUhig 

themselves Pachucos, Chicanos, or Americans, Geertz argues that "a certain readjustment 

in both our rhetorical habits and our sense of mission would seem to be caUed for" (1986: 

119). America is stUl predominantly European, but hi the last four decades hnmigration 

patterns have been reversed. Now most hnmigrants are from the so-caUed Thnd World, 

and skhi color is not the only thing that distmguishes "them" from "us." 

For Geertz, ethnocentrism not only "impedes us from discovering at what sort of 

angle... we stand to the world," a theme 1 discussed m an earlier chapter (1986: 112). 

Ethnocentrism's most pernicious effect is that h also stunts our abUity to empathize. The 

"power of divershy... when personally addressed," Geertz argues, "[can] transform our 

sense of what h is for a human bemg... to believe, to value, or to go on" (1986: 111). In 

other words, moral progress, if we are to attempt h, requhes that we subject our moral, 

aesthetic, and cognitive sensibilhies to frequent encounters with others, with those who 

are unUke ourselves. To remam mdifferent to others, or to beUeve that "loyahy to [one's 

culture] is loyalty enough," as Rorty suggests, wUl not serve us well (Geertz, 1986: 109). 

Indifference generates "a vacuous tolerance that, engagmg nothhig, changes nothhig" 

(Geertz, 1986: 118). And loyahy, hi many of hs nativistic variants, breeds contempt, the 
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khid of contempt that makes h possible for us to gang up on "strangers" and strip them 

naked. 

Furthermore, the idea that we need only to compare with "worse" commuruties to 

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion about ourselves is not only morally suspect, but also 

impractical. The world we confront today is no longer divided hito discreet cultural 

spaces, whh us here and they there, but mstead has become "an enormous collage" 

(Geertz, 1986: 121). This collage, Geertz's metaphor for multicuhuralism produces a 

unique cultural phenomenon that ethnocentrism is woefully hicapable of handlmg. We 

need to think about diversity "rather differently than we have been used to thinkmg 

about," says Geertz, because there are new and unexplored areas in the collage. The 

cuhural content in these new cultural spaces is not defined by the relationship between 

nation-states, where borders are clearly drawn, but by somethhig more along the lines of 

Will Kymlicka's polyethnic societies—from the hiteraction of cultures within cultures, 

the outcome of which is what Chicanos and Chicanas call the "borderlands." Chicano 

academic and cultural critic Jose David Saldivar, while referrhig to La Linea Quebrada, 

GuUlermo Gomez-Pena's cultural maiufesto, defines the borderlands as "a new social 

space filled with muhicultural symbologies sent out hi polyglot codes (Spanish, EngUsh, 

calo, and Spanglish)" (Saldivar, 1997: 95). 

It is significant, perhaps even reassurmg, that Anglo-American philosophers, from the 

perspective of theh own cultural domam, had also identified these new social spaces. 

"Rather than behig sorted hito framed units, social spaces with definite edges to them" 

Geertz says, "seriously disparate approaches to life are becoming scrambled together m 

ill-defmed expanses, social spaces whose edges are unfixed, hregular, and difficuh to 

locate" (1986: 121). For Geertz, the pohit is that m these unfixed social spaces, m the 

borderlands, is where "we" and the "others" must meet, and where a new "we" is bound 

to emerge. 

The urgency hi polyethnic societies is for theh members to develop a skUl proper to 

the task. "Comprehendhig that which is, hi some manner of form alien to us and lUcely to 

remahi so," says Geertz, ".. .is not a connatural capacity, lUce depth perception or the 
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sense of balance, upon which we can complacently rely." Comprehendhig is a practice, 

"a skill we have arduously to learn [and] work contmuously to keep alive" (Geertz, 1986: 

122). Ethnocentrism does not promote this practice; hi fact, h eludes h, even though the 

outcomes this practice wUl lUcely produce may be our best hope agahist moral relativism 

and moral narcissism (Geertz, 1986: 109). 

"The sovereignty of the familiar hnpoverishes everyone; to the degree that h has a 

future, ours is dark," Geertz says. "It is not that we must love one another or die... It is 

that we must know one another, and live with that knowledge, or end marooned m a 

Beckett-world of colUdmg soUloquy" (1986: 119-120). Neither monologue (narcissism) 

nor soliloquy (relativism), but conversation, embrachig Charles Taylor's conception of 

the "dialogical self," the belief that "[h]uman behigs are constituted m conversation" 

(Taylor, 1991:314)—^this is what Geertz is after. "We must leam to grasp what we cannot 

embrace," Geertz insists, because only then, he seems to say, wiU we be wUlhig and able 

to defend each other's right to be hidividuals. Anything else is empty talk. 

In his response to Geertz, Richard Rorty, the liberal pragmatic philosopher, does not 

deny the need to increase our sensitivity to othemess; in fact, he will argue in later 

writings that to leam how to draw sustenance from various cultural wells may be the only 

chance for human flourishing. But he insists that Americans should remahi ethnocentric 

in their commitment to "procedural justice," without which "difference" would remain 

forever exiled from the poUty. 

Rorty suggests that Geertz's argument, though powerful, blurs the distinction between 

"agents of love" and "agents of justice." In a Uberal democracy, both fulfiU important 

moral functions, but hi different ways. The agents of justice, those m charge of 

administering the law, do not need to feel empathy for others; to do then job weU they do 

not need to seek, as Geertz recommends, "an hnagmative entry (and admittance of) an 

aUen tum of mmd" (1986: 118). They only need to stick to the procedures estabUshed by 

due process and treat all chizens equally under the law. It is up to the agents of love, the 

"connoisseurs of divershy," Uke Geertz and his fellow anthropologists, and theh coushis, 

the novelists, filmmakers, and playwrights, to brhig "others" hito view, those our society 
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has left out, and make them appear as the humans they are, so that we would rather not 

treat them as objects of fear and contempt. Theh task is to do what Luis Valdez did: to 

hitroduce the pachuco to us as a brother, a son, a lover, and a friend; as an hidividual 

stragglhig to make sense of his brief station m life, so that, feelmg his fiiU humanity, we 

would have an almost impossible thne bemg crael to him. 

Ethnocentrism is still necessary, though. For Rorty, society hi a liberal democracy 

remams "civil" not because hs mhabhants are bom committed to "procedural justice," 

but because they learn to be. Rorty hisists that America's way of practicmg law and 

formulathig and hnplementhig public poUcy, believhig that outcomes must abide by fah 

procedures, rather than favoritism nepotism force, or fancy, is something we could 

conceivably forget if we don't talk about h and practice h often enough. This is also 

Isaiah Berlhi's wammg. In his celebrated essay. Two Concepts of Liberty, Berlhi (1997) 

argues that nothing other than practice, and the habits practice fosters, sustams the 

liberal's commitment to negative liberty. Surely, h should not be forgotten or watered 

down because our cosmopolitanism requhes that we be "respectful" of difference, or 

because sounding one's own trumpet is somehow racist or jhigoistic. Self-congratulation 

for the accomplishments of Uberal democracy is nothhig to be ashamed of 

Furthermore, that liberal histitutions are mostly an hivention of "white Europeans" is 

chcumstantial; it is completely useless, too, to try to ground them in metaphysical 

foundations. From a pragmatic point of view, what matters is that procedural justice 

serves us weU, because it is fair, because it is most Uberating of individual hutiative, and 

because h has a "practical advantage" over all other known institutions; namely, 

"allowmg hidividuals and cultures to get along together without mtrading on each other's 

privacy, whhout meddlmg with each other's conceptions of the good" (Rorty, 1986: 533). 

Here Rorty mvokes John Rawls, perhaps the poUtical theorist who has done the most to 

justify the American brand of liberal democracy. If ethnocentrism means standhig by 

Rawls' "reasonable overlapphig consensus" on hs merhs, then so be h. Americans would 

do weU to celebrate this triumph and mvite anyone who cares to Uve under the polity's 

"poUtical conception of justice." 
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The content of the hitellectual exchange between these two Americans, celebrated 

thmkers both, is captured m the movie Zoot Suit m story form. The straggle of Henry 

Reyna, as we have aheady noted, is to remahi trae to his orighis, which are not grounded 

m the story of the Foundhig, while at the same thne claimhig his American chizenship, 

which is. His is the straggle of the "stranger" next door. Reyna affnms his chizenship, 

Valdez tells us, when he decides to go agahist the recommendation of El Pachuco and 

histead chooses to test his belief m the promise of American jurispradence. And he's 

right, because Rorty is right. In the end, procedural justice will open the spaces withm 

which he and his children may conthiue the creative process of freely defmmg theh 

identhy and then homeland. The borderlands begm at the shores of the law. 

Geertz's wammg agamst ethnocentrism is emmently useful after the fact. Once 

procedural justice does hs part, what happens hi civil society, m the spaces Rawls calls 

the "background culture"—^the domahi where "partial and comprehensive doctrines" 

thrive and mingle—is not so much determined by formal, constitutional procedures, but 

by the attitude hs mhabhants brmg with them We must not succumb to the temptation 

Octavio Paz succumbed to— t̂o view others as mediocre, lesser copies of the real thing— 

for then we do run the risk of gohig deaf and blind. And m that case, Vohahe's 

celebrated dictum about givhig up one's Ufe for the other's right to speak wUl have little 

chance of bemg more than empty words, lacking legs and arms, devoid of flesh. 

"When my mother said others were different, she meant worse," a rejuvenated Harriet 

Winslow told Ambrose Bierce m the movie Old Gringo, whUe they watched chUdren 

play, deep m northem Mexico, among VUlistas durhig the revolution. 

If the other is "worse," a means to an end—that of basking in the comfort of 

confirming our integrity—even procedural justice won't help us, because we wUl trample 

on procedural justice to sUence those we find foreign and repugnant, the worst ones, as 

we did m Henry Reyna's case. Geertz seems to beUeve, and I would agree with him, that 

American ethnocentrism will fail even to protect what h cherishes most. Ethnocentrism is 

an uhhnately destractive habh, because h prevents us from seemg others, the strangers 

within, as humans; h is the source of stereotypes and an excuse not to Usten or care. 
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Conversation, on the other hand, is enablhig of better thmgs. "And what h enables, when 

h does so," says Geertz, "is a working contact with a variant subjectivhy" (1986: 119). 

This "workhig contact" is, I believe, what Luis Valdez was after m his movie. His 

metaphor is that of a "human bridge," but the meaning is the same as Geertz's. 

In the end, 1 think Geertz and Rorty are after the same thing. Maybe they wouldn't use 

the same words, but one gets the sense that they would agree: if we are hideed a Pluribus, 

then we might as well, in dialogue, search for what makes us an Unum. To Rorty, our 

Unum is our commhment to liberal histitutions and not much else; to Geertz h is our 

ability to empathize and become better persons. But for both the expectation is the same: 

that if we do know what it is, and beUeve in it, then we improve the chances that m times 

of crisis, doubt, or great misfortune we wUl not tum on each other viciously. And maybe, 

even more, as Francisco X. Alarcon's poem "Rescue" envisions (1992: 17): 

at the end 
I found 

myself 
holdhig 

the other end 
of the rope 

AUce Bloomfield, the attomey, and the appeals court were Reyna's agents of justice, 

Luis Valdez, his agent of love. They all held the rope Reyna was holdhig on to, and m 

return, by his wiUhigness to confirm the promise of procedural justice, Reyna held them 

too, and the rescue was complete. Neither force nor "vacuous tolerance" held theh 

sway—^and America moved on. 
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CHAPTER V 

CHICANISMO: AN INTERPRETATION 

"Nothing is seen until the writer names it. 
Language permits us to see. Without the 
word, we are all blind." 

The Old Gringo 
Carlos Fuentes 

5.1 From Pachuco to Chicano 

As we noted in the previous chapter, one of the underlymg themes hi Luis Valdez's 

movie Zoot Suit was the pachuco's vuhierabiUty to what Charles Taylor calls 

"misrecognition," a concept we discussed at length earlier. 

The pachuco was not included as a "conversational partner" among those "who shape 

the society's self-hnage," as Rorty would say, mostly because he was unknown, or 

because what was known about hhn tended to provoke fear and contempt, or because 

those who wrote about hhn, lUce Paz, assumed that he had nothing of worth to say. The 

pachuco was fiirther alienated by his socio-economic condhion. He didn't own the 

mnrors m which society sees hs own reflection—^the prhiting presses, the news outlets, 

the production companies, the arts venues. Hence he was easily misrepresented. Others 

controUed the interpretation of his or her experience. Pachuquismo, as life in the 

borderlands, needed hs writers, poets, and mythmakers, and h also needed hs 

entrepreneurs. 

Livhig at the margms, the pachuco's experience, the many layers of his life m the 

American liberal democracy, remamed unknown. The pachuco did not speak to us 

directly; what he said was filtered, which is to say, made up by the image-makers of 

others. He was described by reporters, fihnmakers, novelists, and poet-phUosophers who 

didn't know hhn or only knew what they saw from the outside hi. To make matters 

worse, those who "shape society's self-hnage" were often hicapable of engaghig theh 

subjects, the "strangers" whhm, whh more than one set of hiterpretive took. Those who 
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could use "narrative" or "hermeneutic" hnaghiation had not began theh work yet, at least 

not m the barrios of East Los Angeles. 

In a teUmg passage m Zoot Suit, Alice asks Reyna to wrhe an article about hhnself 

while they wahed for the outcome of the appeal. She would get h pubUshed, she argues. 

"I can't wrhe," Reyna responds. 

Alice hisists. "Where's the pachuco sphh?' she asks. 

Reyna grhis, but El Pachuco, standhig next to them wUl have none of h. He gestures 

toward AUce, hands deep m his pockets, body thled backwards, and says, "Right here and 

1 say puro pedo."^^ 

Reyna compromises. He asks Alice if they could wrhe letters to each other histead, 

and keep them private. She agrees. 

Reyna doesn't write the article, his side of the story, and though we soon find out he's 

written Alice a number of love letters, we can't read them so we never fmd out who he 

was m his heart. We don't have access to the poems of the self, to his reasons to be, or his 

aspirations. How he experiences the liberal democracy he lives hi is also unknown to us. 

Only the court records and the reporters' bias and distrast remahi. To the many, he's a 

violent stranger, someone, as Paz says, "who ought to be destroyed" (1985: 17). But there 

is more to him that only he can disclose to us. 

Almost two decades later m the 1960s, Chicanos and Chicanas (Chicanos/as), the 

descendants of pachucos, wUl give themselves and the pachuco a voice. They will take h 

upon themselves to write theh own story and to revish the stories of the past, lUce the 

Sleepy Lagoon case and the Zoot Suh Riots, which they will aptly rename the Sailor's 

Riots. They will found a home hi America and wUl give h the name of Aztlan, the mythic 

homeland of the Aztecs, "from whence our forefathers came." Aztlan will give 

Chicanos/as a place to stand on, a reference point from which to write stories and invent a 

future. They will form La Raza Unida Party, the first ethno-cultural party hi the Unhed 

States, and wUl mobilize otherwise disenfranchised Mexican Americans to poUtical 

^̂  The literal translation of pedo is fert. But pedo has multiple meanings, depending on the context in 
which it is used and the tone of the speaker's voice. El Pachuco is saying that Alice is fiill of hot air, or that 
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office and the vothig booth. They will also make cuhure m the bosom of "grmgo" 

society, begm to take possession of the mnrors of America. And m domg all this, 

Chicanos/as will up the ante, raise the mtenshy and quaUty of discourse and self-analysis 

across poUtical, cuhural, and generational divides, and hence requhe America to choose. 

The American poUtical class of the asshnilationist and Uberal persuasions will no longer 

be able to ignore hs responsibilhy m allowmg the restrictionist worldview to defme the 

national character and will be requhed to act. GratefiiUy, m the end, whether poUtical or 

cuhural, the actions of Chicanos/as will confirm America's emancipatory consthution, as 

I explain in later pages. 

Like pachucos before them chicanos/as will refiise to blend mto civil society 

unnoticed, but theh activism wUl have more purpose. Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzalez will be 

one of the firsts to caU his fellow Mexican Americans mto action with his widely-read 

1969 poem LAm Joaquin, which I excerpt below (1990: 343): 

And now the tranpet sounds. 
The music of the people sths the 

Revolution, 
Like a sleeping giant it slowly 
rears its head 
to the sound of 

Trampling feet 
Clamoring voices 
Mariachi strains 

Fiery tequUa explosions 
The smell of chile verde 

Soft brown eyes of expectation for a 
better life. 

And in all the fertile farm lands, 
the barren plains, 

the mountain villages, 
smoke smeared cities 

We start to MOVE. 
La Raza! 

Mejicano! 

writing anything is a waste of time, a distraction, a pufif of smoke and not the fire of pachuco passion. He is 
wrong, as we will see. 
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Espafiol! 
Lathio! 

Hispano! 
Chicano! 

Or whatever 1 call myself, 
I look the same 
I feel the same 
I cry 

and 
Smg the same. 

The poem will energize Chicanos/as across the Unites States, although h is trae (and 

salutary) that Chicano/a mtellectuals of the Mexicaimess Generation m the 1990s will 

crhicize the essentialism of Gonzalez's vision. Like Joaquin, they will also "refuse to be 

absorbed," this thne hito a monoUthic view of Chicanismo hself Not aU us "feel the 

same" or "smg the same," and not aU of us have Aztec roots, they wUl argue. "Joaquhi" is 

one of several possible Chicanos, they will msist. Femmist Chicanas will also reject the 

male-centerdness and patemaUsm of Joaquin and generate theh own visions, as Gloria 

Anzaldua's CoatUcue, whom we explored at length m Chapter II. But m the context of 

the late 1960s, Gonzalez's rendhion, the metaphor of Joaquhi, wUl touch a core among 

many Mexican Americans with the same hitenshy as the metaphor of Aztlan. Aztlan wUl 

give them the "land" on which to build a home and from which to move outwardly into 

American society, while Joaquin will give them a "body" with which to move and from 

which to speak. In fact, to be a Chicano/a m the 1960s meant, among other thhigs, to 

embrace the myths of Aztlan and Joaqum, because both will help the Chicano/a move 

toward richer conceptions of the self, more enpowerhig identhies, and into more areas of 

societal action. 

Other poets of the same period wUl brmg to light the condhion of Chicanos/as and 

prod other Americans to ask themselves questions of consthutional hnport. In his fnst 

collection of poems, Chicano: 25 Pieces of a Chicano Mind, Abelardo Delgado issued a 

wammg and a promise. His poem is thled "Stupid America" and h was first pubUshed m 

1969 (Delgado, 1990: 348-49): 
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Stupid america, see that chicano 
with a big knife 
m his steady hand 
he doesn't want to knife you 
he wants to sh on a bench 
and carve christfigures 
but you won't let hhn. 
stupid america, hear that chicano 
shouting curses on the street 
he is a poet 
whhout paper and pencil 
and shice he cannot wrhe 
he wiU explode. 
stupid america, remember that chicanho 
flunking math and english 
he is the picasso 
of your westem states 
but he will die 
with one thousand masterpieces 
hanging only from his mind. 

The wammg by Delgado is that civil strife will empt if this Ulherate "chicanito" wiU 

"explode" while being kept alienated by the restrictionists' segregation laws and 

practices. His promise is that he wUl be a creative and productive mdividual, become "the 

picasso of your westem states," if he gams access to society's histitutions, that is, if he 

gains fiiU citizenship in the American Uberal democracy. 

We can draw the foUowhig question from Delgado's poem: Is h m any way conducive 

to the health of the American liberal democracy to house a large number of Americans 

who, because of their ethno-cultural make-up, do not have access to society's 

histitutions? If what matters most to hidividuals m a liberal democracy is whether or not 

they have the freedom to self-defme creatively and whether or not theh interests, of 

which freedom is of paramount importance, are represented in the polity's decision-

makmg and resource-distribution msthutions, then the tentative answer to the question 

above is that no, nothing in the practice of restricthig access to Mexican Americans is 

conducive to a healthy liberal democracy. Neither benefits from h and at stake is more 
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than the weU-bemg of an ethno-cuhural minorhy m the United States. At stake is the 

meaning and practice of freedom in the Unhed States. 

Any group, then, that acts in a way that triggers a liberal democracy's self-analysis, 

that requires the poUty's poUtical and economic actors and cuhural mterpreters to revise 

constitutional principles and legal practices that are hihnical to civU liberties guaranteed 

by the Bill of Rights, any group or hidividual that does this should be welcome and 

tolerated. By this 1 do not mean, as I stated hi Chapters 11 and 111, a weak form of 

tolerance, but the kind that encourages and enables us to enter into conversation about 

these matters, that requhes that we re-vish first principles and review issues of 

constitutional import, one that, as Berlin noted, "wid[ens]... freedom of action and 

thought" (Berlin, 1997: 257), or one whose outcome, as Geertz suggests, may be "the 

enlargement of the uruverse of human discourse" (1973: 14). A Uberal democracy that 

guarantees civil liberties and generates wealth through a market economy under the reign 

of Uberal principles thrives and prospers when this widening and enlargement of 

discourse occur. If the practices of Chicanos/as are conducive to both, then Chicanos/as 

ought to be engaged hi conversation. Then we may beghi to revise and adjust those 

practices that keep the "chicanito" from johiing others at the table and becoming a 

conversational partner, that is, a chizen, for the benefit of aU. 

5.2 The 1960s: Chicanos/as Stake theh Claim 

The history of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo from the perspective of the 

vanquished, the record of labor straggles and legal battles, the message of El Pachuco to 

go deep mto Mexican and mdigenous roots; m short, the story of Mexican Americans at 

the borderlands beghis to be told hi earnest, as a chosen activhy, with the Chicano 

Movement. With this I do not mean to beUttle the activhies of the Mexican Generation. 

Chicanos/as wUl build upon earlier work, but h is they who take it upon themselves to 

make culture out of theh experience, nehher purely Mexican nor American, but a creative 

amalgamation of the two. Chicanos/as will be the ones to set the record straight, so to 

speak, as Luis Valdez did in Zoot Suit and other works, Gonzalez, Delgado, and Alurista 
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hi then poetry, and Rudolfo Anaya m his novels and essays, to name just a few. They will 

also be the ones to further test the resilience of liberal msthutions, to define the range of 

the borderlands in relation to liberal law. This will be the task not so much of the artists, 

but of the poUtical activists, the community and labor organizers. LUce members of the 

Mexican American Generation, they wiU organize strikes and boycotts and obtahi legal 

status for labor imions. They will form poUtical parties and field candidates, march for 

better schools and a fan share of public resources. Yet the Chicano/a artists, the writers, 

the poets—^they will be the ones to teU the story, without which, as Carlos Fuentes says, 

we would aU be blind. 

The story of Chicanismo is not a single story, but an ensemble of stories, beghming 

more or less in the same decade. Chicanismo is movement—^the physical movement of 

people marching together, the hitellectual movement of the people's spokespersons and 

hiterpreters, the artistic movement of makhig culture, and the sphitual movement toward 

God. Chicanismo is poUtical, artistic, and moral history, the makhig of myths and the 

celebration of heroes, a statement of style and taste. It is also the stoty of the mterplay 

between Uberal histhutions and muhicuhuraUsm, a history of America m the borderlands. 

"Whether you agree with me or not," says Chicano writer Jose Antonio Burciaga, 

"whether you lUce it or not, with aU due respect, this is my reaUty" (1993: 8). 

An apt entry into Chicanismo is through storytelling. What foUows is a summary of 

the "The Rums," a short story by Chicana writer Patricia Preciado Martm (Lopez, 1993: 

25-40). 

In "The Rums," Alma is the precocious, composed, and diligent daughter of a devout 

housewife and a hardworking manual laborer, whose quiet passion is to read books. 

Alma's grades m school are excellent and her behavior is impeccable. She keeps orUy one 

secret from her parents, though perhaps her father knows—^her escapades to "the rums," 

Dona Luz's "dwellmg place." 

Doiia Luz squats there, in an "ancient adobe convento" that was buih before the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, spared by developers and which the city authorhies ignore. 
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This used to be her home until the United States government expropriated the land under 

eminent domain m 1939. 

Ahna has been watchhig Dona Luz for some thne, until, quhe unexpectedly, as a 

wmtry storm approached from the moimtams, the old lady approached her, held her by 

the hand and led her into the convent, saying, "Ven, mi hija. Ya es la hora." Come, my 

child. It is time. 

Alma enters the convent and sees "hundreds of giant tattered white moths pinned to 

the ceUing and the rafters and the waUs, coverhig the sparse furniture, or faUen, ankle 

deep, flightless and abject, on the floor." Doiia Luz gestures toward the moths and says to 

Alma, "Tii estas encargada de todo esto." You are in charge of all this. 

Alma looks around and discovers that what she'd seen are not moths, "but shreds of 

paper on which notes had been carefully and laboriously written in spidery scrawl." Dona 

Luz goes on. "This is the story of our people which I have gathered," she says, from "the 

land grants and the homesteads and the property transfers" to the "herbs and cures, the 

music and the songs and the dances; the prose and the poems, the sorrows, the joys; the 

gam and the loss." 

Then Dona h\XL, who in her younger days had tried to stop developers from building a 

parking lot over her ancestral home by "throw[ing] herself down in front of the wrecking 

ball," tums to Alma and teUs her that she's been frail, that she can no longer guard her 

legacy. "I entrast h to you lest h be lost and forgotten," she says. 

Alma sifts through the shreds of paper and reads stories of her people, but suddenly, 

the storm that had gathered outside blasts mto the convent through the open door, gusts of 

wmd carrymg flakes of snow, startlhig the two women. As the "avalanche of blindmg 

whiteness" pours in. Alma sees how the shreds of paper turn into moths again and how 

the swnl of snow and moths "eddied hito a blizzard of memories." Fhially, as Alma 

watches, "the memories and the sphit of Doiia Luz fluttered out the open door in a 

thousand swirling fragments in the dhection of the south wind somewhere west of 

Aztlan" 
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A plausible hiterpretation of the story is that h is up to Ahna and her generation to 

gather the swhlmg fragments of memories and sphh of Aztlan and recreate the past mto a 

vibrant cuhural present. The "avalanche of blmdhig whheness" refers to the arrival of 

white Americans hito Aztlan after the U.S.-Mexico War of 1846-48. But Ahna, a name 

that m Spanish is also the noun for "soul," is an American chizen. She attends public 

school and speaks English as well as Spanish. She is therefore not a foreigner, but a 

product of America. She is American, but she is also the sphitual granddaughter of Doiia 

Luz. It is Doiia Luz, whh her pamstakhig collection of memories over the years and her 

straggle to keep her ancestral land that wUl show the way. Luz is a common name for 

women m the Hispanic world, but h also means "light." Dofia Luz is the light hi the 

darkness, the pomt of reference back to Aztlan. 

5.3 El Plan Espiritual de Aztldn 

Movement toward the Ught took many forms during early Chicanismo. I will now 

mterpret the direction of the Chicano Movement through the reading of a semmal 

Chicano document. El Plan Esphitual de Aztlan (Anaya & Lomeii, 1989: 1-5). 

Summoned by "Corky" Gonzalez, about a thousand Chicano and Chicana youths from 

various parts of the United States gathered m Denver, Colorado, in March of 1969, with 

the purpose of affirming theh identity and naming theh place hi the world. After days of 

deUberation in small and large groups, marches, assemblies, and workshops, they 

produced El Plan Esphitual de Aztlan. It was Alurista, then a young and aspnmg poet, 

who brought Aztlan hito the consciousness of Chicanos/as m a poetry recital one late 

evening in Denver. 

The Plan can be viewed as a contract among Chicanos/as to prevent Dofia Luz's 

"spidery scrawls" from bemg buried under the "avalanche of blmdmg whiteness" and to 

shnuhaneously create theh own space and introduce themselves to society from the 

hiside out. 

To that end, the Plan contahis two overarchmg poUtico-cultural objectives: (a) to 

electorally mobilize Mexican Americans en masse so as to significantly mcrease the 
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number of decision-makers m the poUtical histhutions of the polhy, and (b) to own some 

of the mnrors m which society sees hs own reflection, from which to recreate theh 

culture. The task was twofold: to channel public resources mto theh communities through 

representation and to aflHrm theh identhy without mediation through education and art. 

Both activhies are, m prhiciple at least, very much m sync whh the poUtical and cuhural 

life that we expect to find in a liberal democracy. 

Before the 1960s, Mexican Americans had tried both and some had succeeded. The 

Mexican American Generation, as Mario T. Garcia (1994) refers to Chicanos/as before 

the rise of Chicanismo, had formed all sorts of community-based organizations that 

addressed the various needs of Mexican American communhies. But Chicanismo, though 

rejected by some as too radical, raised the level of poUtical mvolvement and cultural 

awareness to a higher level. 

Using Rorty's metaphor, I see Chicanos/as as hidividuals who demanded that the 

"agents of justice" m the three branches of government treat them as equals, so that the 

"agents of love" may have the freedom to get on whh theh work under the protection of 

liberal law and the unique conversational space that a culture of civil liberty affords. In 

other words, the Plan demanded Uberty and justice while raUyhig Americans of Mexican 

descent to be culturaUy senshive and proud. The first engaged white Americans in a 

poUtical conversation about the meanhig of liberal democracy. The second engaged other 

Mexican Americans by argumg that poUtical power is also a function of cultural 

expression. As 1 noted earUer hi my discussion of Taylor's concept of "misrecognition," a 

marginalized (or misrecognized) citizen becomes a liberal citizen by empowering himself 

or herself through various political and cultural practices. In the Plan, Chicanos/as spelled 

out a set of empowering practices in clear and militant detaU. 

The fnst chapter of the Plan sets the tone and the general objectives of Chicanos/as. It 

states: 

In the sphh of a new people that is conscious not only of hs 
proud heritage but also of the bmtal "grmgo" mvasion of our 
territories, we, the Chicano mhabhants and civilizers of the 
northem land of Aztlan from whence came our forefathers. 
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reclaimmg the land of theh bhth and consecratmg the 
determmation of our people of the sun, declare that the call of 
our blood is our power, our responsibilhy, and our mevhable desthiy. 

In this passage, the Chicanos/as gathered in Denver argued that racial and cuhural 

self-consciousness demanded of them the revival of Mesoamerican and Mexican cuhure 

for purposes of self-determination. They made the claim that awareness of one's ancestry 

in the context of racial and political oppression is empowering and hence a practice 

conducive to freedom. By claimhig that "our blood is our power," the Plan is indeed 

racialistic, but so was the society that restricted the freedom of Americans and Mexican 

descent purely on the basis of theh "blood." 

The Plan goes on to argue for a separate nation. Chicanos had come together in 

Denver for the prhnary purpose of beghming the process of groupmg themselves mto a 

civil society of then own, separate from the oppressive society of the "gringo." Separatist 

in tone and content, the Plan called for the formation of a new polhy, Aztlan, defined as 

"a nation" and "a union of free pueblos." As the Plan stated, "Once we are committed to 

the idea and philosophy of El Pan de Aztlan, we can only conclude that social, economic, 

cultural, and poUtical mdependence is the oiUy road to total liberation from oppression." 

PoUtically, the Plan condemns "the two-party system [as] the same animal with two 

heads that feed from the same trough." It therefore caUs for the formation of an 

hidependent poUtical party, the Raza Unida Party. 

By Raza, the Plan seeks to convey a fahly expansive, but nonetheless exclusive 

conglomeration of people. For example, h hicludes "those people who are descendants of 

or come from Mexico, Central America, South America, and the AntUles," as the 

Preamble to the Raza Unida Party Platform states. UnUke the League of United Lathi 

American Chizens (LULAC), h makes no distmction between chizens, legal residents, 

and Ulegal hnmigrants. All brown and mulatto people hi the United States down to the tip 

of South America are the "people of the sun," the "mestizos," the "bronze people with a 

bronze culture." All are members of La Raza. However, no one else is mvhed to jom. As 
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the Plan states, "Por La Raza todo. Fuera de La Raza nada, " meanmg "For the Race 

everythmg. Outside the Race nothmg." 

Clearly, this poshion runs afoul of liberal prmciples as they evolved m the latter part 

of the 20* century, but h serves as a mhror to the kmd of liberalism that stUl prevailed m 

the United States hi the 1960s, if not enthely m law then certahdy stUl hi the behavior of 

the majorhy toward ethno-cuhural minorhies. That brand of liberalism which was 

espoused by restrictionists, acquiesced by assimilationists, and condemned by only a few, 

stated a necessary coimection between race and freedom as if only Euro-American 

whites, because of theh unique racial makeup, could function within the histitutions of a 

liberal polity. We fmd this poshion even among those who rejected the restrictionist 

view. Consider the famous case Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). Justice John Marshall Harlan, 

the sole dissenter m that case, argued that the Consthution does not make distmctions of 

color and that aU are equal under its reign. Yet he went on make the case for the racial 

superiority of whites. Apparently to assuage the fear of others and perhaps even his own. 

Justice Marshall posited that the Negro race, because of its inferior racial composition, 

would never overpower the white race in mteUect or wit. In other words, that the 

Constitution provided for equal treatment to aU did not mean that blacks would ever 

outperform whites, so white Americans did not need to worry over the long run. The U.S. 

Supreme Court overtumed the Plessy decision in 1954, a decade after the pachucos had 

staked their claim, but the racialistic valuations and habits in American culture would not 

vanish overnight. 

Hence, to accuse the Chicanos/as drafting the Plan hi 1969 of behig racists is overly 

shnplistic. Yes, they were racialistic, but theh racialism was something they had leamed 

hi the public schools that beUttled minority cuhures and the laws that discrimmated 

agahist them because of theh ethnic make-up. The racism of Chicano/as was also very 

much an American product. If protracted racial wars were to be averted, a traly color

blind liberal democracy would have to emerge. The Chicanos/as gathered hi Denver did 

not believe this was possible, so they called for mdependence. 
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The Plan called for a muhi-pronged strategy for self-determmation. Fhst, h called for 

unity among all classes, from the people of the barrios to the middle class and 

professionals. Then h argued for economic mdependence, not unlike Malcohn X's plan 

for black people hi the early 1960s. "Economic control of our Uves and our 

communhies," the Plan stated, "can only come about by drivhig the exploher from our 

communhies, our pueblos, and our lands by controUmg and develophig our own talents, 

sweat, and resources." 

Third, the Plan made a strong appeal for poUtical mdependence from the Uruted 

States. The poUtical outcome of the Plan was not as drastic. The formation of a separate 

nation under the banner of Aztldn did not materialize. But the impact of this separatist 

poshion was most valuable for American liberal democracy. In the first place, h made 

existing institutions more receptive to "moderates" within the Mexican American 

community. Established poUtical actors Uke Robert Kennedy sought to mcorporate 

Mexican Americans mto the Democratic Party for two reasons. Fnst, because, lUce the 

"chicanito" hi Delgado's poem Chicanos/as seemed ready to explode. Access had to be 

extended to them to avert civU strife of mass proportions and the consequent coUapse of 

liberal freedoms. Second, because the Mexican American community was fertUe ground 

for recrahing new voters mto the party. Whatever the motivation, the Plan's miUtant 

poshion helped accelerate the entry of Mexican Americans mto the American poUtical 

arena. 

The Plan's separatist poshion also helped expose the gap between Uberal 

philosophical, legal and poUtical prmciples and the "grhigo's" actual legal and poUtical 

practices. It demanded white American chizens to make a choice; that is, whether to 

stand by the idea of freedom or Umh hs reach. Later, as the movement produced a 

growmg and conspicuous volume of cultural discourse through poetiy, art, and theater, 

white chizens also were requhed to acknowledge the "other" as American and to expand 

theh conception of liberal tolerance. In the final analysis, the Plan and subsequent 

Chicano/a action helped civilize American society to what h is today, a freer and more 

tolerant polhy. 
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From a pragmatic perspective, the Plan served the purpose of generathig discourse and 

action in a number of public squares, from the barrios to the U.S. Congress and from 

labor unions to corporate headquarters. For example, the Raza Unida Party held hs first 

national convention m El Paso, Texas, m 1972, and fielded a candidate for govemor in 

Texas as well as tens of other candidates hi local and state level elections m the course of 

several years. PoUtically, the impact was considerable. Fhst, as 1 noted above, h opened 

the Democratic Party to Mexican American representation. Second, h mobilized Mexican 

Americans, raishig poUtical awareness to untU then unseen levels. It is esthnated that the 

Raza Unida Party's activhies helped register an addhional two miUion Mexican 

American voters across "Aztlan" m the 1970s. Thnd, with the rishig number of voters, 

Mexican Americans managed to place an esthnated 5,000 candidates hi various poUtical 

offices across the United States durhig the decade of the 70s. 

Finally, the Plan Esphhual de Aztlan argued for a type of education for children that is 

"relative to our people, i.e., history, culture, bUmgual education, contributions, etc." In 

addition to arguhig for control over the society's histitutions, the Plan made a strong 

appeal for cultural expression as an empowering practice. Specifically, the Plan says: 

Cultural values of our people strengthen our identity and the 
moral backbone of the movement. Our culture mutes and 
educates the family of La Raza toward Uberation with one 
heart and one mind. We must hisure that our writers, poets, 
musicians, and artists produce Uterature and art that is 
appealing to our people and related to our revolutionary 
culture. Our values of Ufe, family, and home will serve as 
a powerful weapon to defeat the grmgo doUar value system 
and encourage the process of love and brotherhood. 

The Plan here makes a dhect connection between poUtical self-determination and 

cultural production. It says that "Our culture unites and educates the family of La Raza 

toward liberation with one heart and nund." The essentialist stance of the Plan, 

suggestmg the existence of an a priori and aU-encompassmg identity uiutmg all 

Chicanos/as wUl receive much crhical scratmy by later Chicanos/as. In the fnst place, an 
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a priori conception of community tends to stifle flie creative freedom of the hidividual. It 

says that the mission of the artist is to render an "appealmg" production of culture rather 

than a free one. Under freedom an mdividual's subjective hiterpretation of experience 

may or may not be to the lUcmg of those who claim to somehow know the content of a 

"revolutionary cuhure" prior to hs creation. The fimction of the artists is to render his or 

her own hiterpretation of what is m order to enlarge "the field of interplay between 

mdividuals" and hence mcrease "the opportunhies of the new and the unexpected" to 

occur, as BerUn suggests (1997: 257). Those who believe that theh deeper msight mto 

the trath gives them the right and duty to hnpose upon others theh conception of what is 

and what is not appealmg to trath are neither pragmatists nor liberals. In many cases, as I 

tried to show earlier, "ethnic theorists," some femmists, and Marxists postmodems of the 

so-caUed Cultural Left have fallen mto this trap. From Soviet Russia, Fidel Castro's 

Cuba, and Cambodia's Pol Pot, history is replete whh examples of this crael folly. 

Nevertheless, as with the metaphors of Joaquhi and Aztlan, the Plan's call for 

sustained cultural self-expression was a boon to the Mexican American conunimity and 

the nation at large. Not only did it expose other Americans to the Uves of Mexican 

Americans, but h also promoted Iheracy and education among Mexican American 

famiUes. 

GraduaUy, as Uberal histitutions adapted to the needs of ethno-minority groups, the 

separatist and racialistic arguments among Chicanos/as began to wane. For example, the 

co-founder of the Raza Uruda Party, Jose Angel Gutierrez, strongly militant and 

racialistic in the 1970s, now practices law in Texas and teaches political science at the 

University of Texas at Arlington. Like him, thousands of other Chicanos/as entered the 

mainstream of American society, attesting to theh success and the success of the 

American liberal democracy. 
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5.4 The 1990s and Beyond: Chicanos/as of 
the Mexicanness Generation 

As the American liberal democracy became more receptive to the needs of ethno-

cuhural minorhies, mmorhies also became more receptive to liberal prmciples. 

Chicanismo gave way to what I have defmed as the Mexicanness Generation, a much 

more diverse group of individuals pursuhig the same goal, that is, greater freedom. As I 

noted m Chapter II, this generation is highly muhi-faceted, grounded m open-ended 

rather than essentialistic metaphors, and more mdividualized. It is, hi fact, the reflection 

of a liberal poUty that has managed to remain trae to the promise of the BUI of Rights. 

Chicanos/as are still an important voice withhi the Mexicanness Generation, a voice I wUl 

now mterpret and explore by way of Aztlan. 

Two Chicano hitellectuals, Rafael Perez-Torres and Daniel Cooper Alarcon, wrhhig m 

the journal ^zf/a« hi the 1990s, revished Aztlan, one of Chicanismo's most powerful 

metaphors. Their hiterpretations are post-modem, not liberal, but they fiimish some 

useful insights. Then shortcomings, as I wiU show below, are that they somehow skip the 

modem, as if the gahis made hi modem liberal philosophy and practice were mere 

remnants of "grmgo" oppression. I wiU now analyze the essays of these two Chicano 

hitellectuals and wiU argue that then reconceptualizations of Chicano/a culture, 

especially the concepts of Aztlan and Chicano/a nationalism, though useful, ought to be 

groimded hi liberal democratic practice. In fact, as 1 wUl show, theh discoursive practice, 

then ability to revish the Plan, is yet another example of the type of activity that a Uberal 

democracy enables, a practice I have defined as conversation. 

5.4.1 Aztlan: An Empty Signifier. In the Fall 1997 issue of Aztldn, Rafael Perez-

Torres takes h upon himself to "refigure" Aztlan. He explams that Aztlan was first 

mvoked m Denver m 1969 hi the Plan as the "mythic homeland" of all Chicanos/as. 

Aztlan is land (the U.S. Southwest) and identity (Aztec, Spaniard, and Mexican). To 

recover Aztldn means to retake the land that was "stolen" by the United States hi 1848 

and to revive the dormant culture which Chicanos/as are hehs to. Deploymg the 

arguments of post-colonial resistance first articulated by the Algerian theorist Franz 
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Fanon hi The Wretched of the Earth, P^rez-Torres makes the case that for Chicanos/as, 

reaching for the past m the mythic land of Aztldn, "proves to be a great act of resistance 

and self-affnmation." It was not, as some still suggest, "an escape from the present." 

(Perez-Torres, 1997: 21) As Fanon wrote, "the native mtellectuals, smce they could not 

stand wonderstruck before die history of today's barbarhy, decided to go back further and 

delve deeper down; and, let us make no mistake, h was with the greatest delight that they 

discovered that there was nothhig to be ashamed of hi the past, but rather dignhy, glory, 

and solemnhy" (Perez-Torres, 1997: 22). Perez-Torres will eschew excessive 

romanticism about the past, but will argue for hs usefuhiess in empowerhig Chicanos/as. 

At hs mception, Aztldn meant poUtical self-determmation through a categorical splh with 

the nation of the United States and a rejection of this nation's cultural valuations. As 

such, Aztldn is an either-or proposition rather than a both-and conception. As a 

consequence, Perez-Torres says, Aztldn would soon be "ehher dismissed as part of an 

exclusionary nationalist agenda or uncritically affirmed as an element essential to 

Chicanismo" (1997: 15). Perez-Torres tries to Uberate the meanhig of Aztlan from these 

conceptual cul de sacs by arguing for a looser, freer interpretation; that is, and without 

actuaUy saying it, by centering it not hi community but in the individual, as I explain 

below. 

In his essay, Perez-Torres traces the meanings of Aztldn from various historical, 

Uterary, and hiteUectual perspectives and concludes that there is no privileged definition 

(since, as we noted m earUer hi our discussion of Rorty and Geertz's philosophies, there 

is no privileged metaphysical perspective from which to view the world). The force of 

Aztldn is that h serves as an "empty signifier" from which a variety of discourses may 

emerge, as many discourses, that is, as there are mdividuals. Aztldn becomes somethmg 

that is constantly refigured (recreated) by hidividuals experiencmg an ever-shifthig world 

rather than as a "homeland" aheady existmg m metaphysical form. The Chicano/as of 

1969 seemed to beUeve, with Plato, that Aztlan, lUce the Republic, existed hi ideal form 

m a spatiotemporal reaUty more real than the humans experiencmg theh daUy lives. The 

task of the "vanguard" was to define what quaUfied as whhhi the Raza and outside the 
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Raza; that which was "appealmg" to the "revolutionary cuhure" and what was not. The 

practical consequences of this perspective are clearly illiberal, because, m assummg that 

some are more qualified to determhie what is and what is not "appeaUng" to the Raza, the 

next step is formmg histitutions through which cuhural production is fihered and 

redefmed by those hi the know. I suggest that these practices did not materialize, because 

the Chicanos/as gathered in Denver m 1969 summoned the mythic homeland of Aztlan 

withhi a liberal democracy that adapted to theh needs. The "exclusionary" and 

"essentialist" thrast of the Plan was (happily) doomed to faU when, as h did, liberal 

democracy opened hself up to the needs and clahns of this rising mmority. 

Perez-Torres is more philosophically pragmatic and consequently more liberal than 

his predecessors were. He is as Chicano as they were, surely, but not because Chicanismo 

means anything prior to hs rendhion by livhig individuals, but because in fact h does not. 

In suggesting that we refigure Aztldn as an "empty sigrufier," open to as many 

interpretations as free hidividuals are willing to give it, as derived from theh experience, 

Perez-Torres is arguhig for a liberal hiterpretation of Aztldn. He does not use the term 

liberal. Instead, lUce other Chicanos/as, he chooses "borderlands." 

As for other Chicanos/as who employ the term borderlands are shes of multiple 

cultural influences inhabhed simuhaneously by a person. Significant for Perez-Torres is 

that "Aztldn has shifted from signifymg a homeland to signalhig a complex of muhiple 

subjectivities called the borderlands" (Perez-Torres, 1997: 17). These "muhiple 

subjectivhies" are nothing more and nothing less than individual hiterpretations of 

experience, to be respected for theh hidividuaUty. They are derived from the fact that 

Aztldn, far from bemg a metaphysical reality or "a fixed entity," as Perez-Torres says, is 

ever-changhig discourse (1997: 31). As condhions change, so do the hiterpretations of 

those condhions. "Employmg Aztldn as signifier, Chicano activists, artists, and critics 

constantly wrhe and re-write history," Perez-Torres explams (1997: 23). EssentiaUst 

conceptions evaporate when Aztldn is grounded in the mdividual rather than a 

metaphysical homeland. Claims of privileged perspectives by vanguards fade away when 

Aztlan is described not as somethhig afready spoken, but as, m the words of Perez-
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Torres, "a counterdiscursive engagement" or a "crhical region" (P6rez-Torres, 1997: 28, 

29). A crhical region is a region of conversation, of argument and counter-argument, a 

space where liberal pragmatists, lUce James, Rorty, and Geertz, feel at home. It is a space 

that dweUs most comfortably in a polhy dedicated to the proposhion that hidividuals 

should be as free as possible to determhie theh Ufe-plans. But P6rez-Torres does not 

seem to see this as clearly as I do. He does not acknowledge the correspondmg and 

mutually enablhig relationship between Aztldn as empty signifier and America as Uberal 

democracy. Partly, this lapse is due to what I sense is a Imgermg distrast of aU that is 

"grmgo." Partly, h is due to the absence of robust conversation between Chicano/a 

hitellectuals and theh white Euro-American counterparts. It is also a reflection of the 

compartmentalization of acadenua. Rarely do ethnic studies and poUtical theory meet. 

Recall my discussion of Donald Lutz's A Preface to American Political Theory (1992) 

and the editorial content of Political Theory in Chapter III. 

Perez-Torres ends his refiguring of Aztldn by summonmg the work of two of the most 

exciting Chicanos/as today, Gloria Anzaldiia, whose poetry and essays I discussed at 

length in Chapter 1, and performing artist GuUlermo Gomez-Pena. Gomez-Pena's work 

is characterized by the expression of multiple identities, which form the Chicano/a 

reaUty. Gomez-Peiia argues that m the borderlands of Aztldn the self is decentered and 

muhifaceted, much Uke Geertz's notion of self His vision of Aztlan is one of hyper-

mdividualism where an hidividual self-creathig his or her Ufe must know how to 

navigate between muhiple communities and coexist within them. There is a loss of 

certainty in this domahi, as Geertz argues, but this loss opens us up to a wide array of 

possibiUties and "new options m social, sexual, spnitual, and aesthetic behavior" (Perez-

Torres, 1997: 33). In other words, Aztldn, which exists m the context of the American 

liberal poUty, is a land of greater freedom than the Chicanos/as of 1969 had envisioned. 1 

suggest that Chicano/a mteUectuals Uke Gomez-Pena, Anzaldiia, and Perez-Torres, who 

think and write m the American poUty, would do aU of us well if they were to 

acknowledge that without the histitutions of civil liberty provided by the American polity 

theh vision of Aztldn would probably not have become what h is today. 
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Daniel Cooper Alarcon is another Chicano hiteUectual of the 1990s that rediscovers 

Aztldn as a cuhural domahi characterized not by the predominance of a donunant 

vanguard voice, but by a muhiplichy of voices. He proposes a useful metaphor—Aztldn 

as a "palimpsest." As per Webster's Third New International Dictionary, a palhnpsest is 

"a parchment, tablet, or other portion of wrhhig material that has been used twice or three 

times after the earlier wrhhig has been erased." Aztldn is a palimpsest because h has been 

written over many thnes shice hs mception. It is, as Alarc6n defines h, "a she where texts 

have been superimposed onto others m an attempt to displace earlier or competing 

histories" (Cooper Alarc6ii, 1992: 34). But the story on the parchment is not the shigle 

story of those who wrote on h last, but also the story of the earUer and "erased" writers. 

"The submerged texts," Alarc6n says, "are often visible, returning to haunt and 

complicate the dominant text" (Cooper Alarcon, 1992: 34). The submerged stories, 

however, are as much a part of what h means to be Chicano/a as the last story. The task 

of the curious and free "readers" of a palhnpsest, especially those lookmg for theh own 

heritage in it, is to decipher as many of the texts as possible. The benefit of readmg the 

submerged texts on the Chicano/a paUmpsest is that h shows the reader that not much hi 

the way of culture is permanent, fixed, and essential. 

Like P^rez-Torres, Alarcon soon discovers that the Chicanos/as of the 1960s had a 

very narrow vision of Aztlan, one that displaced the voices of many other ahemative 

visions and experiences of Chicarusmo. The Chicanismo of El Plan Esphitual de Aztlan, 

though beneficial as a starthig point, "failed to take mto account the diversity of the 

Chicano experience 'from hs beginnings,' and histead has emphasized a collective 

Chicano experience that minimizes class, gender and regional differences whUe 

romanticizmg the past" (Cooper Alarcon, 1992: 35). As such, Aztldn becomes a 

dommant and domineerhig conception of what h means to be Chicano. It adopts the role 

of those who clahn that trath, once "discovered," must be shared by all and hence h 

opens hself up to the takeover of vanguards and dictators. 

Raised m a liberal polity, Chicanos/as of the 1990s wiU have none of that. As Chicana 

hitellectuals Angle Chabram and Rosa Lmda Fregoso wrote m 1990, "The 
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shortsightedness of Chicano studies mteUectuals was that they assumed that the 

constraction of theh own self-representations as subjects was equivalent to that of the 

totalhy of Chicano experience, and that this shared representation could be generalized m 

the mterest of the group"(Cooper Alarc6n, 1992: 39). This mistake can be a costly one 

for liberty. It is the merh of Uberal histhutions that the Chicanos of the 1960s could not 

"generalize" theh own "self-representations" through legal and violent force. In many 

mstances history has shown that these Uliberal tendencies can resuh m severe forms of 

craehy. Instead, El Plan Esphitual de Aztlan helped launch high levels of poUtical 

activism among Mexican Americans durhig the 1970s, as we noted earlier. Its meaning 

would undergo a series of re-hiterpretations, such as those of Perez-Torres and Cooper 

Alarcon. The pomt is that these re-mterpretations occur withm conversational spaces that 

only a liberal polhy is prone to provide and enable. To escape the "monolithic narrative 

hito which all Chicanos were to write themselves," that is, Aztldn as essential coUective 

culture, Cooper Alarcon argues for "a fluid, continuously changing narrative or model... 

adaptable to the myriad possibilities of Chicano identities, identities that are constantly 

influx" (1992: 39, halics are mine). For Cooper Alarcon, then, as for any Uberal 

pragmatist, a poUty that works weU is one that understands "myriad possibilities" as 

"myriad individuals," that beUeves culture is whatever free hidividuals want it to be, and 

that thinks of community as the "free expression of shared commitment," as Jeffrey 

Rehnan defines h (Reiman, 1994: 30). 

The correspondence between this conception of Aztlan and the American Uberal poUty 

is worth exploring further. By definhion, a liberal poUty is also adaptable to "myriad" 

identhies. In feet, h is designed to do just that—to allow each and every hidividual who 

cares to do so, to express his or her own Ufe accordhig to his or her own talents and 

aspnations. The rise of femmist discourses whhm the Chicano Movement at hs mception 

is further testament of the spaces a liberal polhy provides to mdividuals who wish to 

design theh Ufe-plans. In feet, the Chicano Movement had withhi h female mdividuals 

who could "refuse to be absorbed," this thne mto a male dommated vision of 

Chicanismo, because the movement existed m a liberal poUty. 1 have discussed this at 
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length in my earlier chapters on poUtical theory. What I am trymg to show now is that the 

transformation of Aztldn from "coUective identhy" to "borderland" and "paUmpsest" was 

enabled by the fact of Aztldn's location m a specific spatiotemporal poUtical and cuhural 

enthy—^the Unhed States. This transformation did not occur m sphe of the American 

liberal democracy, as some Chicanos/as may argue, but m many respects because of h. 

Like Gonzalez's Joaquhi, Anzaldiia's CoatUcue, Delgado's chicanito, and Preciado 

Marthi's Alma, the Aztldn of the 1960s and the Aztlan of today are very much American 

products. They are American hi the broad sense of the tenn, surely, but also in the narrow 

sense—^products of the poUtical and cultural life of a shigle nation, the United States. 

But influence does not go one way only. Chicanos/as owe UberaUsm the realization of 

an Aztldn that is more open and free, but Uberalism also owes Chicanos/as the proof of hs 

promise of freedom. As pragmatists argue, freedom is not somethhig that exists outside 

the domahi of experience. It is somethhig we do. From the Mexican Generation to the 

Chicano/a renaissance to Mexicanness, Americans of Mexican descent have been doing 

freedom and hence contributing to the expansion and prosperity of liberal democracy. 

This is, in fact, why pragmatists caU cultural diversity progressive. 

Another level of significance of P^rez-Torres's refiguring of Aztldn as borderland and 

Cooper Alarcon's description of h as a paUmpsest is what h suggests about the 

relationship between community and the hidividual. In arguing for a liberal conception of 

muhiculturalism I suggested earUer that we settle the theoretical differences between 

liberals and communitarians. Communitarians lUce Sandel and Bellah, et. al. phipomted 

the poverty of liberalism m hs hyper-commitment to mdividualism and hs concurrent 

neglect of community. Sandel argued that the good of the commuruty is prior to the right 

of the mdividual to choose, because an "unencumbered self is UI equipped to make 

choices, even liberal ones. Never properly mstracted hi the "habhs of the heart" of a 

liberal democracy, he or she wUl probably act m a way that undermines precisely what 

Uberals defend most—the freedom to choose. 

Conununity is prior to the mdividual m a chronological sense. After aU, the human 

subject is bom and grows within communities (family, neighborhood, school, nation). 
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But the liberal defense of the right to choose, the argument that choice trumps the good, 

is not fatal to communhy, especially to a liberal one. For example, Rehnan argues that 

liberalism is a "precondhion" to communhy precisely because a community, to be real, as 

I noted earlier, must be one that is "voluntary, h must be a free expression of shared 

commitment" (1994: 30). A voluntary community is one whose values are open to 

evaluation, revision, and alteration. My analysis of the transformation of Aztlan whhin 

Mexicanness is a case m point. Aztlan was first defined as the collective consciousness of 

all Chicanos/as. This essentiaUst, exclusionary, and monoUthic "commuruty" was 

gradually chaUenged. The language of the "commuruty" that Perez-Torres and Cooper 

Alarcon found in Aztldn was not enthely to theh lUcing. They were concemed that the 

essentialistic thrast of El Pan Esphitual de Aztldn tended to silence other mterpretations 

of the Chicano/a experience. They were not looking for a way to hnpose theh own 

essentialistic vision ehher. Perez-Torres refigures Aztldn as a borderland instead of a 

homeland and Cooper Alarcon redescribes h as a palimpsest. Both metaphors are anti-

essentialistic m that they hnply the hnpossibUity of any aU-encompassmg and definhive 

story of who Chicanos/as are or ought to be. Just as a liberal poUty leaves the content of 

community to the hidividuals that mhabh h, as long as they abide by the rights and 

guarantees of the BUI of Rights, so does Aztldn as borderlands and paUmpsest leave the 

stories about the people to the people who Uve them. A useful metaphor, usefiil, that is, to 

our shared purposes as a people, is one that does just that. 

Chicanismo does not end with the advent of a more Uberal expression of Mexicaimess. 

In fact, h becomes one more discourse m the conversation, a counter-argument Uke any 

other, a critical voice that helps all the mterlocutors converse finther and evaluate theh 

ovra poshion as condhions shift and change. Chicanismo's gift to the American poUty is 

the gift of cultural diversity—a source of conversation, of debate, about who we are and 

what we stand for, an activity that, as Thomas Jefferson remmds us, is one of the "natural 

weapons of truth." 
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CHAPTER VI 

C6SAR C H A V E Z & LA CAUSA: CIVIL RIGHTS, 

LABOR RIGHTS, AND 

THE LOVE ETHIC 

6.1 The Man and the Movement 

Several weeks after they had left theh home hi Jalisco, Dofia Margarita, her 11-year-

old son Juan, her two daughters, and her newly bora granddaughter arrived m Ciudad 

Juarez in the early hours of a dry and stiflhig hot summer day. They clanked mto the 

border town m the crammed boxcar of a train with hundreds of other Mexicans who, Uke 

them were hoping to cross mto the United States and escape the ravages of the Mexican 

Revolution. Thousands of hungry and exhausted Mexican famiUes had aheady set up 

camp along the bank of the Rio Grande and the outskirts of the town. American troops 

could be seen patroUing the border on the other side, hi El Paso, Texas. 

A few days later, after a three-day dust storm had kept them huddled under blankets, 

hungry and thnsty, Juan got a fever. He screamed and thrashed about, desperate for food. 

Dofia Margarita tried to console him 

This is what she said to him as told by Victor VUlasenor, Dofia Margarha's grandson 

and Juan's son, and the author of the epic family saga Rain of Gold (VUlasefior, 1991). 

"Give me your hand, " she said, reaching out and taking his hand "and feel my pulse, 

feel my power, and I will give you the food of my love for you to eat " 

"Oh, Mama, " he said trying to jerk his hand away from her. "I need real food!" 

"Oh," she said, "and your father who had pigs and goats—^real food as you said—all 

around him to eat, what did he die of? Eh, you teU me. He starved to death of a broken 

heart. 

"Mi hijito, we are all human behigs, made m God's own hnage, and so above aU else 

we live because of love. Now, relax, feel my hand and open your heart and soul to God's 

power of pure love and you wUl be fed." 
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And it was true; as his mother held his hand, Juan felt a warmth—a pulsating 

strength—come pouring into him and yet he didn't want it. He wanted meat; he wanted 

tortillas; he wanted food 

"Oh, Mama, " he said "please, this is no good " 

Juan fmally gave m to her mother's love. In the words of VUlasefior: 

Juan relaxed and held his mother's hand and hefeh the warmth grow and grow. A 

hot, good power came into him, little by little, with such force that he just knew he was, 

indeed, connected to the cord of life. His mother's spirit was overwhelming him with 

strength (VUlasefior, 1991: 142-43). 

This passage m VUlasefior's Rain of Gold captures the essence of the legacy of Cesar 

Chdvez and his movement. La Causa (The Cause). Chdvez was an extraordhiarily able 

community and labor organizer. He knew how to empower farm workers, and his success 

in organizing them hito the first effective farm workers union in the history of the United 

States is testament of his unusual ability. But Chdvez was also a sphhual healer who, like 

Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr., believed in and practiced a particular form 

of polhical and moral advocacy, one that combines power and nonviolence, and that is 

best defined as the "love ethic." 

Chavez, the man, had some of the most laudable attributes m a leader and he applied 

them for the benefit of the poor. He was neither an ideologue nor a theorist; he was not a 

separatist or even an ethnic leader. In the final analysis, Chavez, a product of Mexican 

and American cultural tradhions coming together m a shigle person of such temperament, 

was one of the foremost pragmatic sphitual humanists of our times. 

Chdvez, the mdividual, and La Causa, the mass movement, are both highly compatible 

and mutually correspondent with the American liberal democracy. By this I mean that the 

expression of one promotes and enables the expression of the other. La Causa is one of 

the most powerful manifestations of Mexicaimess to come about m the United States and 

an apt example of Mexican cultural tradhions and American poUtical prmciples 

combmmg effectively to produce liberal outcomes. But La Causa is also a philosophical 
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outlook about life that transcends Mexicanness or, for that matter, any other ethnic-bound 

cuhural expression. 

To an mterpreter of Mexicanness, Chdvez and his movement pose an addhional 

challenge and an added bonus. They both develop m the early 1960s, prior to the Chicano 

gathermg of 1969 m Denver, but they are not exclusively products of the Mexican 

American Generation. Like this generation, they dedicated much of theh energies to labor 

and conununhy organizmg activhies, as well as such thmgs as voter registration and 

voting drives. Yet the movement's commhment to the Sparush language, the right to 

cultural self-determination, and hs proud and open expression of Mexican cultural 

tradhions, though not of pre-Columbian ones, quaUfy them partiaUy as Chicanos. This 

does not mean, however, that Chavez and his movement are early manifestations of the 

Mexicanness Generation. They share this generation's avowed humanism since they 

eschewed all forms of raciaUsm and gender bias, but theh workhig class status and theh 

profound Catholicism, rooted hi the symbol of the "mother of aU Mexicans," the Vngen 

de Guadalupe, as weU as theh disciplhied practice of Gandhian non-violent activism set 

them apart. 

The challenge, then, Ues m categorizmg Chavez and the movement hito one of the 

three generations of Mexican American self-expression 1 summarized m Chapter II. I 

sidestep this difficuhy with the proposhion that such a conceptual task may not be 

necessarUy exact to pursue the goals of this chapter and the overaU purpose of this 

dissertation. 1 am not after a neat revision of the histoty of Mexican Americans, but an 

hiterpretation of this history in relation to liberal poUtical philosophy. Chdvez represents 

an expression of Mexicanness that is rich enough to encompass several attributes of all 

three generations. This is the added bonus. 

One more caveat may be due. In this chapter, 1 focus on the first decade of Chavez's 

movement, arguably the most successful years. I do not mean to ignore the setbacks of 

the late 1970s or the transformations that the United Farm Workers union (UFW) 

underwent durhig the 1980s and thereafter. My goal is to draw a philosophical account of 

Chdvez's ideas and practices for purposes of conversation. The fact remams that Chavez 
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continues to be the source of much msphation among Americans and the focus of much 

philosophical, ideological, and religious discussion m the Umted States. To engage him 

m conversation, even if only m the context of what he did and said durhig those fnst ten 

years of the UFW's existence, is well whhin the scope and purpose of my goals. 

6.2 Chdvez: A Brief Biographical Sketch 

I beghi with two shnple questions. Fhst, why should we celebrate Cesar Chdvez's Ufe, 

his actions and ideas? Second, why should we, Americans, teU the world that Chdvez is 

one of our heroes? 

The short answer to these questions is this: Chavez's legacy is worth rememberhig and 

keepmg alive, because his philosophy of Ufe and his method of straggle awaken what 

Lincohi called "the better angels of our nature." We do well to present Chavez as one of 

our heroes, not because he basked in great wealth, commanded armies into battle, or 

because he entertained us on television, but because his straggle was and still is a 

continuation of that never-ending American straggle—^the pursuit of Uberty and justice 

for aU. Chavez's accompUshment was to begin the process of mtegrathig mto the 

American nation a large segment of American society that had been left by the wayside, 

forgotten and abused. His accompUshment was to affirm the right of ferm workers, 

IheraUy hundreds of thousands of human beings, to receive equal treatment under the 

law. Chdvez dedicated his life to this task. He did h by empowerhig farm workers with a 

union of then own and by usmg that power to demand that America Uve up to her best 

poUtical principles and practices and her most generous cultural hnpulses. By domg so, 

he affirmed the Uberathig power of the rights and guarantees of our constitutional 

tradhion and thus made us the better nation that we are today, a little freer, a little more 

just, a bh more humane. Chdvez straggled to realize fundamental beliefs of the American 

nation. In the fmal analysis, we don't celebrate his life because he was an ethnic mmorhy 

leader, but because he was a human bemg and an American m the fiillest and most 

generous sense of these words. 
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C6sai Chdvez was bom near Yuma, Arizona, on March 31,1927. In 1939, his family 

lost the ranch m which they lived to speculators and the Great Depression, and his father 

lost his bushiess, a grocery store. It was then that the Chdvez clan was forced to johi the 

stream of migrant workers headmg west, about 300,000 families of aU races and 

ethnichies lookmg for work and survival (Levy, 1975; Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995; Day, 

1971; Nelson, 1966). 

From the ages of 11 to 25, Chdvez worked the fields of California with his parents and 

brothers and sisters. In California, they found work and hardship. The labor camps, 

somethnes housmg thousands of workers, had one water faucet for every 50 to 100 

famiUes; the outhouses, if they existed at all, were so ran down that farm workers could 

not use them. Bathing was mostly confmed to irrigation dhches, some of which were 

contammated with chemicals and pesticides. Medical attention was practically non

existent, Ulness and disease were widespread, and wages were meager. Farm worker 

famiUes Uved hi makeshift tents, in shacks whhout ranning water, electricity, or gas, or m 

theh cars. Durhig his first six years as a farm worker, until he johied the U.S. Navy hi 

1944 at age 17, Chavez attended 37 different schools. He and his family managed to 

survive picking carrots, mustard, peas, onions, cabbage, lettuce, watermelons, cantaloupe, 

prunes, plums, table grapes, Ihna beans, apricot, figs, com, cotton, and chiU peppers aU 

across California fields. 

In 1952, Chdvez met Fred Ross, who would become his good friend and mentor. Ross 

was founder of the Community Service Organization (CSO), an activist group dedicated 

to empowerhig the most vulnerable m society, among them fami workers. Chdvez 

worked with CSO for ten years. His job was to orgaiuze farm worker communities one at 

a thne, so that they would beghi to build then own service mfrastmcture. He would go to 

a town, meet with families, and mobilize as many activists as he could. Together they 

would then offer chizenship classes and engage hi voter registration campaigns. The 

chizenship classes taught farm workers basic English and the meanhig of the BUI of 

Rights and other Constitutional prhiciples while the voter registration campaigns gave 

them poUtical muscle at election thne. 
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But Chdvez was not satisfied. In 1962, at age 35, he reached the conclusion that farm 

workers would never escape poverty and abuse unless they organized themselves mto a 

powerful labor union. Farm workers had tried to organize before, but theh efforts had 

been thwarted with violence and extra-legal maneuvers m the system of peonage that 

existed in California. The tight collusion between growers, the courts, and law 

enforcement kept farm workers from enjoymg the benefits of American chizenship and 

legal residence. The odds were agahist Chdvez and many predicted failure, but he quh his 

job at CSO and plunged head-on into his new venture. 

In 1965, after three years of grassroots organizhig across CaUfornia, Chdvez's uruon, 

the United Farm Workers Organizhig Committee, joined a predominantly Filipino union 

in a strike against table grape growers. The strike and subsequent national and 

international boycott of grapes lasted untU 1970, when finally the growers agreed to 

recognize the imion and negotiate. It was then that the United Farm Workers Union, 

which by then had merged with the Filipino uruon and had become part of the AFL-CIO, 

became the first effective farm workers union hi American history. Though a labor union, 

Chavez's movement became knovra as La Causa (The Cause), because h encompassed 

more than labor rights. 

Chavez dedicated the rest of his life to mamtaming the gams made and furthering the 

hicorporation of farm workers into American society, by keephig the union engaged. In 

the 1980s, he focused on pesticides, not just to protect the heahh of workers, but also the 

health of consumers. He died hi his sleep on AprU 23, 1993. In 1994, he was awarded the 

American Medal of Freedom the highest honor for civilians in the United States. 

6.3 The Four Moral Ouestions 

After a careful readhig of Chdvez's Ufe, I venture to suggest that the man was driven 

by four major understandmgs—moral questions that he posed to hhnself and to American 

society at large. He understood the need for poUtical and economic power, but he used 

the power that La Causa gamed not only to obtahi a fan deal for farm workers, but also to 

force Americans to address what he considered to be fundamental moral and poUtical 
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imperatives. To him, at stake were not only the fate of farm workers, but also the fate of 

America. 

La Causa posed these questions to us: 

1. Is h moral to treat enthe famUies of farm workers as beasts of labor? 

2. Is h moral or even efficient to pay them less than theh fah share of production? 

3. Is h fah to deny farm workers the rights of speech, assembly, and pethion? 

4. Is h moral for anyone to buy and eat fiiihs and vegetables that were planted and 

harvested by humans working under mhumane and unfair condhions? 

Chavez believed that no person free to make his or her mmd could avoid reachhig the 

conclusion that aU those behaviors agahist the well being of farm workers were immoral 

as weU as impractical. Immoral because all humans are bom from the same God. Harm to 

one is harm to all; hijustice to some is hijustice to all. Also, because no human ought to 

be treated as a means to an end, as an histniment or an object without regard for his or her 

humanity. We know that slavery, involuntary servitude, and rape are wrong because they 

are a form of theft, the worst kind of theft. Forcing someone to accept less than his or her 

fan share of production is also theft. 

For Chdvez, the pomt was that those domg the stealhig were as deprived of then fiill 

humanity as the farm workers themselves. Theh misuse of power dehumanized them as 

much as it stunted the human potential of the farm workers. Those domg the stealing 

were not just the growers and the labor contractors, however, but also the courts, the 

police, and the legislatures that sided with them as well as the grocety stores that bought 

then produce and the consumers who ate it. That is why he used the boycott so 

effectively, because h extended the "ethical space" I discussed hi Chapter III to places as 

far away as Chicago, New York, Boston, Wisconsm, and even England and Sweden. In 

Chdvez's eyes, we were aU responsible for this thievery, so helphig farm workers would 

help us aU. 

The behaviors agahist farm workers were also hnpractical from two perspectives. 

Fnst, because no nation can long withstand gross contradictions between foundhig 

prmciples and practice. As is the case with hidividuals, a nation must Uve up to hs 
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prmciples or soon be crashed by the tangle of hs own confradictions. If farm workers 

could be denied theh Fhst Amendment guarantees and procedural due process rights then 

they could be denied to any one else. The outcome hi any case is poUtical mstabilhy with 

the lUcelUiood of violence, perhaps even leadmg to the dissolution of consthutional rights. 

Second, because caphalism whhout a fah deal between labor and caphal cannot be 

reconciled whh liberal prmciples, as I explam fiirther below. 

For all Americans, then, the issue was not shnply whether we should be fan to farm 

workers, but whether we should be fahhful to our prhnary constitutional prmciples. In 

helping farm workers overcome the many obstacles to theh freedom Chavez was also 

helphig us free ourselves from those contradictions, as well as givmg us the option to 

fight for "the better angels of our nature." 

6.4 Congraence between Action and Belief 

Chdvez does not lend himself to easy categorizations. Fhst, he promoted Uberty and 

justice for farm workers through an active, forcefiil, and pragmatic form of trade 

unionism. Second, he relied on American liberal principles for protection, without which 

he could not have mobilized farm workers as he did. Third, he did not oppose caphalism 

but instead demanded a fan deal between labor and caphal for the sake of both, of 

capitaUsm itself, and uhhnately for the sake of American liberal democracy. Fourth, he 

espoused a kind of multiculturaUsm that was not ethnic-based, but humanistic. Fifth, 

although predominantly Catholic in his orientation, Chdvez promoted an ecumenical 

reUgiosity. And finally, he sought to heighten the moral sensibility of his followers and 

opponents, and society at large, through a form of sphhualism rooted hi the practice of 

love. Chdvez was neither an ideologue nor a preacher. He was not an inteUectual or a 

theorist, and he was not an ethruc leader. As I noted earlier, Chavez was a most effective 

pragmatic sphitual humanist. At one level, his legacy lies in his universal moral 

authority. At another level, he should be praised and remembered because his form of 

straggle tested and confirmed the promise of American liberal democracy. 
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For conceptual purposes, we can separate Chdvez's philosophy of Ufe and method of 

straggle, although in practice they are essentially connected. His philosophy of life lived 

m what he did, m practice. As for any pragmatist, as I explained at length hi Chapters II 

and III, for Chavez belief alone was of no use to effecting justice, freedom or equaUty. 

Belief was a guide to action, but was mearungless if only talked about. Chavez had 

learned from his experience as organizer for the Community Service Organization (CSO) 

between 1952 and 1962 that those persons attached to theh material possessions were the 

most likely to do much talkmg and very little or no action. Like Henry David Thoreau, 

who argued hi "On Civil Disobedience" that men often compromise prmciples for the 

sake of safeguarding their weahh and status (1966: 13), Chavez beUeved that material 

possessions held sway over men's moral sense, distorthig theh judgment about questions 

ofjustice. 

"Often only talk results when a person with social concern wants to do something for 

the underdog nonviolently," Chdvez once explamed, while shedding light on his 

interpretation of nonviolence. "But just talkmg about change is not gomg to bring h 

about. Talk just gives people an out" (Levy, 1975: 269-270). Chavez understood that 

nothing is accompUshed whUe remahiing m the realm of ideas. This is the foUy of many 

theorists and hitellectuals, especially those of the Cultural Left, as 1 discussed hi Chapter 

III. "Readhig is not bad," he said, "but thinkhig they made a great accomplishment is bad. 

They're kiddmg themselves. These people can't be effective. Nonviolence becomes just 

an ideology, something to write about, or read about, or talk about whUe stUl behig very 

comfortable. The ideology becomes a luxury, not a way of life. And nothing can be 

changed while bemg comfortable. Life is not made that way" (Levy, 1975: 270). 

Chdvez understood that the Movement needed what Gandhi called "exemplars," 

mdividuals devoted fully to the cause, those who teach others by example through 

practice rather than speech and theory. This meant puttmg the pleasures of an affluent Ufe 

on hold. Gandhi practiced the Vow of Poverty and Chdvez did somethhig similar. He 

could have escaped poverty by pursuhig a middle class life, as his brother Richard and 

cousm Manuel had done. Instead, he chose to stake everythmg on servhig his fellow ferm 
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workers, acthig as an organizer, problem-solver, and catalyst for action, without any 

regard for personal gam. He proved his commhment at every tum. For example, early m 

his efforts to organize the union, Chdvez approached CSO organizer Dolores Huerta and 

asked her to jom him. 

"You have to leave your job," he told Huerta m 1962. "You can't work for a Uvhig 

and fight." 

"How will we eat?" she responded, referring to her three children. 

Chavez told her that he didn't know, but that "somebody m the Cause would never 

starve. The people would never let you" (Levy, 1975: 163). Huerta quit her job, as did 

Chdvez's cousin Manuel and later his brother Richard, and committed herself to the 

union. 

"We found out many useful things after we began to not be so concemed with 

ourselves, and how we looked, what we ate, and what we said." Chavez explahied. "We 

also found out that while h's not beautiful to be poor if you have no choice... h's 

beautiftil to give up material things that take up your thne, for the sake of thne to help 

your fellow human behigs. I think that has a lot of beauty hi it" (Levy, 1975: 163). By 

beauty, Chavez is referrhig to an aesthetic appreciation of the moral sense, a dhnension of 

the human person that we must summon if we are to converse with him m fullness, as I 

explamed in Chapter III. 

6.5 Trade Uiuonism: PoUtical Power for Farm Workers 

Chdvez buih the union from the ground up, by gohig door to door. Fred Ross, 

Chdvez's mentor, friend, and fellow organizer described h as follows. "In 86 days (hi 

1962) he had covered 14,867 miles, picked peas, staked grapes, suckered vmes, and 

carried the message to more than 2,000 farm workers m the fields, the dnt roads, and the 

family rooms of hundreds of thiy barrio houses" (Levy, 1975: xxi). The union is the first 

cncle of mvolvement, the fnst "ethical space" m the movement, contahung withhi hs 

area of action the workers and theh fenulies. Chdvez envisioned extendmg the chcle 

farther mto society, first with strikes and then with boycotts, marches, vigils, and the fast. 
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The uruon he envisioned was community-based. As he said, "The most hnportant thmg is 

to provide an mstrument whh which workers, by theh own actions and desnes, can work 

themselves out of poverty" (Levy, 1975). The union would become an hitegral part of the 

commuruty, providmg farm workers with many of the essential histitutions of civilized 

society. Johihig the union meant havhig access to a co-op, a credh imion, an msurance 

plan, heahh clmics, and a general service-legal center, to which farm workers could resort 

to have theh rights as chizens fulfilled. 

His method of struggle was founded on his pragmatic worldview. This worldview 

convinced Chdvez that freedom and justice could be attamed only through the acquishion 

and exercise of poUtical power. Obtaming justice would not requhe the dissolution of the 

American constitutional tradhion, but shnply that America live up to her constitutional 

principles. However, Chavez was aware that America would not do this without some 

prodding. He also understood that there would be no finality either. He did not envision 

the rise of "socialist man" or a theocratic Utopia. The straggle would be "hard and never-

ending," he msisted, echohig J.S. MUl, so farm workers had to orgaiuze and stay organize 

(Del CastUlo «& Garcia, 1995: 111). The host of abuses farm workers endured would not 

be corrected unless they organized themselves hito a force powerful enough to counter 

the power of agribusiness. "It's unfortunate that power is needed to get justice," he 

remarked. "That suggests a lot about the nature of man. But somehow the guys m power 

have to be reached by counter power" (Levy, 1975: 110). However, Chavez did not 

despah. Like pragmatic Americans before him Chdvez understood the "nature of man" 

not as an obstacle that needed to be elhnmated, but as an empirical fact that had to be 

coped with. As his practice of copmg, he chose selfless service to those with the least 

power. 

His understandhig that power was necessary did not hi any way contradict American 

liberalism Instead h affirmed h. It did not reject capitaUsm ehher. Chdvez was not anti-

caphaUst. As biographers Del Castillo and Garcia noted, "Chdvez never lashed out 

agahist 'white capitaUst' America" (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 145). Instead, he 

demanded a fan deal between labor and capital. A capitalist economy whhout laws that 
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protect the right of workers to collective bargammg and negotiation, that safeguard 

workers agahist discrinunation and unsafe practices, and that requhe that labor be treated 

equally under the law exists only m theory. In practice, caphalism needs labor unions and 

labor laws as surely as h needs strong protections to private property and adherence to the 

profit motive. Chdvez understood this. He was not a neo-leftist revolutionary bent on 

acceleratmg caphalism's historical demise through vanguard activhies. His mentors were 

not Marx or Che Guevara, but Jesus Christ, Gandhi, St. Francis of Assisi and labor 

organizers lUce Eugene Debs and his friend Fred Ross. His strategy was to empower 

people at the local level and to rely on them to set the course thereafter. 

To Chdvez, caphalism without a fan deal between labor and capital can go on, as h 

does hi many countries of the world, like Mexico or Chma, but only under an 

authoritarian poUtical order. But if caphalism and the Bill of Rights are to coexist, then a 

fan deal was necessary. A capitalist economy at the expense of the BUI of Rights, Chdvez 

understood, meant the destraction of the American constitutional order. "So long as the 

smaUer groups do not have the same rights and the same protections as others," Chavez 

said, "I don't care whether you caU h Caphalism or Communism—h is not gomg to 

work" (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 150). 

6.6 Humanistic MuhicuhuraUsm 

As I noted in Chapter III, one of the most unfortunate behaviors by those who espouse 

a "multiculturaUsm of difference" is to place ethnic loyalty above other more hnportant 

attributes of the human person. From then ethnic foxholes, these muhiculturalists view 

any claim by the "opposite" camp as a tactical move in a zero-sum game and hence they 

blmd themselves to the legithnate accompUshments of "the others." As a resuh, when one 

ethnic group lauds the legacy of one of its members, the other groups tend to view that as 

self-servmg cheerleadmg. This is most trae at the popular level, where national and state 

holidays, lUce Martm Luther Khig, Jr. Day or the observance of Cesar Chavez's bnthday 

are viewed as token scraps to ethnic pressure groups and are often ignored, or worse, 

treated with suspicion and disdain. 
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The muhiculturalism I defended hi Chapter III takes a different view and tries to 

correct the misconceptions caused by the muhicuhuraUsm of difference. It argues for a 

humanist perspective, one that sees past ethnichy hito other human trahs. By trahs I mean 

mclinations and behaviors that distmguish one person from another on the basis of 

character. Character hi no way suggests the absence of cultural difference. For example, 

most would agree that Chdvez's Movement was cuhurally Mexican, Mexican American, 

and even Chicana/o. It was also American hi hs poUtically liberal and pragmatic outlook. 

But most would also agree that Chavez and many of his foUowers had a character worth 

emulating, regardless of the culture hi which h expressed hself Cesar Chdvez is "a heroic 

figure of our thnes," as Robert Kermedy said, precisely because his philosophy of life and 

his method of straggle transcended ethnichy and appealed dhectly to our shared moral 

sense (Wall Street Joumal, July 31, 1970). Chavez was not separatist or just a Mexican 

American leader. He was a humanist. The Reverend James Drake, a close friend of 

Chdvez, said, 'The pains taken by Cesar were never part of an act. They were a very real 

extension of his philosophy that human behigs are subjects to be taken seriously" (Levy, 

1975: 162). 

Taking human behigs seriously means lookmg past superfluous characteristics. Fred 

Ross, Cesar Chavez's close friend, put h best. "To carry on a hard-hitthig program of 

civic action and militancy," he said, "you must have people who are of a certain 

temperament, who just cannot live with themselves and see hijustice m front of them. 

They must go after h whenever they see h, no matter how much thne h takes and no 

matter how many sleepless nights of worry" (Levy, 1975: 95). People of such 

temperament always place justice ahead of loyalty to those who look shnilar to them are 

rooted m the same culture, or belong to the same social class. For example, Chdvez was 

crhicized by some for fightmg for the dissolution of the Bracero Program. That program 

provided mexpensive labor for growers by brmgmg m temporary Mexican farm workers 

mto the United States, aU subsidized by the United States government. These workers got 

paid less than unionized workers, did not receive any benefits, and were denied theh civil 

and labor rights. That these men were Mexican, workhig class, and fellow farm workers 
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did not stop Chdvez. At issue was basic justice. Fnst, these workers were treated as beasts 

of labor, and second, they took jobs away from uiuonized workers. Chdvez explamed his 

decision to fight the Bracero Program as follows: "The fact that braceros are also ferm 

workers didn't bother me. This was a question ofjustice, and I've never had any problem 

makhig a decision lUce that" (Levy, 1975:129). 

The same was trae of his uncompromising stance agahist racial discrimhiation. In 

1966, for example, when a group of Mexican Americans opposed the merger of Chdvez's 

union, the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC), with the 

predommantly Filipino Agricultural Workers Organizhig Committee (AWOC) on the 

basis of race, Chdvez forcefully disagreed, for practical and moral reasons. "Here hi the 

fields," he argued, "for ages the employers worked the races one agahist the other hi 

compethion for jobs. That was a tactic to keep wages down and keep unions out. They're 

StUl domg h. But now there is a force countermg that" (Levy, 1975: 198). 

The force was La Causa, a muhhacial and muhicultural movement dedicated not to 

ethnic causes, but to human causes. Chavez's "people" were those who valued human 

life, who were willmg to fight agahist hijustice nonviolently come what may, and who 

sought no material gam for themselves. They were also those he served and sought to 

empower. Theh cuhure or phenotype was of no significance to hhn when justice and 

freedom were at stake. 

Hence, Chdvez was not an "ethnic" leader. "La Raza? Why be racist," Chdvez once 

told a group of Chicanos. "Our belief is to help everyone, not just one race. Humanity is 

our beUef' (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 154). When Chdvez had to make a choice 

between "his people" and "justice" he never wavered. Justice ahvays superceded etiinic 

or cultural loyalty. As biographers Del CastUlo and Garcia pomt out, "Chdvez did not 

accept the Chicano poet Alurista's mythical Aztldn, nor the militant new Chicano 

muhicuhuraUsm without Americanism" (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 141). Havmg said 

that, however, Chdvez, lUce Chicanos, did believe that cultural self-expression was Imked 

to chizenship m powerfiil ways. He argued for and practiced cultural self-expression by 

headmg the marches with the Mexican and American flags and the hnage of the Vhgen 
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de Guadalupe. The movement also frequently displayed the hnage of Emiliano Zapata, 

the leader of Mexican peasants m the Mexican Revolution. The unmhibhed use of 

Mexican song, dance and atthe, of the Spanish language durhig Mass, prayer sessions, 

theater, and hi the colloquial day-to-day Ufe are fiirther testament of his belief m cuhural 

self-expression. Surely, this form of self-defmhion did not contradict American 

constitutional practices, but histead empowered the members of La Causa to practice full 

chizenship, as I argued hi my discussion of recognition and creative identity-formation m 

Chapter II. 

A telling example of Chavez's commhment to color-blhid justice occurred in San Jose 

early m his career. Before his decision to unionize farm workers, Chavez was a roving 

community organizer for the Community Service Organization (CSO). Between 1952 

and 1962, he opened dozens of CSO chapters m California chies and towns, from 

Brawley in the south to Redding hi the north. In San Jose, where Chavez's sister Rita 

headed the 800-strong CSO chapter, a Mexican American member and generous 

contributor once denied black customers service at his restaurant, even though they also 

belonged to CSO. Chdvez called for a vote to expel this man from the organization. But 

histead of raUymg support, as he had expected, membership dropped to less than 100 

after the racist Mexican American faction distributed over 10,000 leaflets m local 

churches and bushiesses accusmg Chdvez and his sister of behig "nigger lovers" (Levy, 

1975: 123-126). Chavez would rather let the organization collapse than accept racist 

behavior. "When h comes to discrhnmation, 1 put my leadership on the Une," he said, 

"and if they don't Uke h, then they have to get rid of me. I'm not gomg to buy my 

leadership at that expense. 1 can't" (Levy, 1975: 198). In the end, Chdvez formed another 

CSO chapter that overshadowed the racist one. 

Chdvez demonstrated his humanist muhiculturaUsm hi subtle ways, too. For example, 

at the signmg ceremony of the labor contracts with the grape growers m 1970, after five 

graelmg years of strikhig and boycottmg, Chavez wore "a barong Tagalog, a FUiphio 

shnt" to honor the role FUipmos had played m starthig the strike back hi 1965. He also 

spoke about the power of nonviolence. "[T]hrough the power of nonviolent action hi this 
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nation and across the world," he said, "social justice can be gotten" (Levy, 1975: 325). 

To hhn, racism was a form of violence most destractive of the union. 

As tellhig is the story of Mack Lyons, which 1 will review at length. Lyons was a black 

farm worker m the early 1970s m Arvm Ranch, an outfit owned by Robert DiGiorgio, 

one of the growers m the region. The UFWOC targeted the ranch with the purpose of 

breakmg an illegal contract between DiGiorgio and the Teamsters. After a long straggle, 

the parties agreed to an election among the ranch workers, so that they would determme 

theh union representation. Lyons raUied the workers m support of the UFWOC, which 

beat the Teamsters by a wide margm. Later Lyons was elected chahman of the DiGiorgio 

Ranch Committee by the predommantly Mexican, Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and 

Anglo workers. 

Lyons feh he had a difficuh and delicate task ahead of him. "I was aware of people 

wondermg lUce, okay, you're black, so you've got something m common whh another 

black person," he told an hiterviewer, "you supposed to do special favors for him or h 

could be the other way around. Like you're really conscious of this, so you're not going 

to do anythhig for him You're gohig to do everything for an Anglo or Mexican-

American. And I could see all these questions hi people's minds" (Levy, 1975: 253). 

The solution Lyons found to his predicament is most histractive. "[Wjhen I was 

elected, I was trying to figure out all of these things," he said. "And finally I decided, 

okay, all you have to do is just do whatever is right. And there was no more problems 

about it. Every once in a while, a question would come up in my mind, am I favoring 

anybody? I'd ask myself, and I would lUce search back to see. And I wasn't, I was just 

doing what was right, and I didn't try to balance right and wrong accordhig to the races or 

any sort of proportion. And I really leamed something from that. And I gained the respect 

of aU of these people, and h reaUy made me feel good" (Levy, 1975: 253). 

Lyons' stewardship was respected, eventuaUy leadmg to his election to the National 

Executive Board of the UFWOC hi 1973, because h was grounded m Fred Ross' 

distmction between "men of temperament" and "men of comfort." The former stick to 

prmciple, because they can't do otherwise, while the latter compromise prmciple for the 
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sake of material or other form of personal gahi. Lyons's sense ofjustice was also rooted 

in the same form of humanism that Chdvez practiced. His loyahies were not misplaced. 

To hhn, a human is human by vhtue of his behavior, his deeds, and not by what he 

professes to believe m or by the color of his skhi. Were Lyon's temperament and 

humanism rooted m any particular cuhure? And should he be lauded for behig black or 

for being a human whh that "certahi temperament"? 

Chdvez was open to racial and cultural diversity also for practical purposes. LUce 

Berlm and J.S. Mill, he viewed divershy as a practical tool for action As I argued in 

chapters II and III, liberals and pragmatists do more than tolerate diversity. They seek to 

engage h dnectly, person to person, in the belief that the trath of any matter caimot be 

grasped from a shigle perspective or from mere contemplation. Humans are subjects to be 

taken seriously, as Chdvez believed, not only because they are bom from the same God, 

but also because each of theh perspectives, the experiences they have lived, contahi some 

of the truth about what it means to be human. Each perspective deserves a hearing, 

because h may divulge usefiil truths, hi this case, usefiil to La Causa. Repeatedly durhig 

the movement, Chdvez noted the muhicultural make up of the movement as a boon to La 

Causa's goals. "Today we have the best-balanced group I know hi terms of 

complementmg one another," he said m the late 1960s. "We have a very good cross-

section of Americana here" (Levy, 1975:197). The movement hicluded Catholics, 

Protestants, Jews, and agnostics, Arabs, blacks, FiUpmos, Puerto Ricans, and Anglos, 

farm workers, middle class student activists, and labor and church people. Chdvez viewed 

this divershy whh the same progressive outlook that WUliams James viewed the method 

of pragmatism. "If we were nothhig but farm workers m the Union now, just Mexican 

farm workers," Chdvez said, "we'd only have about 30 percent of aU the ideas that we 

have. There would be no cross-fertUization, no growdng. It's beautiful to work with other 

groups, other ideas, and other customs. It's Uke the wood is laminated" (Levy, 1975:197). 

If Chdvez was not an ethnic leader, he was not an ideologue either. He was not a 

Marxist or a sociaUst. He rejected ideological categorizations, because he understood that 

the needs of farm workers could not be known a priori. Knowing them and helphig farm 
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workers organize meant Uvmg, toUmg, and dyhig whh them. "You get mto trouble when 

you begm to get away from the fundamental, when you begm to corrapt organizhig by 

trymg to apply all kmds of theories and methods," Chdvez said. "Then h has no relevance 

to the whole question of taUcmg to people and deaUng with people" (Levy, 1975: 161). 

As wifli any liberal pragmatist, Chdvez did not thmk hijustice could not be wiped out 

with one massive and definhive quaUtative blow, but would have to be countered 

graduaUy, on a case-by-case basis, one mdividual at a thne, incrementally, pamstakmgly, 

and, for hhn, whhout violence, but with action Only practicmg straggle develops the 

skUls and vntues necessary to carry on straggle, just lUce acthig develops the skUl of 

acthig or carpentry the skill of carpentry. These skUls cannot be leamed m theory. They 

must be leamed by doing. Chdvez's biographers Del CastUlo & Garcia agree. "Chdvez 

shunned philosophy and theory," they wrote, "because he knew that m the Uruted States 

change came from doing" (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 99, itaUcs are mine). 

To Chavez, every act of miUtancy was an education for those who participated hi 

them. For example, this is what he had to say about the johiing a picket Une. "[T]o me the 

picket line is something very special," he once remarked. "Unless you have been on a 

picket Une, you just can't understand the feeUng you get there, seemg the conflict at hs 

two most acid ends. It's a confrontation that's vivid. It's a real education" (Levy, 

1975:188). 

6.7 Spnitual Humanism and the "love ethic" 

Chavez did not do anything for himself as a man sequestered hi his ego. Selfless 

service to his fellow humans came naturaUy to him. Chavez was an mdividual, but he 

also had the rare capacity of extending himself far beyond his ego. Over and over again, 

he demonstrated a particularly keen senshivity to what theologians caU the "soul" and 

what metaphysical philosophers refer to as the "nuomenal self—^that spark of etemal 

substance shared by all, but glowmg brightly hi only a very few. 

After contemplatmg upon the Ufe of Chdvez, I feel no doubt m sayhig that he was 

permeated with the love of God to an extent rarely seen. By the love of God, I mean the 
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same love that Christ taught in the Sermon on the Mount and at the cross, that Mahatma 

Gandhi summoned to free India from colonial rale; the same love that drove Marthi 

Luther King, Jr. to march for civil rights and that today illuminates the Dalai Lama hi his 

struggle to free Tibet. 

Advocates of the love ethic combhie poUtical and sphitual activism for the sake of 

liberty and justice. They are of this world m that they acknowledge the need for power, 

but they also mhabh a sphhual realm, which they believe to be more real and more 

significant than the physical world. To them the uhhnate goal is to correct mjustices by 

empowerhig the oppressed and by awakenmg the moral sense of those doing the 

hijustice—a sense that "love ethic" activists believe dwells m the soul. Awakening the 

moral sense of those doing hijustice requhes mUhancy, action, organization and 

disciplme, but hs effectiveness relies enthely on nonviolence. The only power capable of 

being a Love-Force, as Gandhi defined h, is power derived from nonviolence. As I 

discuss fiirther below, Chdvez applied power and nonviolence for practical purposes, and 

he evoked love, the love of God, to tend to the sphh. Only nonviolence achieves the 

uhhnate objective, which is not victory but reconcUiation, as weU as an expanded 

awareness of the moral dhnension of human Ufe. The pomt is to awaken the moral sense 

in those domg the hijustice and to let them heal themselves. Those who struggle for 

liberty and justice under the hnperatives of the love ethic have forgiven those who do 

them harm and so they grant them the spnitual space m which to redeem themselves. 

La Causa appUed nonviolence m many ways. The commitment agahist racial and 

gender discrimination, as I noted earlier, is an apt example. So are strikes and boycotts, 

which are vmtage nonviolent tactics m a labor straggle, but there are other subtler ways 

of acthig nonviolently. When the courts raled agahist farm workers picketmg at the 

entrance of ranches, for example, Chdvez organized pubUc mass and prayer meetmgs 

across the street. When the CaUfomia legislature hi Sacramento debated biUs that 

affected the rights of farm workers, Chavez organized marches and vigils. But perhaps 

the most mstractive of all tactics for our purposes is fastmg. We do weU hi focusmg on 

the role of fastmg hi La Causa. 
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In 1968, after three trymg years of strikhig and boycotthig grape growers with no end 

m sight, some union members began to consider the need to use violence agahist the 

growers and the scabs. Chdvez, a student of Gandhi and St. Francis, knew that all would 

be lost if violence was used, so one day, as he said, "1 just stopped eathig." Four days mto 

the fast, he called a meetmg of union members and told them that he would not eat untU 

they rejected violence and reevaluated the goals of the straggle. 

This was Chdvez's fnst fast. It lasted 24 days. He fasted at least three more thnes, the 

longest one lastmg thnty-six days. What we need to understand is that fastmg for Chdvez 

was not some undefined, esoteric undertaking with unclear outcomes. Chdvez used the 

fast as a form of language, a means of communication. To hhn the fast was a tool lUce 

speech, sign language, and writmg are tools. "The fast is a very personal sphitual thing, 

and h's not done out of recklessness," Chdvez explamed to an hiterviewer once. "It's not 

out of a deshe to destroy yourself̂  but h's done out of a deep conviction that we can 

communicate with people, either those who are for us or agahist us, faster and more 

effectively sphitually than we can in any other way" (Del CastUlo &. Garcia, 1995: 121). 

Chavez used the fast to deepen the chcle of involvement, the "ethical space," hito the 

sphitual dimension of human life as weU as to extend the reach of his movement. The 

person who does the fasting uses his or her body's evident physical deterioration to draw 

attention to the fact of our own mortality, so that, while contemplathig our death and the 

death of those we love, we may ask more fimdamental questions, more hnportant even 

than the practical task of forming a union. Death remmds us that perhaps our station m 

life is part of a longer joumey and, if h is, then the question becomes what kmd of life 

should we Uve to carry on the pUgrhnage. When the awareness of our death is 

heightened, our moral sense is heightened with h, and so we tap hito the love of God. 

This is what Chdvez pursued with his fasthig, to draw those hi aU chcles of 

mvolvement nearer to God and to extend the chcle further. His first fast succeeded m 

endmg all talk of violence withhi the movement and hi re-energizhig the strike. It also 

attracted national media coverage and drew a larger number of human behigs mto the 
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struggle, eunong them Robert Kennedy, who had become a close friend of the movement 

before his assassmation in 1968. 

Interestmgly, the love ethic is not somethhig Chdvez had to leam, but something he 

knew because he was rooted hi it, like Dofia Margarha and Marthi Luther Kmg, Jr. were 

rooted hi h. Chdvez summoned the love ethic from his cultural experience and the shared 

experience of Mexican hnmigrants. He articulated this deeply rooted experience through 

the sphhual teachings of Christ and St. Francis of Assisi, the practice of nonviolent 

resistance from Gandhi, and the skills of a host of past and contemporary labor organizers 

and community activists. "The amazmg thing m the Movement is that we don't have to 

speak of these things," Chdvez told his biographer. "We don't sh down and analyze them 

and write about them. We don't have a little Red Book, but it's there, Uke English 

Common Law. Just experience. It's part of our fradhion" (Levy, 1975: xviii). 

Clearly, the tradition Chdvez referred to was not purely of this or that culture, but a 

confluence of several cultural and poUtical currents mto a shigle philosophy of life and 

method of straggle, a "culture" that he often defined as democracy. "However, for 

Chavez democracy was not just a poUtical system" wrote his biographers, "h was a 

societal elan vital; a Christian ethos: charity and hidividual dignity. In general, Chdvez 

advocated a 'culture of social justice'" (Del CastUlo & Garcia, 1995: 110). 

6.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter I demonstrated that Chdvez was a pragmatic sphitual humanist of the 

first order and that La Causa combmed effectively whh American constitutional 

prmciples to produce liberal and democratic outcomes. Driven by the philosophy of 

Chavez, the practices undertaken by members of La Causa not only were amenable to the 

American Uberal democracy, but they also sustahied and nurtured h. As a powerfiil 

expression of Mexicanness and, above all, as an expression of a "culture of social 

justice," one that combmed the best of several cuhural tradhions. La Causa is an apt 

example of the kmd of activism that keeps liberaUsm honest. It is also an example of the 
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khid of cultural self-expression that a liberal polhy enables. Both are mutuaUy 

correspondent. 

The key to this correspondence is liberalism's commitment to civil liberty. Liberal 

poUtical philosophy argues for the protection of hidividual choice and hutiative, because, 

lUce Rev. Drake said of Chdvez, h "takes humans seriously." As 1 poshed hi chapters II 

and III, the right to choose one's own individuaUty takes precedence over the societal 

conception of the good, because only hidividuals can judge the merhs of the prevailmg 

good. This is Will Kymlicka and J.S. MUl's argument (Kymlicka, 1991, 1995; J.S. MUl, 

1997). The many cannot justify silencing the one as surely as the one cannot justify 

silencmg the many, because nehher the one nor the many can claim to know the trath m 

its totaUty. This is a liberal pragmatic stance in that the trath is always connected to 

experience and the context in which that experience is Uved. In fact, liberal polhical 

philosophy seeks to protect the one from any other one and from the many, whatever his 

or her color, race, gender, or national origin may be, because what matters is the 

experience of every hidividual, and not what a vanguard, party, or hiteUigentsia clahn to 

know about h. 

Individuals hi La Causa did not fhid a home in the prevailhig "conception of the 

good," a world determined by the collusion between growers, the courts, and the police, 

and which fell far short of anythhig resembling liberal democracy. They did not fmd a 

home in loyahy to theh ethnic group either. Instead, they found the source of theh 

strength m then own judgment and actions. The prevailmg "good" was not m accord with 

the legal and poUtical principles of the American constitutional tradhion, neither was h m 

accord with the teachmgs of Jesus. The prevailhig good had to be changed and Chavez 

set out to change h, an act that eventuaUy expanded the meaning of the word "person" to 

hiclude farm workers under the protective umbrella of the American tradhion of civil 

liberties. 

What Zoot Suit's Henry Reyna found useful m liberal prmciples so did Chdvez—the 

legal space m which to exercise hidividual judgment and act upon h. La Causa moved 

under the protection of liberal poUtical and legal principles, protections that gave 
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hidividuals lUce Chdvez, Huerta, and Lyons the right to straggle to correct the mjustices 

of the growers' world, and build theh own. La Causa produced Uberal outcomes in that h 

confirmed the value of liberal prhiciples. It also helped form assertive chizens, lUce Lyons 

and the thousands of other farm workers who exercised theh right to vote, to freedom of 

speech, assembly, and pethion, who exercised theh "capachies for agency" hi pursuh of 

greater freedom and less craehy. Hence, they acted as chizens and prodded others to 

assess the meaning of theh own chizenship, to "converse" about these matters. 
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CHAPTER Vll 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation I stated that one of the urgent ethico-poUtical tasks of our thne is to 

develop a viable relationship between cuhural pluraUsm and poUtical Uberalism. On the 

one hand, cuhural pluralism often referred to as muhicuhuraUsm is as constitutive of the 

human condhion as religious pluralism. On the other hand, poUtical liberalism has proven 

to be one of the best institutional frameworks for enablmg peaceful coexistence between 

divergent groups and for promothig hidividual freedom creativhy, and prosperity. Yet 

they often seem to be at odds. As I noted m earUer chapters, some theorists have argued 

that certain forms of muhiculturaUsm threaten Uberal freedoms by requnmg that the 

rights of the group be recognized as existmg prior to the rights of the hidividual. Other 

theorists suggest that poUtical liberalism with hs emphasis on mdividual freedom 

condemns communally-oriented minorhies to remahi at the margins of liberal society. 

Unlike reUgious pluralism, which has received much theoretical attention smce Hugo 

Grotius, multicuhuralism's relation to political liberalism has received sustahied 

theoretical focus only in the last three decades. We owe the enduring legacy of our Uberal 

freedoms to the balance that exists between reUgion and Uberalism. That legacy may be 

at risk. Like others, I am of the ophiion that our freedoms could be m danger if we do not 

strike a similar balance between cultural pluraUsm and poUtical liberalism today and in 

decades to come. 

As 1 discussed m Chapter 11, Charles Taylor suggests a modus vivendi between 

muhiculturaUsm and Uberalism by way of recognition (1994,1991). He argues that 

poUtical liberaUsm can and must adapt to the group clahns of long misrecognized ethno-

cultural minorities for two reasons. Fhst, because liberal poUties lUce Canada and the 

United States owe h to them as a matter ofjustice. Those who have been oppressed have 

a right to define themselves hi accordance to theh cultural valuations. Second, because 

cuhural identhy is constitutive of the hidividual self. Those mdividuals of ethno-cultural 

mmorhies who pursue self-defmhion are engaged m an hnportant task, as hnportant as 

the spnitual pursuits that poUtical Uberalism protects. A liberal poUty, then, must enable 
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cuhural self-expression among previously oppressed and hence "misrecognized" 

mmorhies by protectmg then right to do so. It is the right of mmorhies to define 

themselves and so is the duty of the polhy to protect that right. To what extent can and 

should cuhural mmorhies express that right and how far does the liberal poUty's duty go 

m protectmg that right? That, says Taylor, is a poUtical matter to be debated openly m 

liberal msthutions on a case-by-case basis. The pomt is that the principle must hold if 

liberalism is to fulfill hs promise of freedom and justice to the hidividual members of 

ethno-cuhural mmorhies. 

Without dhectly crhiquhig Taylor's proposed modus vivendi, I offered a 

complementary proposal by appealmg to the recent work of John Rawls (Rawls, 1997, 

1996) and to the Uberal-pragmatic philosophy espoused by John Stuart MUl (Mill, 1997), 

William James (James, 1991), Isaiah BerUn (BerUn 1997, 1978), CUfford Geertz (Geertz, 

1986, 1983, 1973), and Richard Rorty (Rorty, 1999, 1998, 1989,1986,1982). In fact, this 

new proposal is the theoretical contribution I believe I have made m this dissertation. 

Rawls' "reasonable overlappmg consensus" provides us with the theoretical and 

mstitutional framework withhi which a viable relationship between poUtical liberalism 

and cultural pluraUsm may be enabled. The latest hi a long and rich tradhion of Uberal 

thought, Rawls' framework was mostly devised, among other reasons, to tackle the often-

problematic relationship between reUgious pluralism and poUtical Uberalism As Rawls 

said, "PoUtical liberalism sees hs form of poUtical philosophy as havhig hs own subject 

matter: how is a just and free society possible under condhions of deep doctrhial conflict 

with no prospect of resolution?' (1996: xxx). I beUeve I have shown that his framework 

also "solves" the problem of muhiculturalism without collapsing h hito a tame version of 

diversity. In feet, Rawls himself believes this to be trae. The "conceptions and prhiciples 

[of poUtical liberalism] should be widely applicable to our own problems also," Rawls 

wrote (1996: xxxi). Rawls here is referring to the contemporary problems of race, 

ethnicity, and gender as compared to the classical problem of reUgion. 

In my interpretation, cultural pluralism remams vital and vibrant without threatening 

the basic framework of Rawls' vision of liberal democracy. In fact, as is the case whh 
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religious diversity, cultural diversity and political liberalism complement and sustain 

each other in more ways than one. 

I suggested that m order to attain complementarity we imagme and practice a form of 

muhicuhuraUsm that is more generous in scope than the "poUtics of difference" espoused 

by theorists of the Cuhural Left. The muhiculturaUsm I espouse is humanistic, liberal, 

pragmatic, and spnitual. In expressions of Mexicanness, h is best exemplified by Cesar 

Chavez, the newer conceptions of Aztldn proposed by Chicano hitellectuals of the 

Mexicaimess Generation (P^rez-Torres, 1997; Cooper Alarcon, 1992) and by the 

humanistic feminism of Gloria Anzaldua (Anzaldiia, 1999). It may be best defined as the 

"poUtics of world chizenship" (Nussbaum, 1997) and as the "poUtics of recognition" 

(Taylor, 1994). This form of muhiculturalism which admhs the "fact of plurality" as 

ontological reality, is a boon to liberal democracy. If we understand muhicuhuraUsm as 

the practice of self-definition among hidividuals belongmg to (often) misrecognized 

ethno-cultural minorities, and that self-definhion is necessary for the fostering of certain 

capacities for Uberal chizenship, then we can posit the claim that the act of self-definition 

is in itself constitutive of liberal citizenship. I have shown that sehf-definhion among 

Mexican Americans helped develop hi them as weU as in the members of the dominant 

culture "capacities for agency" we readily associate with Uberal citizenship. These are the 

capachies of tolerance of difference, moral discourse and judgment, receptivity to 

reciprocity, and self-crhicism. These capachies teach the "agent," that is, the person and 

the citizen, the ways of liberal behavior, in tum develophig hi her or hhn habhs of 

thought and action that do not contradict but m fact sustahi Rawls' "reasonable 

overlapphig consensus" over thne. 

Several poshive outcomes occur when hidividuals of misrecognized cultural 

mmorhies pursue the practice of self-definhion m the context of a Uberal poUty. As I 

noted above, self-definhion fosters the use of at least four capachies m those pursuhig h. 

Furthermore, the conversation (and conflict) between various groups vymg for 

recognition tests the Uberal polity's promise of freedom Through this conversation, 

liberal prmciples and practices are scratmized, re-stated, and re-evaluated to suh the new 
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chcumstances. The history of poUtical liberalism has shown thne and agam that this 

activhy, m this case promoted by Mexican Americans seekhig self-defmhion smce 1848, 

has rejuvenated poUtical liberalism. The civil rights movement among African Americans 

and the femmist movement are also cases m pomt. 

Much of my hypothesis depends on what we mean by "person." To clarify, I finther 

relied on Rawls to support this clahn, by assummg, whh hhn, that persons possess three 

powers, namely, the power of reason and the two moral powers of "a capachy for a sense 

ofjustice" and "a capachy for a conception of the good" (Rawls, 1996: 19). These three 

powers are the basis of the four capachies for agency 1 noted above, as weU as of the 

capachy for creative identhy-formation, which I discussed m Chapter III. The pomt is 

that as persons self-define, as they empower themselves creatively, they also bring to 

light then full humanity. PoUtical liberalism adapts to muhiculturalism precisely when 

the "agents ofjustice" acknowledge that the others, the strangers within, the pachucos 

lUce Henry Reyna, the spies, the pochos, and the beaners are also "persons." It is then that 

poUtical liberalism brhigs them hito the fold of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, 

officially grants them citizenship, and hence opens a space at the table for them. 

Thereafter, it is up to them to become conversational partners, that is, to consent to 

participating in the never-endmg foundhig of the Uberal democracy m which they live. 

Pragmatists Uke Rorty and liberals lUce Berlhi encourage this type of conversation, the 

kmd that, as J.S. MiU and WUliam James argued, is more engaged than tolerance and 

hence has the potential of changhig the ways we thmk of such concepts as "person," from 

the vantagepoint that at no thne do we arrive at a stage of human development where we 

no longer need to argue and debate what we stand for as liberals. Conversation about h is, 

m fact, the only means by which we satisfy our need to remember and our deshe to be 

freer and less crael. If, as I have noted, cultural pluralism fosters such a conversation, 

then h complements and nurtures poUtical liberalism. 

Instead of relyhig on generalizations about multiculturalism to test my theoretical 

claims, I focused on the practice of self-defmhion among Mexican Americans smce the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo hi 1848.1 did so through hermeneutic hiterpretations of 
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several relevant texts and events. I believe my findings about the emergence and 

evolution of self-defmhion among Mexican Americans provide ample evidence that my 

theoretical clahns are on track. Fhst, in the vast majorhy of cases, Mexican Americans 

practiced self-definhion m ways that did not contradict liberal democratic prmciples. 

Even El Plan Esphhual de Aztldn, m many respects a separatist document, led to the 

formation of a poUtical party that competed for votes. It did not develop hito a vanguard 

and even generated Chicana femhiist discourses and practices. Second, my hiterpretations 

also show that expressions of Mexicanness gradually became more respectfiil of 

hidividual choice, even while mamtammg a strong commitment to cultural self-

determination. Furthermore, even while pressured by neo-Marxist groups of Chicano 

separatists, Uberal histhutions proved to be resUient and flexible. What seemed a distant 

possibiUty in the 1960s is now a reaUty. Americans of Mexican descent occupy local, 

state, and national positions of political power and theh cultural productions are no 

longer marginal to society's self-image, but occupy a visible and robust position in 

literature, film museums, music, academia, art, and the economy. 

An anthropokigist researching the ways of Americans would not have to scour the 

edges of society to find expressions of Mexicanness. In fact, she or he would take 

Mexicanness to be an hitegral expression of Americanness. She or he would also find that 

cultural plurality coexisted progressively whh Uberal democracy. This is not to say that 

all is well in America. I am shnply arguing that American liberal democracy provided 

spaces within which Mexican Americans could self-define and pursue theh Ufe-plans, 

thus confirming its emancipatory constitution. 

An answer to the question that David Montejano posed in his hitroductory essay to his 

Chicano Politics and Society as to whether we should consider the existence of "a 

transcendent American discourse" (1999: xiii) would perhaps not be as problematic to 

our anthropologist as h is to those in the fray of things today. She or he would fmd a rich 

and ever-shifting cultural and religious diversity m the context of liberal histitutions. The 

only transcendent trath would be the trath that Rawls identified as the "fact of pluralhy" 
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and the only shigle American discourse would be the "reasonable overlapphig consensus" 

among all pluralhies to coexist and flourish under that trath. 

Mexican Americans who prefer to name themselves Chicanos/as have lived that 

American trath hi flesh from the 1960s to the present. The evolution of the Chicano/a 

description of Aztldn from monoUthic homeland to muhi-discursive borderland and 

palimpsest is the actual, ground-level manifestation of the American discourse, which 

says that as long as poUtical liberalism remams vhal, culture, religion, life-plan and style 

are all up to mdividuals to choose. The Aztldn that Cooper Alarcon and Perez-Torres re

discovered hi the 1990s is a liberal, vmtage American Aztldn, open to hidividual 

hiterpretation and choice, no longer under the dhection of any vanguard. Theh re-

description of Aztldn is also an act of self-crhicism which, as I noted earUer, is one the 

four capachies for agency that self-definhion fosters in a liberal polity. 

Furthermore, the fransformation of Aztldn lends credence to the Rawlsian idea that 

liberal democracy houses "comprehensive doctrines" but does not become one at the 

expense of others. As whh religions, cultural pluralhies inhabhhig a Uberal polity may 

pursue theh "comprehensive" objectives through conversation and persuasion. They may 

believe hi an all-encompassing Tmth, appUcable to all, but they may not seek to hnpose h 

through law or violence on others. The "fact of pluraUty" is protected by liberal laws and 

practices as long as h contmues to manifest hself hi the behaviors of individuals and 

groups. Maybe some day Tmth wUl arrive and all will embrace h effortlessly. Only then 

would Uberal democracy become obsolete. UntU then, however, liberal democracy is the 

best framework we have. 

But the "fact of plurality" alone does little to help us devise ways to keep freedom 

vhal. As 1 argued m this dissertation, h is conversation between pluralities that drives our 

prhnary shared purposes to reaUzation. I beUeve I have demonstrated that conversation is 

a necessary activhy m polyetlmic societies, because h hones critical skiUs and promotes 

several valuable outcomes. In Chapter III, I poshed that conversation: 
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1. helps us recognize our equal capachies for poUtical reasonableness, moral 

deliberation, and creative identhy-formation, hence allowmg the /and the Other to 

connect and communicate v^thout erashig difference; 

2. brhigs us empathetically and aesthetically closer to others, thus heightening our 

senshivhy and receptivhy to the diverse ways m which humans express theh deepest 

longhigs and to the purpose of theh poUtical straggles for freedom and justice. This m 

tum helps expand the scope and reach of our moral commitments; 

3. exposes us to the visions and crhiques of others and hence encourages us to teU better 

stories about our origins and constract more compelling arguments of our ends and 

purposes. This in tum promotes novel re-statements of "first principles" and re

descriptions of who we are that, without betrayhig first prmciples, are nonetheless 

more attuned to changhig condhions; 

4. hiitiates a relationship between diverse hidividuals and groups dnectly, thus 

behoovhig us to move from the Uterary and theoretical to the pragmatic. This hi tum 

makes philosophy relevant to the ethico-poUtical urgencies of our day; 

5. brings together diverse vocabularies into hiteraction, hence laying the textual ground 

where "coUigation" is possible. In other words, where we may devise better ways, 

that is, freer and less crael ways, of Uving our social lives together. 

In summary, conversation is a necessary practice among hidividuals in a liberal polity, 

because the outcomes h promotes, especially m the context of reUgious and cultural 

divershy, are consthutive of Uberal chizenship. I believe this dissertation has at least buUt 

a strong enough case to merh a more sustained phUosophical consideration of this 

practice. I also suggest my work could serve as a starthig pohit for more deliberate 

studies on the relationship between cultural pluralism and poUtical liberalism. 
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